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to reduce energy prices and for the positions of the Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders
group, I am pleased to enclose AAR briefing papers on the following three railroad
priorities: repeal of the 4.3 cent per gallon "deficit reduction" diesel fuel tax, an acceptable
resolution of the coal mine valley fill issue, and establishment of a locomotive fuel
efficiency program within the Department of Energy.

AAR looks forward to working with you and the other members of the Energy
Policy Development Task Force to craft a balanced and effective energy policy for our
nation.

Sincerely,

Edward R Hamberger

cc: The Honorable Norman Mineta
The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Mr. Lawrence Lindsey
Mr. Andrew Lundquist
Ms. Karen Knutson
Mr. John Frenzel
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Repeal Deficit Reduction Fuel Taxes

AAR supports S. 820 and H.R 1001 that would repeal deficit reduction fuel taxes
paid by railroads and barges. AAR opposes H.R 2060 that would create a railroad trust
fundfrom deficit reduction fuel taxes.

Inequitable Taxation in a Surplus Environment

The railroad and inland barge industries pay a 43 cents per gallon deficit
reduction fuel tax even though there is no longer a federal deficit. Furthemor, the
railroad and inland barge industries are required to pay deficit reduction fuel taxes while
their competitors, the truckers, do not

Among all U.S. industries, CBO Estimated Baseline Annual Budget Surplus
only transportation industries have
been obligated to pay special deficit 4

reduction fuel taxes, and today, s400

among the different transportation 3so

modes, only railroad and barge o30

companies continue to pay such a s *
tax. The deficit reduction fuel tax $20 * *
rate has varied over time, and $15o
currently stands at 4.3 cents per $100
gallon on diesel fuel consumed. s o
Since inception of the tax in 1990, so
freight railroads have paid over 1.4 2000oo 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 200 2007 200 2009
billion in deficit reduction fuel taxes. so- .ceo. Th. Economk wBaoouae n 1awj, L k ) i )g
Railroads continue to pay these taxes
even though there is no longer a federal deficit.

Trucking companies, direct competitors of railroads and barge companies, do not
pay a deficit reduction fuel tax. The entire revenue from the taxes paid by the truckers is
paid into the Highway Trust Fund, and is used to pay for improvements and maintenance
of highway infrastructure. Therefore, while railroads continue to contribute to a non-
existent deficit, the truckers contribute to their own infrastructure improvement

By contrast, the railroad industry does not have a trust fund but privately funds its
own maintained rights-of-way. In 1998, freight railroads spent $7.7 billion maintaining
and improving their own infrastructure. This is equivalent to a tax of $2.13 per gallon of
fuel consumed by railway locomotives - an amount, which is four to ten times th
equivalent of tax paid by the competing modes of transportation.

Both the House and Senate 1999 tax cut bills, acknowledged the tax inequity and
included a repeal of the 4.3 cent deficit reduction fuel tax for the railroad and barge
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industries, but the final 1999 tax cut bill was vetoed by President Clinton for reasons
other than the railroad tax repeal.

Support for an Equitable Solution

The railroads are not alone in calling for a fair and equitable solution to the
current deficit reduction fuel tax problem. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the
American Road and Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA) have adopted policies
in support of repealing the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax. Numerous agriculture
groups including the American Farm Bureau Federation, American Soybean Association,
National Association of Wheat Growers, and the National Corn Growers Association are
also on record supporting the repeal of this tax.

Railroad Trust Fund Proposals

AAR opposes H.R. 2060, the Railway Safety and Funding Equity Act of 1999
(RSAFE), a bill that would transfer the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax into a new
Railroad Trust Fund for highway-rail grade crossing safety programs. H.R 2060 would
divert significant railroad resources to help solve what is fundamentally a highway safety
problem. Not only is this proposed cross subsidy of highway needs by the railroads bad
public policy, but these railroad fuel tax revenues are needed to meet significant railroad
infrastructure needs.

AAR also opposes any effort to use the 4.3 cents per gallon deficit reduction fuel
tax paid by the railroads to create a Railroad Trust Fund to finance short-line/regional
railroad improvements, intercity or commuter passenger rail needs, or other purposes. In
these scenarios, the beneficiaries of the funds, while having contributed little or nothing,
would profit from a cross-subsidy from the large freight railroads. It is not appropriate to
expect the large railroads to provide additional funding support for passenger rail short-
lines, or highway-rail traffic control devices. Neither do large railroads care to finance
their own infrastructure needs through a Railroad Trust Fund by inefficiently sending
funds to Washington, DC, simply to be returned to private sector railroads, minus
bureaucratic administrative and overhead costs, and subject to political manipulation and
government regulatory red tape.

Summary

The railroads' true advantage in cost, environmental impact, reduced highway
damage and congestion, safety, and fuel efficiency rightfully have become important
criteria in a modal choice. Artificial cost barriers to the use of freight transportation, in
terms of inequitable deficitreduction taxes, can only disadvantage rail in the competitive
marketplace and distort consumer choice.
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The Importance of Fuel Diversity in Establishing a National Energy Policy and a
Sound Climate Change Strategy

The U.S. economy is highly dependent on affordable electricity. Since 1970, electricity
growth has closely tracked the rise in GDP. To meet increased demand and to offset
retirements of existing power plants, the Department of Energy forecasts that 1,310 new
power plants - with 393 gigawatts of capacity - will be needed by 2020.' A sound
national energy policy is needed to continue to ensure the affordability and reliability of
electricity, and to meet future energy demands.

The Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders (CBGS) group believes that fuel diversity-
coal, natural gas, nuclear energy, oil, hydropower and other renewables, to generate
electricity - must be maintained as a matter of national energy policy and national
security. An energy policy that maintains fuel diversity can appropriately balance
continued utilization of coal, the most essential fuel for reliable and affordable electricity,
with a sensitivity to the climate change issue that reflects both economic and
environmental objectives. 2

The industries that comprise CBGS have long supported voluntary, flexible, cost-
effective and inclusive approaches to reducing greenhouse gases. For example, under
the Climate Challenge program, the electric utility industry was projected to reduce 174
million metric tons of carbon dioxide (C0 2)-equivalent greenhouse gases in 2000. The
electric power industry is currently developing a voluntary climate initiative that would
serve as an extension of the Climate Challenge program. The industry expects to partner
with the federal government - particularly the Department of Energy - and other
industries to pursue approaches to further reducing greenhouse gases. This initiative will
reduce greenhouse gases in the near term, and promote a technology research,
development and deployment (R, D & D) program that will lead to the development of
cost-effective options to reduce greenhouse gases.

Energy Information Administration (EIA), "Annual Energy Outlook 2001 with
Projections to 2020" (Dec. 2000).

Coal-based generation is increasingly clean. Since 1970, coal-based electric generation
has increased 234 percent and coal use m power plants has increased 270 percent, yet
criteria pollutant emissions have steadily declined. EIA, "Annual Energy Review 1999."

"Voluntary" recognizes that the climate change issue merits policy responses that
explore economically sustainable measures should any legally binding agreement to
address greenhouse gases be adopted. Full "flexibility" encompasses emissions trading,
project-based offsets, forestry and soils projects, and banking, which will be critical in the
event of any domestic or international agreement. "Inclusive" encompasses all
greenhouse gases; all sources and sinks; and all locations, domestic and international.
"Reduce" means reduce, avoid, sequester or otherwise mitigate greenhouse gases,
whether domestically or internationally.
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CBGS supports continued scientific research to evaluate if human activity is adversely
affecting the climate, and, if so, to evaluate the causes, costs, policies and adaptation
strategies to address possible solutions. Consistent with the President's March 13 letter
to several Senators, CBGS opposes ratification of the Kyoto Protocol because it would
cause serious harm to the U.S. economy and lacks binding commitments for all nations.
Also consistent with the President's letter, CBGS strongly opposes regulation of CO2 or
any other greenhouse gas as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act or other legislation.

Because there is currently no cost-effective control technology for greenhouse gas
emissions, compliance with stringent, mandatory targets and timetables such as those
contained in the Protocol would cause massive fuel switching in the electric utility
industry from coal to natural gas,4 which would be enormously expensive and
dramatically increase electricity prices, 5 and which would further exacerbate the fuel
diversity issue. A Kyoto Protocol-type scenario would also raise serious problems i
natural gas supply, prices and infrastructure, and would cause significant job losses in
CBGS industries and among our suppliers. Stringent targets and timetables other than
those contained in the Protocol also could be harmful to ournation's economy and energy
policies. Moreover, they could have a chilling effect on badly needed investment in new
coal-based generation because of a legitimate concern that such investments would
become stranded in the event legally binding regulations were imposed in the future.

As currently envisioned, a sound voluntary climate initiative would consist of three major
elements:

1. In the short term, the climate initiative is expected to achieve credible, verifiable
emission reductions or offsets of greenhouse gases facilitated by certain policies
and incentives from the federal government, including those that encourage full
flexibility for emission credit and trading programs.

2. Further reductions of greenhouse gases in the medium to long term would result
from the development and application of more energy-efficient, cost-effective
electricity supply options, such as clean coal technology and renewables, that
allow for a reliable and affordable supply of energy.

4 See, e.g., the reference study that demonstrates that under a Kyoto Protocol-type
scenario, coal would decline from 50 percent of electric generation to as low as 13
percent in 2010, while natural gas would rise from 25 percent to 50 percent in the same
time frame. Research Data International, Inc., U.S. Gas and Power Supply under the
Kyoto Protocol, Vol. I at 1-9 (Sept. 1999).
' A recent EIA report (which actually understates costs because mercury has not yet
been analyzed) found that reductions in sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and CO2
consistent with recent legislative proposals would increase electricity prices by 17-33
percent in 2005, and by 30-43 percent in 2010. EIA, Analysis of Strategies for Reducing
Multiple Emissions from Power Plants: Sulfur Dioxide, Nitrogen Oxides and Carbon
Dioxide xvii, 27 (Dec. 2000). The bulk of the cost increases are due to CO2 restrictions.

2
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3. A climate technology R, D & D program is needed to ensure that cost-effective
technologies are developed in the long term. This program should complement
overall U.S. energy policy and the Framework Convention on Climate Change.

In accordance with legislation introduced in the 106th Congress - such as S.
882, S. 1776, S. 1777 and S. 3253 - and public-private studies,6 the R, D & D
program could focus on 1) advanced technologies in electric generation and
transportation, 2) cost-effective direct carbon capture and removal from
powerplant and other emission sources, and 3) carbon sequestration in natural
"sinks" such as forests, soils and oceans.

* Two program goals could be to 1) fast track such climate technologies to
market, and 2) promote export of such technologies overseas, particularly to
developing countries such as China and India that could greatly benefit from
more energy-efficient electric generation technology.

* In partnership with the federal government, the climate initiative'would be
expected to adequately fund the climate technology R, D & D program and to
provide appropriate financial incentives, with periodic reassessment. Industry
partners that install new climate technologies would be interested in recouping
any substantial investments over a reasonable period of time.

The climate initiative should be consistent with government policies that encourage full
flexibility, both domestically and internationally, in emissions trading, project-based
offsets, forestry and soils projects, and banking. Financial and policy-oriented
government incentives should be explored as a means to jump start credit and trading
programs, offset projects, and the climate technology program.

Development of a voluntary climate initiative presents an opportunity not only for
innovative emission reduction programs, but also for the inclusion of a broader number of
partners involved in the life cycle of coal-based generation. For example, credit could be
given to environmental improvements from extracting coal at the mine and delivering it
to the geneiator.

CBGS believes that a climate change strategy premised on a voluntary climate initiative
would achieve both environmental and economic objectives, and would help maintain
fuel diversity. The strategy would reduce greenhouse gases in the short term as
technological responses are developed for long-term availability, all the while
maintaining the viability of coal as a vital component of electric generation. In short,
environmental policy would complement energy policy, which is consistent with the
President's goal of ensuring that global climate change issues are addressed "in the
context of a national energy policy that protects our environment, consumers, and
economy."

See, e.g., Battelle's Global Energy Technology Strategy - Addressing Climate Change
(2000).

3
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New Source Review

Description: The Clean Air Act imposes stringent "new source" control
technology requirements on new units, and on existing sources if they are
extensively modified. In 1996, EPA reinterpreted the new source review (NSR)
program in a way that redefines when an existing source is considered to have been
"modified," and issued a proposed rule consistent with this reinterpretation. EPA's
approach presents an obstacle to efficiency improvement projects, safe operations
and reliable generation, which is inconsistent with a sound national energy policy
and the need to continue to ensure affordable and reliable electricity.

In addition, EPA has initiated litigation against over 40 investor owned power
plants and 10 TVA plants to force installation of new control technology on plants
that EPA alleges have been modified. EPA's litigation and enforcement strategy is
inconsistent with past interpretations and implementation of the NSR program.

Status: EPA has not yet finalized its proposed NSR rule, but, on December 12,
2000, the agency published a Federal Register notice regarding a Detroit Edison
project that has national implications because it interprets the existing NSR rule to
cover reliability and efficiency improvement projects. In that notice, EPA claims,
contrary to the language of the current NSR modification rules, that electric utility
sources must get state (or EPA) approval before undertaking necessary
maintenance, repair, and replacement projects. An administrative petition has been
filed requesting that the Administrator reconsider the Detroit Edison notice and
confirm that EPA's 1992 WEPCo rule and pre-1996 policies remain in effect.
Regarding ongoing EPA enforcement efforts, additional notices of violation and
lawsuits are expected unless policy changes are initiated.

Key Issues/Decisions: How can the NSR program be reformed to complement
national energy policy objectives, and to avoid being an impediment to efficient,
safe and reliable plant operations?

Aetions Requested: The Administrator should grant the Detroit Edison petition
and publish notice of this action in the Federal Register. In that notice, EPA
should confirm that the WEPCo rule and pre-1996 policies remain in effect
pending a reevaluation of regulatory and policy options. The Administrator also
should initiate true NSR reform. The industry is ready to work cooperatively with
EPA on this effort.
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Harmonizing Ozone Rules Under the Clean Air Act

Description: In January 2000, EPA issued its Clean Air Act "section 126" rule, requiring power
plants and some industrial sources in 13 states to make significant cuts in nitrogen oxide (NO.)
emissions to help four states (Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York and Pennsylvania, all of
which filed petitions under section 126 requesting source-specific reductions) reduce their ozone
levels. EPA insists targeted sources must comply by May 1, 2003, even though this date would
make compliance very difficult because of the lead time needed to engineer, purchase, install and
test emission control equipment. More importantly, this deadline conflicts with a court-ordered
May 31, 2004 compliance date for EPA's "SIP call" rule. The SIP call requires NO, reductions
from power plants and some other sources in 22 eastern states, including those subject to the
section 126 rule, and will necessitate capital costs in excess of 1S3 billion and associated O&M
costs of at least this much. The North American Electric Reliability Council has issued a study
concluding that pending NO, reductions will require many Midwestern coal-fired plants to
retrofit with sophisticated new technologies, thus significantly increasing planned maintenance
outages (on top of projected low reserves), and hence some reliability risks in the next several
years. NO, controls are imminent, but it is imperative that reductions occur in the least
burdensome and most economically responsible manner possible.

The section 126 rule also removes state flexibility to decide which sources to control and by how
much. Many states want the section 126 rule deadline to be the same as the SIP call compliance
date, or made inapplicable for states that implement the SIP call. Some northeast states,
companies and environmental groups want the section 126 rule and its deadline retained.
Congressional appropriators have repeatedly urged EPA to harmonize the section 126 rule and
SIP call implementation dates.

Status: The Supreme Court denied an appeal by parties challenging the underlying merits of the
SIP call rule; however, this did not affect the May 31, 2004 compliance date. Legal challenges to
the section 126 rule are pending in the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. A decision is expected by
spring 2001, but may not resolve the SIP call/section 126 conflict. In the interim, states face
significant uncertainty in developing implementation plans. Similarly, regulatory certainty is
critical to companies, yet affected sources currently do not know which deadline and what
controls apply.

Key Issue/Decision: The section 126 and SIP call rules must be harmonized.

Actions Requested: Congress clearly intended that the SIP call process would drive state
compliance with Clean Air Act emission reduction requirements. -The section 126 rule explicitly
provides the Administrator authority to deny, or withdraw prior approval of, any section 126
petition targeting sources in a state where EPA approves that particular state's implementation
plan. The Administrator should clarify immediately that the SIP call implementation schedule
is controlling and that NOx reductions must be made by the May 31, 2004 compliance
date.
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Regulation of Mercurv Emissions from Coal- and Oil-Based Power Plants

Description: On December 14, 2000, EPA made a "regulatory determination" under the
Clean Air Act that regulation of mercury and possibly other hazardous air pollutants
(HAPs) is "appropriate and necessary" for coal- and oil-based power plants. This
decision automatically triggers a formal rulemaking, and EPA is scheduled to issue a
proposed rule in late 2003 and a final rule in late 2004. EPA has estimated costs of a
mercury control program to be about $5 billion annually, while DOE and others have
estimated significantly higher costs. Members of Congress from both parties have raised
concerns about the adverse consequences of mercury regulation, including impacts to the
fish industry. A stringent mercury control program could impact fuel diversity and coal-
based generation in the same manner as a mandatory CO2 reduction program.

Unfortunately, the language of the regulatory determination could severely limit the
Administrator's future options. EPA's designation of a specific regulatory approach -
even though the regulatory determination is not a formal rule - means that new coal- and
oil-based plants, as well as existing coal- and oil-based plants that are "reconstructed,"
will be regulated immediately in accordance with the stringent, source-by-source control
program called for in the determination. Ironically, this harsh impact occurs at the outset
of a multi-year regulatory process during which EPA will be attempting to establish a
scientific record that justifies a stringent mercury control rule. Note that a decision today
to modify the regulatory determination would neither affect the regulatory schedule, nor
hinder ongoing mercury-related health effects, fate-and-transport, and emission reduction
technology research critical to making sound regulatory decisions.

Status: EPA's regulatory determination was published in the Federal Register on
December 20. The agency indicated it did not want more input on the determination,
instead noting that a proposed rule will be subject to public review and comment. Legal
challenges have been filed in the D.C. Circuit by the utility industry. An administrative
Petition for Reconsideration also has been filed with EPA, in effect requesting the agency
to withdraw that portion of the regulatory determination that prescribes a specific control
program and immediately impacts new and reconstructed units.

Key Issues/Decisions: Electric utilities are explicitly treated differently under the CAA
than other major sources of HAPs, in that EPA's assessment of power plants "shall"
address "alternative control strategies." However, language in EPA's determination sets
in motion the regulation of mercury emissions under a strict, source-by-source control
program that eliminates flexibility and use of market mechanisms. The Administrator
should avoid this unnecessary limitation on possible regulatory options.

Actions Requested: The Administrator should (1) reconsider that portion of the
regulatory determination that prescribes a specific control program and immediately
impacts new and reconstructed units; (2) clarify that EPA does not intend to limit
regulatory options when proposing a rule; and (3) clarify further that the regulatory
determination applies only to mercury and not other HAPs.
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AAR supports S. 820 and H.R. 1001 that would repeal the 4.3 cents per gallon
deficit reduction fuel tax for the railroads and barges. This tax should be repealed because
it is:

1. Discriminatory against railroads, since the trucking industry pays no deficit
reduction fuel tax;

2. Economically unsound, because it artificially diverts traffic that other wise would
travel by rail; and

3. Inconsistent with national policy, because it violates the goals of economy,
impartiality, energy efficiency, and environmental friendliness.

Additionally, large freight railroads oppose the transfer of these revenues to a
federal Railroad Trust Fund or any other form of a transportation trust fund.
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THE COAL MINE VALLEY FILL ISSUE

DESCRIPTION: In October 1999, a federal district court in West Virginia stunned the Notion's
coal industry with a decision barring the longstanding practice of building valley and hollow fills
to store the dirt and rock generated during coal mining. Bragg v. Robertson, 72 F. Supp. 2d 642
(S.D. W.Va. 1999), appeal pending. No. 99-2443 (4' Cir). Notwithstanding the fact that these
engineered fill structures are both a necessary part of coal mining operations and expressly
authorized by federal laws regulating coal mining, the court interpreted regulations issued under
those laws as prohibiting their construction in hollows and valleys that inevitably contain stream
courses. While the decision remains pending on appeal, the past Administration abandoned the
working men and women of America's coal industry and announced that it now agreed with the
court's view. The past Administration's action in this regard is not only contrary to the laws it
administcrs, it will have economic consequences in West Virginia alone that a Marshall
University study concluded will be "as great or greater than those of the Great Depression.'
Earlier in the same litigation, the federal agencies (EPA, OSM & COE) settled the claims related
to the use of section 404 permits to authorize these fills under the Clean Water Act The
agencies agreed to conduct a programmatic Environmental Impact Statement which addresses
environmental and economic consequences of different actions as well as evaluate the better
coordination of overlapping regulatory programs.

STATUS: The appeal in the 4' Circuit has been briefed and was argued on December 7, 2000.
In the meantime, the EPA, OSM and COE are preparing a Draft EIS; EPA and COE also have
pending a proposed rule published on April 20, 2000 clarifying that excess spoil is fill material
subject to section 404 and not section 402 of the CWA. This rule would remove the ambiguity in
the agencies' programs that the district court relied on to reach its erroneous conclusion that
these fills as well as other activities that have the effect of replacing waters of the United States
are not authorized by section 404.

KEY DECISIONS: Should any part or form of a Draft EIS be publicly released before the
completion of the underlying technical, economic and other studies?
OPTIONS: * Delay public release of Draft EIS in any form until all the underlying studies are
complete and have been subject to some form of peer review. This option is completely
defensible and will assure that the EIS process on this matter will not be subject to criticisms
related to its credibility and integrity.

*Allow the agencies to release an executive summary or other form of a draft EIS
that purports to provide an overview of the current analysis of complex technical questions. This
option will appease few and invite strong criticism from industry and, perhaps, the West Virginia
state legislature that has funded part of the studies.

KEY DECISIONS: Whether EPA and COE should adopt as a final rule the proposal clarifying
the scope of the section 404 program with respect to excess spoil and other activities that have
the effect of replacing waters of the United States.
OPTIONS: * Proceed to adopt as final the proposed rule published on April 20, 2000. The rule
is an important part of maintaining the integrity of the 404 program by clarifying a longstanding
ambiguity that has caused grave uncertainty for the regulated community and the agencies. It not
only addresses the excess spoil issue but other activities as well, e.g. landfills.

* Await the decision of the 4' Circuit to determine whether it would require any
modification of the proposal to address the central features of the rule. At some point, the EIS on
mountaintop mining will have to analyze how excess spoil fills arc to be addressed within the

prevailing regulatory schemes under the CWA and SMCRA and whether any conflicts exist.
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WHAT SHOULD Establish a public-private partnership involving the
BE DONE? federal government, railroads, and railroad suppliers

designed to increase the fuel efficiency of, and reduce
emissions from, diesel locomotives. The partnership
should be similar to the "21 ' Century Truck Initiative"
now underway.

WHY? The partnership would encourage conservation of natural
resources and reduced emissions by the nation's largest
freight transportation provider. Moreover, the '21t
Century Truck Initiative" will use hundreds of millions of
dollars of federal funds to sharply increase fuel efficiency
and lower emissions for motor carriers that compete
against railroads. Equity demands that railroads receive
the same support.

In April 2000, the Clinton Administration announced the creation of the "210 Century
Truck Initiative," a public-private research partnership involving many of the nation's
largest heavy-duty engine and truck companies; the U.S. Departments of Defense,
Energy, and Transportation; and the Environmental Protection Agency.

The goals of the Truck Initiative include developing truck and bus technologies that
increase fuel economy, improve safety, reduce emissions, and lower costs. The
partnership is designed to lead, within 10 years, to prototypes that double existing fuel
economy for long-haul trucks and significantly reduce truck emissions of nitrous oxide,
particulates, and other air pollutants.

Because of the Truck Initiative, the fiscal year 2001 budget saw an increase of $31 million
in truck research spending to a total of $137 million.

Railroads account for more than 40 percent of the nation's freight ton-miles, considerably
more than trucks' 29 percent share. Therefore, increases in rail fuel efficiency would
significantly benefit our economy and environment. However, there is no public-private
program involving railroad locomotives similar to the Truck Initiative. Instead, railroads
and their suppliers must fund research and development efforts aimed at increasing fuel
efficiency and reducing emissions on their own. For example, the Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway and the Union Pacific Railroad are spending more than $1 million
apiece on these issues, while the Association of American Railroads is funding an
industry-wide emissions research program.
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· A federal program to increase fuel efficiency and reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives will provide public benefits to the environment similar to those of the
21" Century Truck Initiative.

* By providing motor carriers a major federal subsidy through the Truck Initiative,
the federal government will artificially reduce motor carrier costs. This imbalance
between trucks and railroads will encourage shippers to use trucks, even where
railroads provide more efficient services.

* The US. Department of Transportation's Moving America: New Directions, New
Opportunities - A Statement of National Transportation Policy notes that 'Federal
programs and policies must treat modes and carriers fairly." This condition is
clearly violated if motor carriers receive federal benefits not made available to their
competitors.

* A federal program will magnify the substantial strides in both fuel efficiency and
emissions control already accomplished by the railroads. Railroad fuel efficiency is
up 16 percent since 1990 and
58 percent since 1980. Revenue Ton-Miles Per Gallon of Fuel Used
Railroads are also committed 4 -

to substantial reductions in
atmospheric emissions,
having endorsed an EPA 350
proposal that calls for a 60 3o -
percent reduction in nitrogen 250
oxide emissions from 200
locomotives manufactured 15so - _
beginning in 2005. With ,1o
federal support, the railroad so
industry can build on its own
voluntary achievements and 0
foster improved conservation 1981 194 198 7 1990 1993 1996
and emissions control. soas: AAR
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COAL-BASED GENERATION STAKEHOLDERS

March 16, 2001

Vice President Richard B. Cheney
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Vice President:

We are addressing this letter to you in your capacity as chairman of the White House
Energy Policy Development Task Force. We co-chair the Coal-Based Generation
Stakeholders Group, an informal coalition of utilities, coal producers and railroads
whose companies represent nearly one million employees and $275 billion in combined
revenues. The coalition is working together to promote a balanced energy policy that
recognizes the critical role coal-based electric generation plays in America's'national
and economic security.

We applaud the announcement this week that the Administration did not support
regulation of carbon dioxide as an air pollutant under the Clean Air Act; the position
reflects one of our central guiding principals. Over the last eight years, a number of
environmental and energy policies were adopted that placed enormous constraints on
the continued viability of coal-based generation. The recent price volatility and
reliability problems in our electricity and natural gas markets are symptomatic of a
larger energy crisis in the United States and in part are the result of a loss of fuel
diversity in our energy mix engendered by those policies.

Our coalition is committed to being part of the clean air solution by continuously
improving the environmental performance of coal-based generation through increased
public-private funding and incentives for development and deployment of advanced
clean coal technologies. The group also seeks environmental policies that: 1) rely on
sound science and demonstrable public health benefits, 2) consider fuel costs and
security and reliability of electric supplies, 3) establish practical compliance schedules,
4) provide reasonable certainty for investments in environmental controls and new
generating facilities; and 5) give states appropriate flexibility in implementing Clean
Air Act policies.

Enclosed are a set of briefing papers covering the major issues that we have discussed
with your Administration's representatives, including recommendations on establishing
a robust, voluntary C02 reduction program, reforming EPA's New Source Review
process, establishing consistent NOx standards and timetables, and developing a more
flexible and cost-effective Mercury rulemaking.

We look forward to working with you and other members of the Energy Policy
Development Task Force to craft a balanced and effective energy policy for our nation.

Sincerely,

William T. McCormick, Jr. Irl F. Eneardt
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
CMS Energy Peabody Group

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Spencer Abraham
The Honorable Donald Evans
Mr. Lawrence Lindsey
Mr. Andrew Lundquist
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THE NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION
AND

THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

IN REGARD TO RAILROAD COAL TRANSPORTATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Mining Association, hereinafter referred to as "NMA", the Association of

American Railroads, hereinafter referred to as "AAR", and those members of the AAR and the

NMA who have subscribed to this memorandum of understanding express their mutual

agreement and acceptance of the RailCoal Communication/Dispute Resolution Process, which is

set forth herein.

NMA and AAR realize that abundant coal reserves mined in the United States represent a

strategic resource required to fuel the generation of electricity and to furnish an important

feedstock for other purposes, and that U.S. coal exports are significant contributors toward

improving the U.S. balance of trade with other countries that are coal consumers.

NMA and AAR recognize that the coal industry must rely on dependable, efficient

railroad services for distribution of coal produced in the eastern and western states, and that coal

traffic represents a highly important element of total railroad freight carried by the railroads and

is important to the economic health of the railroads.

NMA and AAR further recognize that the rail industry must rely upon a reliable and

adequate supply of coal, equipment and mining infrastructure in order to provide railroad coal

customers with efficient service.
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II. PURPOSE

This agreement by and between NMA and AAR is entered in for the purpose of

establishing a Rail/Coal Communication/Dispute Resolution Process, which will seek inter-

industry understanding and resolution of issues which may arise with regard to the adequacy and

reliability of railroad and coal company services required for coal shipments from mines to

power plants and other coal-consuming facilities, and to inland and coastal ports, in order to

supply U.S. coal to domestic and foreign markets. The process will only consider matters which

involve providing and utilizing transportation services for coal shipments, and will not discuss

transportation rates, costs, or other charges for rail traffic services.

III. STRUCTURE

A. Joint Policy Committee

A Joint Policy Committee shall be created, comprised of six members consisting

of the Chief Executive Officers ("CEO") of the NMA, the AAR, two members of the AAR (to be

designated by the AAR), and two members of the NMA (to be designated by the NMA). It shall

meet annually, or at any other time, at the request of a member of the Committee, to discuss

policy issues of industry-wide application relating to the rail transportation of coaL The CEOs of

all other AAR and NMA members will also be invited to anend and fully participate in the

annual Committee meeting. The Joint Policy Committee shall not have authority to set rates or

charges or reach any agreement relating to rate related matters. The annual meetings will be

alternately hosted by the AAR and the NMA.

2
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B. Joint Coal Logistics Committee

A Joint Coal Logistics Committee shall be created, comprised of ten members

consisting of four railroad coal marketing vice presidents (to be designated by the AAR), four

vice presidents of members of the NMA who are responsible for rail transportation within their

respective organizations (to be designated by the NMA), and one-representative each from the

AAR and the NMA. It shall meet semi-annually, or at any other time, at the request of a member

of the Committee, to examine, and if applicable, make non-binding recommendations regarding

industry-wide issues relating to rail transportation service, efficiency and deployment of assets.

The Joint Coal Logistics Committee shall not have authority to set rates or charges or reach any

agreement relating to rate related matters. Each semi-annual meeting will be scheduled to allow

for in-depth examination of rail coal transportation issues. The meetings will be alternately

hosted by the AAR and the NMA.

The Joint Coal Logistics Committee will elect a chairman from its members. The

chairman, in alternate years, will be a member of the NMA delegation or the AAR delegation

serving on the Committee. The presidents of NMA and AAR will identify matters for

consideration by the Committee during its semi-annual or special meetings. The Committee will

act as an advisory body only, with the view of providing professional expertise on matters it

considers, and of communicating with the association presidents and the Joint Policy Committee

on methods for improving both rail service and coal supply reliability and adequacy to overcome

problems that may arise with regard to coal shipments on a nationwide or a regional venue.
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IV. DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS

A. In the event of disputes between a member of the AAR and a member of the

NMA who subscribe to this agreement, those members consent to participate in a dispute

resolution process. The goal of this process will be to enable the parties to develop a voluntary,

mutually acceptable resolution to their dispute.

B. In the event of disputes, prior to invoking this dispute resolution process AAR and

NMA members subscribing to this agreement agree to employ their best efforts to resolve

differences through expanded communications and good faith negotiations between the parties

involved.

C. If mutual discussions between AAR and NMA members who have subscribed to

this agreement do not result in dispute resolution, both parties shall advise the CEOs of their

respective organizations of their difficulties. Either CEO may then submit a written request to

the CEOs of both the AAR and the NMA to review the dispute.

D. Upon receipt of a request for review, the CEOs of the AAR and the NMA will

initiate the following dispute resolution process.

1. Step 1. Convene a panel consisting of the CEOs of the AAR, the NMA

and a representative of each organization involved in the dispute. The dispute resolution shall be

conducted via informal non-binding meeting or meetings among the panel members in which

they will seek resolution of the dispute.

2. Step 2. If the dispute cannot be resolved by the panel convened in Step 1,

and if both association CEOs agree, then the maner will be presented to a panel consisting of the

4
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CEOs of the companies involved and the association CEOs. This meeting will seek to develop a

consensus on recommended actions among the participants.

E. The dispute resolution process shall be continued until the matters in dispute are

resolved or the panel members make a finding that there is no possibility of settlrnent through

the dispute resolution process. All matters relating to a dispute resolution process involving a

specific dispute shall be treated as confidential, including the convening of a panel to review

such dispute. No party to the process shall disclose to the public that a dispute resolution process

is ongoing. Statements, notes, and all records associated with the dispute resolution process shall

be treated as confidential and privileged against use in any other proceeding relating to the

dispute. Any notes taken by persons during the process shall be destroyed at the conclusion of

the process, except for the notes of any final agreement reached by the parties.

V. TERM

This memorandum of understanding shall be effective as of the date executed by both the

NMA and the AAR and shall remain in effect through and including December 31,2000.

5
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The parties agree to the policies, principles and procedures stated herein. Individual

members of the NMA and the AAR will.indicate their acceptance of this memorandum of

understanding by executing a separate document indicating their agreement to subscribe to and

be bound by the terms and conditions of this memorandum of understanding.

NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERJCAN RAILROADS

6
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Western Independent Refiners Association
Impacts of EPA Regulation

Small Refiners Are Key

* WIRA represents refiners with fewer than 1,500 employees and less than 155,000 barrels per
day total capacity. WIRA members produce a full slate of petroleum products including
everything from gasoline, diesel and jet fuels to asphalt, lube oil and specialty petroleum
products.

* Today, approximately 124 refineries are operating in this country. About 25 percent are
small, independent refiners. Small business refiners are primarily owned by U.S. citizens,
including privately held businesses and one farmer cooperative.

* Small independent refineries employ thousands of people and each company pays millions of
dollars in taxes, even after excluding income taxes.

· In addition to maintaining competition, small and independent refiners often supply other
petroleum products not otherwise available in certain areas. For example, small refiners
manufacture 100 percent of California's grade 80-aviation fuel, aliphatic solvents, and JP-4
jet fuel. Small refiners also manufacture 100 percent of the asphalt produced in southern
California and much of the off-road diesel fuel. Half of the diesel fuel produced in the San
Joaquin Valley, California's farm belt, is refined by small refiners.

Refining Capacity is at a Maximum

* As Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham noted in recent comments to the United States
Chamber of Commerce, the number of American refineries has been cut in half since 1980.
Many of these were small business refiners unable to meet the challenges of poor refining
margins and expensive regulations. Meanwhile, no new refinery has been built in the United
States in over 25 years and regulatory requirements limit the ability of existing refineries to
expand capacity.

* Government regulations require the production of more than 15 types of gasoline. Existing
refineries are operating at capacity resulting in more frequent unplanned shutdowns. Every
small refiner forced from the marketplace increases our vulnerability. Given the foregoing,
one must agree with Secretary Abraham that we "have a refining industry strained to
capacity, leaving us dangerously vulnerable to regional supply disruptions and price spikes."

Federal Regulations Burden Small Refiners Disproportionately

· On January 18, 2001, the EPA published new regulations, which create new standards for
levels of sulfur in highway diesel fuel beginning in June 2006. Under the new regulations,
refiners must meet a stringent new standard of 15 parts per million sulfur limit for most on-
road diesel volume ("Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel").

* Small refiners produce about four percent of the Nation's diesel fuel and in some regions
produce over half of the diesel fuel.

1
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* Access to crude oil is an ongoing challenge, as large companies merge and
the remaining mega-companies are not consistently willing to supply small
refiners.

* Wastewater treatment controls and stationary source air quality controls have
become increasingly stringent, thus raising costs for small refiners.

The challenges facing small refiners continue. Not only must they compete head
to head with some of the largest companies on the planet, but also they must comply with
increasingly stringent government regulations. Of most concern: on January 18, 2001,
the EPA published new regulations, which create new standards for levels of sulfur in
highway diesel fuel beginning in June, 2006. Under the new regulations, refiners must
meet a stringent new standard of 15 parts per million sulfur limit for most on-road diesel
volume ("Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel"). Small refiners produce about four percent of
the Nation's diesel fuel and in some regions produce over half of the diesel fuel. In the
final rule, EPA stated regarding the diesel sulfur standards "that small business refiners
would likely experience a significant and disproportionate financial hardship in reaching
the objectives of our diesel fuel sulfur program." In the final rule, EPA agreed with the
final Small Business Administration report regarding the diesel sulfur standards "that
small business refiners would likely experience a significant and disproportionate
financial hardship in reaching the objectives of our diesel fuel sulfur program."
However, EPA has made no provision to assist small business refiners in financing the
mandated capital expenditures.

The new regulations also will make it even less likely that new refineries will ever
be built. With the exception of one small topping facility in Alaska, no new refinery has
been built in the United States for almost 20 years. Existing facilities are operating at full
sustainable capacity. Operational demands imposed by the new regulations willresult in
a reduction of on-road diesel production. At the same time, U.S. consumer demand for
diesel fuel, as forecast by the Energy Information Administration, is expected to grow by
6.5 percent between now and 2007. If small business refiners arc eliminated from diesel
production, supply shortages will become even more likely. Therefore, it is important to
seek methods to reimburse small business refiners for their costs in meeting these new
government imposed mandates, which endanger their long-term economic viability.

EPA estimates that small business refiners will incur average capital costs of $14
million per facility to meet the new diesel regulations. For some facilities, the cost will
be substantially more.

In addition, costs to produce low-sulfur gasoline and to comply with other
regulations will add significantly to capital requirements in approximately the same time
frame. Such capital investments are significantly beyond the financial capability of
facilities operated by small business refiners, whose total investment is dwarfed by these
requirements. On top of the initial required capital expenditures, the related increases in
operating costs could equal or exceed the refineries' historical annual profits, and thus,
imperil the viability of these important US businesses.

3
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While WIRA does not oppose the regulation, and is fully committed to
compliance, we believe that national energy policy should take into account the
importance of the small refiners and should include proposals for mitigating the impact of
this regulation. Without such provisions, some small business refiners will shut down and
all will struggle to meet the mandated expenditures. Such a policy ignores the important
role of the small business refiner in the U.S. energy market. The result of such a policy
will have serious consequences for our country.

Conclusion: U.S. Government Energy Policy Should Recognize the Role of
the Small Refiner

The challenges to small business refiners, including the need for mitigation for the
impact of otherwise appropriate environmental policies, should be recognized by the
Congress and should be addressed in overall U.S. energy policy. If this does not occur,
and small refiners go out of business, the competitive fabric of the U.S. oil and gas
industry will be irreparably damaged.

Thank you for your consideration of these important comments.

4
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STATEMENT OF CRAIG MOYER,
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS
SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF

THE WESTERN INDEPENDENT REFINERS ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AIR QUALITY

MARCH 30, 2001

On behalf of the Western Independent Refiners Association (WIRA), in my
capacity as counsel for WIRA, I am pleased to provide this statement for the record
providing an overview of the current challenges facing small business refiners (refiners
with fewer than 1500 employees and less than 155,000 barrels per day total capacity).
WIRA is a trade association of small and independent refineries on the West Coast. At
this time, ten small independent refineries continue to operate on the West Coast, nine in
California and one in Tacoma, Washington. In California, these refineries are located in
each of the three refining areas within California. One is located in the San Francisco
Bay area. One is located in the Bakersfield area of the Southern San Joaquin Valley and
the remaining facilities operate in the Los Angeles Basin. Small independent refineries
employ thousands of people and each company pays millions of dollars in taxes, even
after excluding income taxes. WIRA members produce a full slate of petroleum products
including everything from gasoline, diesel fuel and jet fuel to asphalt, lube oil and
specialty petroleum products. At this time, when it so clear that all domestic energy
sources should remain viable and that no domestic source should be overlooked, I believe
that it is important for this Subcommittee to understand the role of small refiners to the
energy supply of our nation.

The Pro-competitive Role of the Small Refiners

Small and independent refiners have long been recognized as an important
competitive force in the refining sector. Individually, each small refiner represents a
relatively small share of the petroleum product marketplace. Cumulatively, however,
their impact is substantial. Their pricing competition pressures the larger integrated
companies to lower prices to the consuming public. Without that competition pressure,
consumers will pay more. For example, in early 1991, Amoco shut down a 40,000 barrels
per day refinery in Casper. Wyoming, and gasoline prices jumped almost 10 cents per
gallon. In California, the Attorney General concluded that after five small refiners shut
down because they could not manufacture California's cleaner burning gasoline, the loss
of competition cost consumers hundreds of millions of dollars. Through experience, we
know that when small refiners leave the marketplace, prices go up and consumers suffer.

Congress and many agencies, including the Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") and the California Air Resources Board ("CARB"), have long recognized the
importance of the independent refining sector to maintaining a competitive market for
petroleum products. For example, after EPA promulgated rules limiting the sulfur
content of diesel fuel to 500 parts per million effective October 1, 1993, Congress
recognized the implications of this rule on small diesel refiners and authorized the
issuance of acid rain credits to small diesel refiners pursuant to Section 410 (h) of the
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1990 Clear Air Act amendments. Because of the important pro-competitive impact of
small refiners, CARB, an agency that has promulgated perhaps the most stringent fuels
regulations in the Country, has provided separate treatment for small refiners in virtually
every fuels regulation it has passed since 1988. In its two most recent fuels rulemakings,
EPA has authorized separate treatment for small business refiners, as well. Even the
South Coast Air Quality Management District, an agency leading the nation and perhaps
the world, in stringent air quality regulations, authorized separate treatment for small
refiners in its recently promulgated Rule 431.1 regulating diesel fuel.

In addition to maintaining competition, small and independent refiners often
supply other petroleum products not otherwise available in certain areas. For example,
small refiners manufacture 100 percent of California's grade 80-aviation fuel, aliphatic
solvents, and JP-4 jet fuel. Small refiners also manufacture 100 percent of the asphalt
produced in southern California and much of the off-road diesel fuel. Half of the diesel
fuel produced in the San Joaquin Valley, California's farm belt, is refined by small
refiners.

Small business refiners also fill a critical national security function. For example,
in 1998 and 1999, small business refiners provided almost 20 percent of the jet fuel used
by U.S. military bases. This adds up to almost 500 million gallons of jet fuel supplied
each year under defense contracts between the government and small business refiners.

Challenges Facing the Industry

Today, approximately 124 refineries are operating in this country. About 25
percent are small, independent refiners. Small business refiners are primarily owned by
U.S. citizens including privately held businesses and one farmer cooperative.

As Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham noted in recent comments to the United
States Chamber of Commerce, the number of American refineries has been cut in half
since 1980. Many of these were small business refiners unable to meet the challenges of
poor refining margins and expensive regulations. Meanwhile, no new refinery has been
built in the United States in over 25 years and regulatory requirements limit the ability of
existing refineries to expand capacity. Government regulations require the production of
more than 15 types of gasoline. Existing refineries are operating at capacity resulting in
more frequent unplanned shutdowns. Every small refiner forced from the marketplace
increases our vulnerability. Given the foregoing, one must agree with Secretary Abraham
that we "have a refining industry strained to capacity, leaving us dangerously vulnerable
to regional supply disruptions and price spikes."

Some of the major challenges facing small refiners in today's market include:

· Small refiners are large users of electricity and natural gas. The remarkably
high prices of these inputs are affecting the small refiners.

· The phase out of MTBE as an oxygenate will lead to increased costs as
reformulations are required.

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 23. 2001 5:15 PM
To: 'Charles Smith (E-mail)'; Joan O'Callahan (E-mail
Subject: TWO (only 2) comments on chapter 9

Joan and Charlie,

Thanks,

Margot
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Monday. March 26, 2001 12:11 PM
To: Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Breed, Wilam
Subject: FW: questions

Importance: High

Joe has some questions on the policy options list.

Mary Beth, can you answer 1 & 2
Bil, can you answer 3,4.5?

ASAP

Margot
-- Orgi Messge--

Fromn Keher, Joseph
Sent Monday, March 26, 2001 10:48 AM
To: Anderson, Magct
Subject questions
Importance: High

A few questions to help winnow down our list even more -

DE2-0
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Martin, Adrienne b6,
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday. April 12. 2001 8:24 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: VP Task Force

-- -VfWury--

From: Andern, Margot
Sent: Thuray,Apri 12, 2001 12:37 PM
To: Kolevar, Kevin; Keiher, Joseph
Subject RE: VP Task Force

Kevin,

Margot

-- Orkigin Mesage-
From: Kdevar, Kevin
Sent: Tusday, April 12, 2001 12:04 PM
To: Kelliher, Jseph; Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: VPTask Force

I am familiar with the first but not the second.

Margot, can you help me on that?

---Onal Message--
From: Keliter, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2001 10:49 AM
To: Kolevar, Kevin
Subject: VP Task Force

We have some assignments with respect to next week's meeting. Can you handle two of them? First,
working with EPA and Ag on an RFG recommendation. Second. working with EPA on a NSR
recommendation. Can you contact EPA on these issues? Are you familiar with NSR7 Please work with
Margot on these. Thanks.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 7:07 PM
To: 'Charles_M._Smithovp.eop.gov%intemer
Subject- RE: comments on graphics

Charlie,

Just a reminder but I still dont have this.

Margot

-- Original Message-
From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%inlemet
[mailto:Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Wednesday, klarch 21, 2001 2:19 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: comments on graphics

Below are the comments/suggestions re. graphics for the interim report

Following is my feedback on DOl's suggestions for graphics. b

FYI.
I'll be in tomorrow morning, but out for the rest of the day. If you think
youll need me for a meeting on graphics early next week, please let me
know
ASAP, since I currently have afternoon meetings scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday afternoons (which I can reschedule with sufficient noticel.-
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2001 12:02 PM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE: Multipolutant strategies & C02

Thanks. Doug. PO looked at Ihis tool
.Vil send out what I send to Kyle.

From: Carte, Dougas
Sent: Wedneslay, March 07, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderso, Magot
Cc Kripowia, Robert
Subject: Mutpoultant strategies & C02

Margot -

Bob Kripowicz asked me for a quick review of EIA's December 2000 report
That review (1-page) is attached, fyi.

File: EIA-3Pol.wpd >>

Doug Carter (FE-26)
US DOE
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-9684

[This email uses 100% recycled electrons.)
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Carter, Douglas
Sent Wednesday. March 07,2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Cc: Kripowicz, Robert
Subject Multipolutant strategies & C02

Margo -

Bob Kripowicz asked me for a quick review of ElA's December 2000_ -...
That review (1-page) is attached. fyi.

bS-

Bob asked that I share these views with you. given your likely involvement in future activities related
Please call if you wish to discuss.

EIA-3Ptl.pd

Doug Carter (FE-26)
US DOE
Washington. DC 20585
202-586-9684

[This email uses 100% recycled electrons]

I
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Martin, Adrienne .

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 5:29 PM
To: Beschen, Darrell; 'Margot Andersen@DOE%HQ-NOTES'
Subject: RE: The Regional piece....reminder

Can'r read. Please take most recent copy.and hand write edits and deliver. by 5.45. Thanks.

-- Origina Message--
Frmm: Darrel 8esden
Sent: Tuesday, Febrary 20, 2001 4:26 PM
To: Aderso, Margot; Margot Anderse@OOEW -NOTES
Subject Re: The Regial piece...reminer

7..only the magenta stuff counts.....d.
------...--------..--- rorwarueu uy urii oN>cilen/EE/DOE on 02/20/2001 04:24 PM ----------.-----.----.----

Jerry Dion
02/20/2001 04:06 PM

To: Oarrell Beschen/EE/OOE@OOE
cc:

Subject: Re: The Regional piece....reminder

Darrell,

Jerry

DARRELL BESCHEN
02/20/2001 09:49 AM

To: #EE-DAS, #EE-ADAS. Kenneth Friedman/EE/DOE@DOE. Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE. Linda
Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE, Ellyn Krevitz/EE/DOE@OOE, Ed Wall/EE/DOE@DOE, David
Rodgers/EE/DOE@DOE. Douglas Kaempf/EE/DOE@DOE

cc: Gail McKinley/EE/DDOEOE, Phillip Tseng/EE/DOE@DOE, Peggy Podolak/EE/DOE@DOE, William
Noel/EE/DOE@DOE. Philip Overholt/EE/DOE@DOE, Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE@DOE, Sam
Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE. Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE, Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE, Joel
Rubin/EE/DOE@DOE. Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE@DOE. Philip Patterson/EEJDOE@DOE

Subject: The Regional piece....reminder
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Current text on the regional piece:
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<< File: ATTACHMENT.TXT > << File: The Short Term Energy Situation BTS region.doc >>
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Martin, Adrienne 5

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2001 12:47 PM
To: 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%inlemet'
Subject: RE: Feedback on captions

:Sent: Ihursday. Marcn U1, 2001 12:38 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Feedback on captions

Margol:

-- Fo a- Forwarded by Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP on 03/0112001 12:32
PM -----

(Embedded
image moved CommColl@aol.com
to file: 03/01/2001 11:43:01 AM
PIC05332.PCX)

Record Type: Record

To: Charles M. SmittWOVP/EOP

cc:
Subject: Feedback on captions

Charlie-

~1~DOE026012
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Martin. Adrienne \ : .J

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday. February 12, 2001 10:47 AM
To: Conti, John; Breed, William; Friedrichs, Mark; Paik, Inja; Bradley, Richard; Newton, Bil
Subject: FW: National Energy Strategy

As we discussed.

--- rignal Message-
From: Kellier, Joseph
sent: Frday, February 09, 2001 6:39 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: National Energy Srategy

Thanks, I was just writing you. Here it is.

tlakotri .doc

Original Messag--
From: Andeson, Margot
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2001 6:39 PM
To: Kelliher, )oseph
Subject: National Energy Strategy

Joe.

Please don't forget to send your outline before you take off this evening. IIl get it around to the group.

Margot

---Oriinal Message---
From: KeHiher, Joseph
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2001 4:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Siamer Electridty Assevimert meetng

I invited Abe Haspel and FE to our meeting, since they will have to be involved in our new project for the Vice
President's task force. Abe will be there, but not FE.

-- Orginal Message--
From: Anderson, Marot
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2001 12:43 PM
To: Carrier, Paul; 'KStier@bpa.gov'; Conr, John; SCHNAPP, ROBERT; 'CAbal@lbpa.gov'; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; GEID, JOHN
Cc Kellher, Joseph; Whatley, Mihael
Subject: RE: Surmmer Elericty Assessment meeting

All,

Today's meeting wil be in 7B-138. Cl's conference room. We will circulate a draft prior to the meeting.

Margot
--- Origina Message-

Fro: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, Febuary 09, 2001 11:42 AM
To: Anderson, argot; Caier, Paul; 'rKStierbpa.go; Corti, 3ohn; SCHNAPP, ROBERT; 'CAballbpa.go';

Scaingi, Paua; PETnS, LARRY; r;GED, )OHN
Cc Keltler, Joseph; wdatey Mihad
Subject: RE: Summer Elecrity Assessment meeting

All,

Due to scheduling conflicts, our meeting will be held at 5:00 today instead of 3:30. Thanks. I confirm a
room number.

DOE
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Margot

---Orig Msage-

From: Andesn, Margot
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2001 11:29 AM
To: Carrier, Pa; 'JKStierbpa.goV; Ctor, John; SC, NAPP, ROBERT; 'CAbantbpa.gov'; Scngi, Paula;

PEmTS, LARRY; GEIDl, JOHN
Cc Keliher, Joseph; Whatey, Michae
Subject Summer edrioty Assessment meeting

All,

At the request of Joe Kelliher, we will be meeting at 3:30 today to go over the status of the summer
electricity assessment report. PO will have a draft ready based on your contributions. As you are the
points of contact and major, contributors, it would be helpful to have you attend the meeting. I will
confirm a meeting room later today.

Margot Anderson
Acting Director. Office of Policy
6,2589
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday. February 12.2001 1:11 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay

Now with the attachment!

incr.esed poductio

Margot eii.wo
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Monday, February 12. 2001 1:08 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay
Subject: increased production ouUine

Jay,

EIA took a slab at the increased production outline. Anything you think you want to incorporate?

Margot
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Charles_M._Smith@ovgop.eop.gov%inteet [Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday. Apri 30, 2001 10:25 PM
To: Keliher. Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Moss.Jacobeparnal.epa.gov%intemet

William_bettenbergios.doi.gov%intemet; Tom_fuHon@ios.doi gov%inlemet
Cc: Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; AndrewD._Lundquisl@ovp.eop.gov%interet;

Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.govominteret
Subject: chapter 3 .

The following are the remaining open items in the Environment chapter:

I need this literally first thing in the am. Chapter 3 is to be laid out
starting about noon.

Charlie

1~DE026-0134
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Martin, Adrienne 4 .

From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 11:50 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Kripowicz, Robert; Rudins, George; Braitsch, Jay
Subject: Chap 3 - Coal gasification intro

Margot -

Intro material for goal gasification:

[it is not clear where this goes, my latest draft has this type of discussion on page 5, not page 9 as indicated in the
question below.]

Doug

--- Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 8:49 AM
To: Cook. Trevor, Carter, Douglas
Cc: Magwood, William
Subject: Going to Press: chapter 3

Doug and Trevor,

Chapter 3, the environment chapter has a few outstanding questions remaining but only 2 pertain to DOE

By 10:00 if possible. Thanks.

Margot

-- Original Message-
From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.govointenme!
[mailto:Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, AprB'30, 2001 10:25 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot;
Moss.Jacob@epamail.epa.gov%intemet;
William betlenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemet; Tom_fulton@ios.doi.gov%intemet
Cc: Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%/intemet;
Andrew D. Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%lntemet
Karen Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: chapter 3

The following are the remaining open items in the Environment chapter.

DOE - page 9.
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I need this literally first th'ng in the am. Chapter 3 is to be laid out
starting about noon.

Charlie

2
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Martin, Adrienne . b6

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, May 01. 2001 10:28 AM
To: 'CharlesM. Smith@ovp.eop.gov%inlemer; Anderson, Margol;

'Moss.Jacob'§epamai.epagov%inlemet'; William_bettenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemer;
Ton mfulton@ios.doi.gov%intenmet

Cc: 'Kjersten drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; AndrewD._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet';
'KarenY._Knutsonovp.eop.gov%intemet'

Subject: RE: chapter 3

-Original Message
From: CharlesM. Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
[maito:Charles M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday. April 30, 2001 10:25 PM
To: Keliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot;
Moss.Jacob@epamail.epa.gov%intemet;
Williambettenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemet; Tomfulton@ios.doi.gov%internet
Cc: Kjerstendrager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Karen_Y._Knulson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: chapter 3

The following are the remaining open items in the Environment chapter:

I need this literally firs thing in the am. Chapter 3 is lo be laid out
starting about noon.

Charlie

I
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Martin, Adrienne G

From: Poche, Michelle [Michelle.Pocheost.dot.govj
Sent: Wednesday, April 04.2001 8:29 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: coal

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot [mailto:MargotAnderson@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2001 6:48 PM
To: 'michene.poche@dot.gov'
Subject: more DOE edits + graphics
Importance: High

Michelle,

I will try to get the graphics printed out here and delivered to Charlie.

Margot

> -- Original Message-
> From: Freitas, Christopher
> Sent: Thursday. March 29, 2001 4:12 PM
> To: Anderson, Margot
> Cc: Como, Anthony, DeHoratiis, Guido; Johnson, Nancy
> Subject: RE: NEP chapter 9 -Final edits
> Importance: High

> <<Permts Row.Jpg>> <<Pipeline Construction.jpg> <<Permits
> Schedule.pg>> <<Ch9.03.28.doc>>
> Margot, FYI see attached Me and my (FE-3Qlcorrectionsledits:

> Sincerely.

> Christopher J. Freitas
> Program Manager, Natural Gas Infrastructure
> (202) 586-1657

> -Original Message-
> From: Anderson, Margot
> Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2001 8:53 AM
> To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood. Andrea;
> Breed. William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch,

DOE026-0138



> Jay. M;chert Elena; Cook. Trevor; Breed, William; kstierbpa.gov'
> York, Michael; Freitas, Christopher; Friedrichs, Mark; Pumphrey. David;
> Kolevar, Kevin; Pumphrey. David; Scarmgi, Paula
> Cc: Kefiher, Joseph
> Subject chapter 9

> Crystal -. still no luck getting through to Jeff but we much need a BPA
> review, Can you help?

> Thanks,

> Margot
> << File: Ch9.03.28.doc >> << File: Silicon Valley.doc >> << File:
> transmissionprobmap.doc >>

2
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Martin, Adrienne r

From: KYDES. ANDY
Sent: Monday, April 30,2001 8:27 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: HUTZLER, MARY
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Here is a minor correctior

Andy

-Original Message-
From: Schnapp, Robert
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:15 PM
To: Kydes, Andy
Cc: Kanhouwa. Suraj; Geidl, John
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Andy,

Here are Surafs comments. If you have any further questions, please give
him a
call at 7-1919.

Thanks.

Bob

--- Original Message-
From: Kanhouwa, Suraj
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:10 PM
To: Schnapp. Robert
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...
Importance: High

Bob:

Some amendments to what I sent earlier:

sura)

-Original Message-
From: Kanhouwa. Suraj
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 03:49 PM
To: Schnapp, Robert
Subject: RE: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...
Importance: Low

Bob:

I have gone through the document very rapidcy.

DE026-0140
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Suraj

-Original Message
From: Schnapp, Robert
Sent: Monday. April 30. 2001 02:45 PM
To: Kanhouwa, Suraj
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...
Importance: High

Suraj.

Can you please look at this right away and let me know if there are any
errors.
They need it by 3 today.

Thanks.

Bob

--- Original Message---
From: Kydes. Andy
Sent: Monday. April 30. 2001 1:59 PM
To: Schnapp, Robert; Benneche, Joseph
Cc: Petlis, Larry; Hutzler, Mary
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3.00 TODAY...

Bob:

Thanks for your help.

Andy

-Original Message-
From: Margot Anderson_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Monday, April 30. 2001 11:15 AM
To: Kydes. Andy; Douglas Carter_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; William
Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Cc: Joseph Kelliher_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

2
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Doug and Andy.

Bill, PO should be on call to help if asked.

Margot

-Original Message
From: Kjersten S. Drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
[mailo:Kjersten S. Drager@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent Monday, April 30. 2001 10:56 AM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%inlemel;
Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%inlemet
Subject Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

(See attached file: Chapter Five Assignments.doc)

-Please e-imail me the pertinent information ASAP as I am keeping tracK of
everything outstanding for Andrew and Karen.

Also attached is a copy of the Chapter Five draft that we've been working
from so you can refer to that it if you don't already have a copy.

Thanks so much! -Kjersten

3
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Martin, Adrienne ^

From: KYDES. ANDY
Sent: Monday, April 30,2001 8:32 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: HUTZLER. MARY
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

More data checking on 5.

Andy
--Original Message
From: Benneche, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 5:31 PM
To: Kydes. Andy
Subject: RE: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Forecast comments on chapter 5:

DOE02 -0143



-Original Message-
From: Kydes, Andy
Sent Monday. April 30. 2001 1:59 PM
To: Schnapp, Robert; Benneche, Joseph
Cc: Pettis, Larry, Hutzer, Mary
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Bob:

Thanks for your help.

Andy

-- Original Message
From: Margot Anderson at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Monday, April 30,2001 11:15 AM
To: Kydes, Andy; Douglas Carter at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; William
Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Cc: Joseph Kelliher at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: FW: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Andy. What's reasonable goal for fact checking this chapter?

Bill, PO should be on call to help if asked.

Margot

-Original Message-
From: KjerstenS._Orager@ovp.eop.gov%intemel

2
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[maato:Kjersten S. Drager@ovp.eop.govJ
Sent: Monday. Apri 30. 2001 10:56 AM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Kelliher. Joseph
Cc: KarenY._Knutson@ovp.eop.govOintemet
Andrew D._Lundquistovpe.eop.govintemetr
Charles_M._Smithi~ovp.eop.gov/intemet
Subject: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

(See attached file: Chapter Five Assignments.doc)

(See attached file: CHAPTER 5 - orginal.doc)

Also attached is a copy of the Chapter Five draft that we've been working
from so you can refer to that it if you don't already have a copy.

Margot - we still need EIA to fac check Chapters 3. 5. 6. 7 and 8.

Thanks so much! -Kjersten < File: CHAPTERF.DOC > << File: CHAPTER5.DOC

3
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Monday, April 30. 2001 4:45 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE. PO. EIA)

Chapte Fra
s(ipgimnt, O&C.d_. Margot-

Doug

:-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:15 PM
To: Carter. Douglas
Cc: Braitsch. Jay; Kripowicz. Robert
Subject: RE: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO, EIA)

Doug.

I only sent stuff to you.

Can you recap what I've got.

Margot

-- Original Message-
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 3:20 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Braitsch, Jay-, Kripowicz, Robert
Subject RE: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO, EIA)

Margot:

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday. April 30, 2001 9:03 AM
To: Freitas, Christopher; Carter, Douglas; Breed, William; McNutt,
Barry; Kelliher. Joseph: KYDES. ANDY
Subject: FW: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO, EIA)

DOE026-0146



Martin, Adrienne

From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Monday, Apri 30,2001 3:20 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Cc: Braitsch, Jay; Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: RE: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO. EIA)

Indlerltmr

crrct.ondoc Margot:

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 9:03 AM
To: Freitas, Christopher, Carter, Douglas; Breed, William; McNutt.
Barry; Kelliher, Joseph; KYDES. ANDY
Subject: FW: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO, EIA)

Another NEP chapter:

Joe: WH wants several policy recommendations. Charlie indicated this was you assignment Please call an let me know if
you want help.

radse ad : fl ywu Iavi queslUls. o-zooa

Margot

--- Original Message-
From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%interet
(mailto:Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.govl
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 8:24 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%lntemet;
VVilliambettenbergtios.doi.gov%intemet
Tomrfuton@ios.doi.gov%intemet; Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Cc: Kjersten_dragerovp.eopgov%intemet;
Andrew D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: uestions for Infrastructure chapter

With respect to the Infrastructure section, the following questions need to
be addressed and answers provided by 3:00 PM, Monday, Apri 30, 2001. If
you have any questions, give me a call. I'm on 456-7874. I've also
attached a copy of the draft chapter we've been working from.

I
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Martin, Adrienne /,0

From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 11:23 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Rudins. George; Kripowicz. Robert; Anderson. Margot; Braitsch. Jay
Subject: RE: dean coal

Joe -

Doug
-- Orinal Message-
From: Kdlilter, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 10:37 AH
To: Carter, Douas; Anderson, Hagot
Cc Rudis, George; Krpowia, Robert
Subject: RE: dean coal

-- Orignal Message-
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: luesday, May 01, 20Wl 10:35 AM
To: Anders, Margot; Keliher, Joseph
Cc Rudirs, George; Kripowic. Robert
Subject: RE: dean coal

If this doesn't work, please email or call me at x69684.

Doug.

-Original Message--
From: Andersn, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 8:28 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: FW: dean coal

Doug.

Can you fill this is for Joe Kelliher?

margot
-- Original Messag--

From: Kdher, Joseph
Sent Monday Aprl 30, 2001 6:49 PM

.~__ _ .. _ _ _ _. _ . .. DE026-0150
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To Andersn, Marot
Subject RE: dean cod

Yes. in addition. They want something like this (I guess):

--- Origa Mesage-
Fron: Anderson, Magot
Sent Monday, Api 30, 2001 6 19 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Kripowi, Robert
Cc Cater, Doglas; DeHorabis, Gido
Subject: RE: dean coa

Joe,

Margol

-- Orginal Message-
Fran: Kdeler. Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 30, 200i 6:16 PM
To: Kripova, Robert
Cc Andn, Margot
Subject: dean coal

2
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Martin, Adrienne 0-S

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent Tuesday. May 01. 2001 10:37 AM
To: Carter, Douglas; Anderson, Margot
Cc: Rudins, George; Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: RE: clean coal

-- Orginal Messag--
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 10:35 AM
To: Andeson, Margot; ,e liher, )oseph
Cc Rudmis George; Kripowic, Robert
Subject: RE: dean coal

If Ihis doesn' work. please email or caU me at x69684.

Doug

-Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 8:28 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: FW: dean coal

Doug,

Can you fill this is for Joe Kelliher?

margot
-- Original Message-

From: KellOr, Joseph
Sent Monday April 30, 2001 6:49 PM
To: Andeson, Margot
Subject RE: dean coal

Yes, in addition. They want somethino like this (I auessl:

-Origin Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Monday, Aprl 30, 2001 6:19 PH
To: Kdler, Joseph; KpoRvi, Robet
Cc Cartes, Doulas; Dd-eorafabs Guido
Subject RE: dean coal

Joe.

I
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Margot

-- Oriina Message--
From: KIe er, Joseph
Sent: Monday, Apri 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: ripow Robert
Cc Andersin Margot
Subject dean oal

2.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, May 01. 2001 10:35 AM
To: Anderson. Margot; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Rudins, George; Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: RE: dean coal

If this doesnl work, please email or call me at x69684.

Doug

-- Oriinal Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 8:28 AM
To: Cater, Douglas
Subject: FW: dean coal

Doug,

Can you fill this is for Joe Kelliher?

margol
---Oiginal Message-

From: Kelliher, Jeseph
Sent: Monday, Apri 30, 2001 6:49 PM
To: Anderson, Hargot
Subject RE: dean coal

Yes, in addition. They want something like this (I guess):

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Monday, Apri 30, 2001 6:19 PM
To: Kedier, Joseph Kripwmkz. Robrt
Cc Carter, Doutas; DeHoratis, Guido
Subject RE: dean coal

Joe.

Margol

--- Original Message-
From: Kellher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, Apr 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kipowicz, Rot t
Cc Anderson, Margot

DOE026-0154



Subject dean col

2
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Martin, Adrienne _b

From: Ketliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 6:49 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject RE: dean coal

Yes, in addition. They want something like this (I guess):

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Motday, April 30, 2001 6:19 PM
To: KeDher, oseph; Kripowicz, Robert
Cc: Carter, Douglas; DeHorati Guido
Subject RE: dean coal

Joe,

Margot

-- Orinal Message---
From: Kellher, Joseph
Sent: Morday, Apil 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Ksipo, Robert
Cc Andersn, Marqot
Subject dean coal

DOE026-0156



Martin, Adrienne ob .

From: Keliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday. Apri 30. 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kripowicz. Robert
Cc: Anderson. Margot
Subject: dean cos

DOE026-0157



Martin, Adrienne b.-
From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday. May 01, 2001 1026 AM
To: Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph; Kripowicz. Robert
Cc: Rudins. George
Subject: RE: dean coal

Attached is descriptive info on the CCTP.

Doug

Ctl CoW Tre-olooW
Progrm._

--Orgina Message-
From: Andeson, Margot
Sent Monday, Apri 30, 2001 6:19 PM
To; Kefliter, Joseph; Kripoacz, Robert
Cc Carter, Douglas; DcHoratis, Guido
Subjectl RE: dean coal

Joe.

Margot

-- Original Message--
From: Keilier, )oseph
Sent: Monday, Aprl 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kripowicz, Robert
Cc Anderson, Margot
Subject: dean coal

1~DE026-01 58
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Martin, Adrienne b5

From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Wednesday. Apri 25.2001 8:05 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Cc: HUTZLER, MARY; PEITS. LARRY; HOLTE. SUSAN; SITZER SCOTT; KENDELL. JAMES;

COSTELLO. DAVE; KYDES, ANDY
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

J_ 0*2-1 PPI tLECIR-I.PIT CAlEt-2.DOC

Maroot

Here is the material you asked for.

Some first pass issues/suggestions:

-- Origina Message-
From: Margot Anderson at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Wednesday, April 25 2001 8:42 AM
To: Kydes. Andy
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

thanks.

-Original Message-
From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Wednesday, Apri 25,2001 11-23 AM
To: Anderson. Margot
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

Yes

-Original Message-

DOE026-0160



From: Margot Anderson atHQO-EXCH at X400PO
Sentl Tuesday. Apri 24,2001 6:08 PM
To: Kydes, Andy. Pettis. Larry: Jay Brailsch at HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
Douglas Carter at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Wliam Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
John Contat_H (EXCH at X400PO; MaryBeth Zknmerman at HQNOTES at
X400PO; Darrel Beschen at HQNOTES at X400PO
Cc Joseph Keliher al_ H(O-ECH at X400PO
Subject NEP help on Chapter I

Folks.

Can we meet a
11:00 in the morning? We can get through the list in an nour. Please let me
know if you can attend. 7B-040

Margot

~2~DOE026-016
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Chares M. Sfmil@op.eop.gow%ietneme Charie SmS:thovp.eop.gov
Sent: Thuday. March 08. 200t 11.57AM
To: Keer Joseph; Anderson, Margo Dia.Ets@do.treas.9gv%indeme

- Gead Sa^e.9ovinmet U icManusir@State.govinternet
Michene.P .OST.DOT.Govinemet Brnner.Rob@EPA.gov%in(anet;
Syno.Jerem &y@EPAg(aoviemet

Cc: commoonlao.com%lnternet Andrew D. L-Ldq Atlovp.eop.gov%interet; Karen Y.
_Kfutson%EOPJohn Fenzel%OVP.EOP.GOV@ oaeop.gov%itemet KIersten S.
_Drager@vp.eop.gov%intemet

With respect to photos, DOE has a Diglal Archive Ihat you can access at

hltpJ/www.doedgitaarchve.doe.gov

The DOE Publicatons group afo has a Ibarian on staff who can help lid
pictures that ustrate he poitd you may be trying to make. Apparetfy.
he photo faray is huge with 10s thosands of images. Let me know if

you need her hep and rn7 set i up.

Atachment 1

DOE026-0167
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Brown.EJlen@epama.epagov%intermt [Brown. Efen@epamaepa.govJ
Sent Friday. Mach 09.2001 12:38 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Cc: Symons.Jereny.epama.epa.gov%intemet; Lailner Skp.epana.epag.ovgteet

HalJohnm@epamai.epa.gov%inemet; Schunheis DarieI@epanmal.epa.gov%inemet
Subject chapler 8 comments

Margot.

We scrambled to put this together this morning. I hope these comments
won't be too difficult to use. I never got an electronic copy of hapter
8 so I am not able to aie_. ouxa redline strikeout.

b~

b .

bS-

bsD

bs^

bs

bs-
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Keliher, Joseph
Sent Friday, March 30. 2001 10:34 AM
To: Anderson, Margot; Kripowic RobertSubject: coal tranportation

DOE026-0173



Martin, Adrienne _

From: Kelher. Joseph
Sent Friday, March 23, 2001 8:39 AM
To: Anderson. Margo
Subject: porcy options

Importance: gh

P--R0 -I'- dso
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Martin, Adrienne l

From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Tuesday. May 01. 2001 3:12 PM
To: Keliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Cc: Conti. John; Carter, Douglas
Subject RE: NSR

Importance: High

Joe.

Just got to look at this. I was out of the office yesterday and this morning at a conference. Please let me know your
reaction, and where this stands.

Jean

--- Origina Message-
From: Kellaier. Joseph
Sent: Sunday. April 29. 2001 5:05 PM
To: Vernel. Jean; Anderson. Margot
Subject NSR

1~DE026-0182
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Sony for the delay. Thanks. W O)

-- Origial Message-
From: Schnmid.Lorie@epama-epagovintemet
(rmaito:SchmidLLorie@eparma.epa.govI
Sent: Tuesday, Apri 24. 2001 12:08 PM
To: Kelfiher, Joseph
Cc: Stevenson, Bevertey
Subject NEPD Recommendations

Joe

I didn't catch Jean's last name, so could you please forward this to her?

Thanks,

Lone Schmidt
564-1681

(See attached fie: nsr rec 4-24.wpd)

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kether, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday. May 01, 2001 7:50 AM
To: ChartesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%inleme(r; Andersorn Margot;

lWaiamrbenbeerglios.doi.gov%nintemerTonm_fiullon@ios.doi.gov%inlerner
Cc: ljCersten drager@ovp.eop.go%inlemet'; 'Andrew D._Lundquisl@ovp.eop.gov%inlemer;

Karen_ Y Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'
Subject: RE: Chapter 7 requiements

I sent you a path 15 insert yesterday morning. Here it is again:

--.vfpii . ssay'--
From: ChalesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemne
rmailto:Charles M. Smithovp.eop.govl

Sent: Monday, April 30. 2001 1029 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot;
Wiliambettenbergios.doi.gov%intemel; Tom_fullor@ios doi.gov%intemet
Cc: Iersten drager@ovp.eop.gov%inlemnet
Andrew D. Lundquistovp.eop.gov%intenmet
Karen Y_ Knulson@ovp.eop.govintemet
Subject- Chapter 7 requirements

With respect to Chapter 7. we stil need the following:

Let's dean this up so we can get this thing dosed.

Charlie

DOE026-0184



Martin, Adrienne

From: Freitas. Christopher
Sent Monday, April 23,2001 12:43 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Cc: Del-oratis. Guido; Braitsch, Jay; Johnson, Nancy
Subject: FW: Edited chapter 9

Importance: High

t DOC PIC3207.Pc

thanks

Sincerely,

Christopher J. Freitas
Program Manager. Natural Gas Infrastructure
(202)586-1657

-Original Message--
From: Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Friday. Apri 20. 2001 5:00 PM
To: Kipowicz. Robert; DeHoratiis. Guido; Johnson. Nancy; Freitas.
Christopher; Rudins, George; Carler. Douglas
Cc: Bajura. Rila
Subject FW: Edited chapter 9

FYI

-Original Message--
From: Anderson. Margol
Sent Friday. April 20. 2001 4:54 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay; Breed, William; Kelliher. Joseph
Subject FW: Edited chapter 9

All.AN.

Margot
-Original Message-
From: Chares M _Smithbovp.eop.gov%intenet
(maito.CharlesM. _Sith@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent Friday. April 202001 4:44 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject Edited chapter 9

Forwarded by Charles M. SmithWOVPIEOP on 04/20/2001
04:44 PM

OE026-
DOE026-01 85



(Embedded
inage moved CommCo1@Cao.com
lo fie: 04119/2001 11:58:19 AM
PIC31207.PCX)

Record Type: Record

To: Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP

cc:
Subject Edited chapter 9

Chalie-
AUached is the edited chaeter 9. PleaSp notpe fpw !hnr --

2
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Martin, Adrienne b5
From: Charles M._Smith@ovp.eop.ov%intemet [Charles M Smitlhovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Friday, Aril 20, 2001 4:44 PM
To: Anderson, Margol
Subject: Re: Environment Chapter

enr ch 4-18 8 el cI 41 BDOC ATA iMtTH." T CrcZ SPCX
pMOC fyi

------- -Forwarded by Charles M. SmiUWOVP/EOP on 04/20/2001
04:43 PM -

(Embedded
image moved Scdwidt.Lorie@epamail.epa.gov
tofile: 041182001 08:16:13 PM
PIC20353.PCX)

Record Type: Record

To: Schnidl.Lorie@epamaa.epa.gov

cc: See the distnbution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Re: Environment Chapter

Charlie

ISee attached Me: env't ch 4-18 8 pm.DOC)
Loie

Lorie Schmidt
To:

Charles M. Srmilhovp.eop.gov
04/18/2001 cc

William_Bettenbergqios doi.gov
02:10 PM Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov, Tom

Gibson/DC/USEPA PA. Jacob
Moss/DC)CSEPAUS@EPA
Subject: Environment

Chapter(Document
link: Lorie Schmidt)

Charlie
_Mere's the environment chanter as reworked by Bi1. Kevin and me.

Also - (1 have some photos sent over to you tooay.

E026-0205
DOE026-0205



Lone
564-1681
(See attached file: envl ch 4-18.DOC)

2DOE026-0206
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ATTACHMENT.TXT

Message Copied
To:

Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP
Moss.Jacobepamail.epa.gov
Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov
Gibson.Tom@epamail.epa.gov
William_Bettenbergfios.doi.gov

Page 1
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Martin, Adrienne - /

From: Breed. Winam
Sent: Tuesday, March 27.2001 8:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Q's from Joe K

Margot

attached is a 3-pager on Coal in Federa lands. pulled from a USGS reoot (Juty 99) -

Acting Director. Offe of Energy Efficiency.
Alternative Fuels. and 01 Analysis (PO-22)
202-5864763

Cod Raes o
i.~i ramL«d

DOE026-0242



Maitn, Adrienne

From: Keiher, Joseph
eno: Monday. Mach 26 2001 10:48 AMTo: Anderson, Margot

Subject: questions

Importance: High

A few questions to help winnow down our list even more -

DOE026-0246



Martin; Adrienne

From: Brown.Ellenepaai. epa.govintenme [Brown. Eenqepamal.epa.gov)
Sent Friday, March 09. 2001 1:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margo(
Subject: more on 8

Imp_ h

Margot. I just got these but they seem helpful so I am passing them on.
Ellen

13D
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Martin, Adrienne )

From: Aderson. Margot
Sent Tuesday. May 01, 2001 9.55 AM
To: 'Chares Smith (E-mai)
Cc: freitas, Christopher
Subject:

Charlie,

cep 9 DOE

DOE026-0249



Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Tuesday. May 08. 2001 11:21 AM
To: Braitsch. Jay, Freitas. Christqo2he Conti, John; Breed. Wildam; KYDES. ANDY
Subject DOT request for chapter

Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential

teolu it 1.0 h7.lDC

Jay and John,

e each of us know (by responding to all) which questions you can do. so we dont duplicate effort.

Margol

-Original Message-
From: Poche, Michelle [mallo:Michelle.Poche@ost.dot.gov)
Sent: Tuesday. May 08, 2001 10:55 AM .
To: Anderson, Margot; Lawson, Linda; Joost. Elaine (060)RSPA(062);
Brigham, Edward (060)RSPA(062); OLeary. Jeanne; Kelliher, Joseph;
Moss.Jacob(a)epaail.epa.gov^, Kmurphya)osec.doc.gov'; Ebersold, Bill
(060)MARAD(062); Brown, Manson CAPT(060)USCG(062);
'Tom(u)Fulton(a)OS.DO.gov'; 'Sue(u)Elen(u)Wooldrkdge(a)IOS.DOI.gov'
Cc: 'Elena(u)S.(u)Meichert(a)ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: URGENT: National Energy Policy. citations request
Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential

URGENT- DEADLINE 3:00 PM TODAY

1t
Thanks,
Michelle

Michelle Poche
Office of Secrctory Norman Y. Mineta

~1 ~~DOE02 26
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U.S. Department of Transportation
202-366-0251

-Original Message-
From: Elena S.Melcherlovp.eop.gov
Jmailo:Elena S._Melchert@ovp.eop.gov
Sent: Monday. May 07, 2001 227 PM
To: Poche, Michelle
Subject: National Energy Policy citations request

(See atlached fie. CitationsCHAPTER 7 rnrd.

1iCease calrlme if you have any questions.
Thanks to ryour help on this.
Elena
202/456-5348

2
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Martin, Adrienne _ ,

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Tuesday. May 08.2001 11:12 AM
To: 'Poche. Michelle'
Cc: 'Eena(u)S.(u)Melchei(a)ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: RE: URGENT: National Energy Policy: citations request

Sensitivity: Confidential

Cilatin OuCher 7

.oo Michelle.

Margot

-Original Message-
From: Poche. Michelle [mailo:Michelle.Poche@ostdotgovl
Sent Tuesday, May 08. 2001 10:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margol; Lawson, Linda; Joost. Elaine (060)RSPA(062)
Brigham, Edward (060)RSPA(062); OLeary. Jeanne; KeliUer. Joseph;
'Moss.Jacob(a)epamai.epa.gov; 'Kmurphy(a)osec.doc.goY; Ebersold, Bill
(060)MARAD(062); Brown. Manson CAPT(060)USCG(062);
Tom(u)Fulton(a)OS.DOl.gov';:'Sue(u)Elen(u)Wooldndge(a)lOS.DOl.gov'
Cc. 'Elena(u)S.(u)Melchert(a)ovp.eop.gov'
Subjecl: URGENT: National Energy Policy: citations request
Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidenlial

URGENT - DEADLINE 3:00 PM TODAY

Tnarns,
Michelle

Michelle Poche
Office of Secretary Norman Y. Minela
U.S. Department of Transportation
202-366-0251

E026-0295
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-- Original Message-
From: Elena S. Melhetdrtovp.eop.gov
(maaio:EBena S. Melhert@ovp.eop.gov
Sent: Monday. May 07. 2001 2:27 PM
To: Poche. Michelle
Subject: National Energy Policy: citations request

(See attached fle: CitationsCHAPTER 7.doc)

Please caTme if you have any questions.
Thanks to ryour help on this.
Elena
202/456-5348

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
SeTn Monday, May 07. 2001 6:27 PMTo: 'Elena Melchert (E-mail)Subject: FW: NEP- Chapter 7

OTATI-9.00C

Elena.

More on 7.

Margot

-- Original Message--
From: HOLTE, SUSAN
Sent: Monday. May 07. 2001 9:08 PMTo: Anderson, Margot
Cc: HUTZLER, MARY; KYDES, ANDYSubject: NEP - Chapter 7

Susan H. Holte
202/586-4838

DOE026-0304



Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday. April 18, 2001 9:56 AM
To: Braitsch. Jay
Subject FW: Edited chapter 8

DoOC PiC22s5.r C

As we are discussing.

---Original Message-
From: CharlesM.Smilh@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
[mailto:CharlesM. SmiIh@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday. Apri 18, 2001 9:41 AM
To: Anderson. Margot
Subject Edited chapter 8

Margot:

FYI
Forwarded by Charles M Smilh/OVP/EOP on 04/18/2001

09:40 AM

(Embedded
image moved CommColl@aol.com
to file: 04/18/2001 09:24:05 AM
PIC20285.PCX)

Record Type: Record

To: Charles M. SmithOVP/EOP

cc:
Subject: Edited chapter 8

lCharlie-

4J-f
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What does this mean-!
·, I think that does it for this chapter.

Joan

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kripowicz, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 5:33 PM
To: Kolevar. Kevin
Cc: Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph; Braitsch. Jay
Subject FW: Integrating GHG Reduction into the NEP

Importance: High

Kevin - Based on previous e-mails I offer the folowing:

l.,a Rdcatircon i
6.idr.. .3

3 801 .do

S~.q.l CE f2.doc

1
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Tuesday, Apri 03, 2001 5:47 PM
To: Kripowicz. Robert Kolevar, Kevin
Cc: .Kelliher, Joseph; Braitsch, Jay
Subject: RE: Integrating GHG Reduction into the NEP

Bob.

Thanks for ccing me on this

Wil circulate

Margot

-- Original Message--
From: Kripowia, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, Apri 03. 2001 5:33 PM
To: Koleva, Kevin
Cc: Anderst, Margot; Ketier, Joseh; .ra Jay
Subject: FW: Integrating GHG Reduon into the NEP
Imnportance: high

Kevin -- Based on previous e-mails I offer the followinq:

-- '< File: ClimateChangePlan.doc >>

DOE026-0333



Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 3:40 PM
To: Magwood. Wiliam
Subject: RE: draff' NEP instbucions

Naw. wait. Thanks

--Original Message--
From: Magwood, Wiram
Sent Wednesday, Feuary 14, 2001 3:23 PM
Toc Anders, Magot
Subject: RE: draft NEP instrucons

Margot.

Do you need a paragraph now? I'd rather provide suggested text on Friday in 'inar form. Let me know if you need
something today.

WDM

From: Anders, argot
Sent Wedesday, February 14, 2001 2:10 PM
To: Magmod, willam
Subject: RE: draf NEP instuions

Bil.

Thanks.

---Orgina Message--
From: Magwood, Wilam
Sent: Wednesday, Febary 14, 2001 1:49 PM
To: Anderson, Hargot
Subject: RE: drft NEP insct ns
Importance: High

Margot.

WDM

-Ogina Messge--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, Fdxtary 14, 2001 12:38 P
To: Kr0pow4 Robert: Haspe, Abe; Stvan, John; 2inneeman, HayBeth; Hagwood, Wiam; Pumphrty, David;

Hart Caon; Sar ing Pala; Whae. ihade
Cc Kerha, l)seph
subject draft NEP indcons

Al,

Please review.

What did I miss from the discussion today?

___ DOE026___ _____-034
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 210 PM
To: Magwood, William
Subject: RE: draft NEP instructions

Bil.

Thanks .ay on section 5 - will add. Not clear how we will be engaging on section 7 (State has the lead) bud
Do you have a paragraph you'd like to see inclduded?

Margol

-- original Message--
From: Magwood, Wilian
Sent: Wednesday, Febnay 14, 2001 1:49 PM
To: Andersn, Margot
Subject: RE: draft NEP insuctons
Importance: High

Margol,

I nanrs,
WDM

---- Original Message---
From: Andersn, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, Febuary 14, 2001 12:38 PM
To: Kripowi, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Sullivan, Joln; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Magwood, William; Purprey, David; Hart, Carte;cang,

Paula; Whatley, Michad
Cc. Kellser, Joseph
Subject: draf NEP instrutions

All.

Please review.

What did I miss from the discussion today?

Note assignments are by office - some of you are asked provide names to Joe, me or other offices to complete
tasks.

If only one or two offices are contribtuing the bulk of the information. I am asking one office to conple the bits prior
to sending to me. Saves me some time and I can focus on overall gaps.

Also attached outline Joe was working from.

Please get back to me by 2:30 (if possible) with your comments on the instructions. I wil edit and send out
*officially' ASAP.

I will also need to know who will be doing one so I dont' have to bug you all the time.

Margot

c< File: Draft combo outline WH.doc >> << Fie: NEP organization.doc >>

_ __ _ __ /DOE026-0335 /
DOE026-0335



Note assignments are by office - some of you are asked provide names to Joe. me or other offices to
complete tasks.

If only one or two offices are contribtuing the bulk of the information. I am asking one offlice to compile the
bits prior to sending to me. Saves me some time and I can focus on overall gaps.

Also attached outline Joe was working from.

Please get back to me by 2:30 (if possible) with your comments on the instructions. I will edit and send out
'officialy' ASAP.

I will also need to know who will be doing one so I donr have to bug you all the time.

Margot

<< File: Draft combo outline WH-.doc >> File: NEP organization.doc >>

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday. February 14. 2001 2:38 PM
To: Magwood. Wliam
Subject: Clarification: you NEP instructions

Bill.

Help.

Please advise.

-- orin ressage
From: Magwood, Wieam
Sent: Wednesday, Fembuary 14, 2001 1:49 PM
To: Anderon. Magot
Subject: RE: drat NEP instructions
Importance: gh

Margot

Thanks,
WDM

-- Origina Message--
From: Anersen, Margot
Sent: Wedneday, FebnJary 14, 2001 12:38 PM
To: Kripowic Robert; Haspe, Abe; Sulavan, John; Zinerman, MaryBeth; Magwood, Wiliam; Pnuphrey; David; Hart, Carole; Scalingi

Paula; Whatley, Michad
Cc: KHer, Joseph
Subject: raft NP insructons

All,

Please review.

What did I miss from the discussion today?

Note assignments are by office - some of you are asked provide names to Joe, me or other offices to complete
tasks.

If only one or two offices are contrbtuing the bulk of the information. I am asking one office to compile the bits prior
to sending to me. Saves me some time and I can focus on overal gaps.

Also attached outline Joe was working from.

Please get back to me by 2:30 (if possible) with your comments on the instructions. I will edit and send out
'officially ASAP.

I will also need to know who will be doing one so I donr have to bug you al the time.

Margot

DOE026-0337



<< Fie: Draft combo outline WH.doc >> << Fe: NEP organization.doc >>
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Wednesday. February 14. 2001 3:37 PM
To: Magwood, William
Subject: RE: Clariication: you NEP instructions

okay. next draft out very soon.

---Origin Message-
From: agwood, wiam
Sent: Wednesday, Februay 14, 2001 3:21 PM
To; Andersn, Mart
Subject: RE: aarifcation: you NEP irtnsctons

Margot.

I didn't have a copy of the outline, so I may have missed that step. Let's try ii using your understanding and we can
adjust later if it doesn't work.

WDM

-- ginal Message-
From: Anders, Margot
Sent Wednesday, Febnay 14, 2001 2:38 PM
To: Magwoo Waan
Subject: lariication: you NEP trctio

Bil.

Help.

wilt

Please advise.

-- iginal Message-
From: Magwood. Widrkn
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 1:49 PM
To: Anderson, Margt
Subject: RE: draft NEP instnbctio
Importance: High

Thanks,
WDM

---rkgin Message-
From: Anderson Mart
sent Wednesday, ebruary 1, 2001.12:38 PM
To: Kripowi, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Suivan, John; Znamrmoan, Mayeetagwood, Wi; PMagpoodr, W lDavd;

Hart Cae; Scalngi Pab; Whadey, Mihad
Cc Kelfer, oseph
Subject draf NEP Instructis

DOE026-0339



An.

Please review.

What did I miss from the discussion today?

Note assignments are by office - some of you are asked provide names to Joe, me or other offices to
complete tasks.

If only one or two offices are contribtuing the bulk of the information, I am asking one office to compile the
bits prior to sending to me. Saves me some time and I can focus on overall gaps.

Also attached outline Joe was working from.

Please get back to me by 2:30 (if possible) with your comments on the instructions. I will edit and send out
'offiially" ASAP.

I will also need to know who will be doing one so I dont' have to bug you aH the time.

Margot

r<< File: Draft combo outline WH.doc >> File: NEP organization.doc >>

2DOE026-0340
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Friday, March 23.2001 2:08 PM
To: Carter. Douglas; Melcherl. Elena
Cc DeHoraliis. Guido
Subject: RE:

Thanks.

--Original Message--
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Friday, Marh 23, 2001 1:56 PM
To: Andersn, Magt; Medert Elena
Cc: DeHtoaffis Guido
Subject: RE:

Maroot -

Elena will provide additional material for the O&G program.

Doug

< File: Ch8 Elec Fiqs.ppt >>

-- Original Message .-. -;
From: Anderson, agot
Sent: Friday, Mar 23, 2001 1:12 PM
To: Mekhert, Elena
Cc DeHoratis. Guido; Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE:

Thanks. I hate to ask, but do you have some nifty graphics?

-- )riginal Message-
From: Melert Elena
Sent: Friday, Mardc 23, 2001 1:08 PM
To. Anderon, argot
Cc DeHorais, Guido; Carte, Dougas
Subject:

Fossil Energy final Chapter 8
Thanks for your patience.
e << File: ch 8 march 23.doc >>

Elena Subia Melchert
Petroleum Engineer/Program Manager
Office of Fossil Energy
U.S. Department of Energy

DO /26
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Carter Douglas
Sent: Friday, Marc 23, 2001 324 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Subject: RE:

Margo - ()()

Doug

-Origna Message--
From: Aderson, Margt
Sent: rdy Mar ch 23, 2001 208B PM
To: Cartr, Douglas; MdHcdt Ekna
Cc DeHloras Gio
Subject RE:

Thanks.

--Origin Mesge-
Fom: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Friday, Marc 23, 2001 1:56 PM
To: Anfderso Margot; Mefert, Bena
Cc DOerati Guido
Subject: RE: *-

Maroot -

Elena wil provide additional material for the O&G program.

Doug

F< FB: Ch8 Elec Figsppt >>

Fro: Anders Margot
Sen: Frlay, Mard 23, Z201 1:12 PM
To: MdetM enae '
Cc Detrat QidAo; Catr, Oouas
Subject: RE

Thanks. I hate to ask. but do you have some nifty graphics?

-- Oragnal Mcnsgf--
From Hd ert.a
Sent Frkay, Mad3, 23, 001 1.- PM

DOE026-0342



Toe Andnwx Mugat
Cc DdeHor S GAoCt Dgt. oas

Fossi Energy final Chapter 8
Thanks for yr patience.
e << Fie: ch 8 marh 23.doc >>

Elena Subia Melchert
Petroleum Engineer/Program Manager
Office of Fossil Energy
U.S. Department of Energy

z
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Monday. February 12. 2001 2:17 PM
To: 'raitsch. Jay
Subject: FW: Impediments to Conventional Energy Production

Jay.

Margot

-O0gint Message-
Frotn Breed, wafian
Sent: Monday, Febuary 12, 2001 2:17 PH
To: Anderon, Margot
Subject: RE: Impedments to Conventional Energy Production

Our comments:

IDOE026-0344
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Another NEP chapter

Please call if you have questions. 6-2589

Margot

----Original Message-
From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
[mailto:CharlesM. Smithovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday. Apri 30. 2001 8:24 AM
To: Keliher, Joseph; Anderson. Margot;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Govintemet;
Wlliambettenberg@ios.doi.govSinteret;
Tom_r flon@ios.doi.gov%intemet; Kjerslen_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Cc: Kjerstendrager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Andrew D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Karen Y. Knutsoneovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: Questios for Infrastructure chapter

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kellher, Joseph
Sent: Friday. March 30.2001 7:31 PM
To: KarenY._KnutsonOVP.EOP.Gov; 'Andrew_D._Lundquist@OVP.EOP.Gov; 'Chares M.

Srith@ovp.eop.govitemetA Anderson, Margot
Cc: 'Syrnson.Jeremy@epara.epa.gov'
Subject nudear energy paper

Sorry for the delay, it must be Noon somewhere in the world.

1
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson. Magot
Sent Monday. May 07.2001 329 PM
To: Braitsch. Jay. Carter. Dougtas
Subject: FW: an additional fact not checked on Iriday

This just in from Trevor. Belongs in chapter 5. Can you add? Number 73.

a--Ongint Mease--
Frm: CooCk Trevor
Sent: Monday, May07, 2001 3:26 PM
To: Andersna Mg.t
Subje an additionf Wa not t drced on friday

its i bright pink... the only pink text in the file. No. 73.

Ci 0 HE -
CH S.doe_

I
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Martin, Adrienne .b5

From: Kelher. Joseph
Sent Monday, Apri 02. 2001 12:19 PM
To: Anderso Margot
Subject: RE: energy efficiency onepager

-- on gma essge~--
From: Andhersn. Maot
Sent MHona, ril 02. 2001 10-51 AM
ro Keiher, loseph; JSynemyepai.epagoW
Cc Kdevar, Kvi
Subject: R£E: :eg efficenc one-pager

Joe.

How do you want to proceed on this? Have you drafted a revised?

Margot

From: Keler, ose
Sent Friday, Mar:h 30, 2001 6:48 Pf
To: Andsen, Mago t; Syma .epa.go '
Cc Kievar, Kein
Subject RE enrg efficiency one-pag

-- oigna Meage-
From: Andrson, Margt
Sent: Friday, Ma 30, 2001 5:40 PM
To: 'Sry -Jreaniyepa.gov'
Cc Ker, Pr oph; Koevr, Kevi
Subect enrgy edien pager

<< Fie: energy efficiency one-pager.wpd >>

Reviewededited by EE. PO. Joe and/or Kevin, Problems?

Jeremy. can you let me know if you get this? I am having problem with your e-mal.

Margo

._ _~. _~__~._ .__.._1 .cDE026-0356
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kefier, Joseph
Sent Friday. March 30,2001 6:48 PM
To: Anderson, Margot Symons.Jereipy@epama.-epaggov
Cc: Kolear, Kevin
Subject RE: energy efficiency one-pager

-- Oiga Message-- '
From: .Anona, Margnt

Se: bFddwy, Mah 30,2001 5:40 PM
To:
Cc r, e ep;: evr, e Kvn
Subject: enmgy eflei nc mpd-er

<< Fle: energy effidiency onepage.wpd >>

Reviewed/edied by EE, PO. Joe andor Kevin, Problems?

Jeremy, can you let me know if you get this? I am having problems with your e-maB.

Margot

DE026-0357 *
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Cater, Douglas
Sent Tuesday, March 27, 2001 11:30 AM
To: Anderson Margot
Cc Braitsch Jay; Kr owz. Robert Rudins, George; DeHorabtis. Guido; Mekihert Elena
Subject Chapter 8, canges

Margot-

dc I rn* 2Z7.doc

Doug Carter (FE-26)
US DOE
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-9684

DOE026-035 8



Martin, Adrienne

From: Breed. Wilam
Sent Monday. March 26.200 1:29 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject quick comments on ist of pocies

6s
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SRIOOGR2001-01

Impact of Interruptible Natural Gas
Service on Northeast Heating Oil Demand

January 2001

Energy Information Administration
Office of Oil and Gas

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

Thi rsel was prepared by toe Enecgy Inlormab n Aminiistrtioan. Itm independe( stastiscal and anatical agency wilhin ts
Oepartnnt od Energy. The arormnlt on tonaned hoe srnhulO ntl De Ionslstre aavocatrg o r nre.ing any policy postoni
of &w Depauneent of Energy or any other craZ.tiot.

2644
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Preface

Impact of Interruptible Natural Gas Service on other periods of sharp price increases in recent years.
Northeast Heating Oil Demand was undertaken at the Chapter 4 provides an analysis of the information derived
request of U.S. Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson to from the EIA surveys of gas suppliers and customers, and
assess the extent ofinterruptible natural gas contracts and Chapter 5 summarizes the market implications.
their effect on heating oil demand in the Northeast. An
earlier report with policy recommendations was issued by The report was prepared by the Energy Information
the Department of Energy's Office of Policy in Administration, Office of Oil and Gas, Kenneth A. Vagts,
November 2000 that examined the effect of interruptible . Director (202/586-6401). General information concerning
contracts in New England. The current report expands this report may be obtained from Elizabeth E. Campbell,
the geographic scope of the analysis by including New Director of the Natural Gas Division (202J586-5590).
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania and presents a more Questions on specific sections of the report may be
comprehensive assessment of gas service interruptions, addressed to the following analysts:
the responses of different types of customers, and the
effects on the distillate fuel oil market * Chapter 1. "The Northeast Natural Gas and Heating

Oil Markets in the Winter of 1999-2000," Erika
The report is based on the results of two surveys Benson (202/586-6531).
developed by the Energy Information Administration
(EIA): Form ELA-903, "Natural Gas Service Interruptions * Chapter 2. "Interruptible Gas Market in the
in the Northeast During December 1999, and January and Northeast," Erika Benson (202/586-6531).
February 2000," and Form EIA-904, "Customer Survey
of Natural Gas Service Interruptions in the Northeast * Chapter 3. "Natural Gas and Distillate Market
During January and February 2000." The respondents to Dynamics During Severe Winter Events," Aileen Alex
Form EIA-903 were 34 natural gas companies who (202/586-4255).
provided 94 percent of natural gas deliveries to
interruptible gas customers in the Northeast in 1998, * Chapter 4. "Interruptions in Natural Gas Service in
while respondents to Form EIA-904 were 97 end users in January-February 2000," Jose Villar (202/586-9613).
New England who were identified by their suppliers as
experiencing natural gas interruptions in the winter of e Chapter 5. "Conclusion," William Trapmann
1999-2000. (202/586-6408).

The report has five chapters and four appendices. The overall scope and content of the report was
Chapter I gives an overview of the Northeast heating oil supervised by William Trapmann. Significant analytical
and natural gas markets during the winter of 1999-2000. contributions were made by the following individuals:
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Executive Summary

The Natural Gas and Heating Oil Market in participants pointed to interruptible gas service contracts

January-February 2000 as a major contributor to the fuel oil price spikes because
of the increased demand for backup fuel when gas

Natural gas and distillate ful o' pies can rise riy deliveries were suspended. Under interruptible contracts,
a customer agrees to gas service without a guarantee ofduring winter peak-demand months especially when a customer agrees to gas service without a gua of

stocks are low and demand increases quickly Such was supplies in return for discounted rates. Roughly 10 to 15
the case in the Northeast in mid-January 2000 when a percent of all natural gas deliveries by interstate pipelinethe case in the Northeast in mid-January 2000 when a
sudden surge of cold weather blanketed the area, companies (excluding transportation for other pipelines)

in 1997 were on an intevrptible basis.substantially increasing demand. During the week ended 199 were on an teuible basis.
January 22, 2000, temperatures in the Northeast shifted

.from being up to 17 pecent warmer than no-mal to 24 In February 2000, Senator Joseph Lieberman asked thefrom being up to 17 percent wanner than normal to 24fobenupt17percent ncolder than noroa lg a t 2 Department of Energy (DOE) to study how servicepercent colder than normal This large temperature shift
intermptions by natural gas suppliers affected the distillatedrastically increased heating requirements at a time thaton by natural gas suppliers aftd th dista

the market was experieing supply cons aint. Dis llate fuel oil market this past winter. To meet his request andthe market was experiencing supply constraints. Distillate r f o
fuel oil stocks were low, and the colder weather led to to evaluate other factors affecting oil and gas markets, thefuel oil stocks were low, and the colde weather led to Energy Information Administration (EIA) surveyed major
disillate delivery problems as well as natural gas capacity E n erg Informaon Adnnistraion(EwA) surveyed major

gas suppliers and customers in New England and theconstraints in some areas. The low temperatures and high Middle Atlantc ts e New York, and
, j,^, . ..r ' . -,totoaua Middle Atlantic States (New Jersey, New York, andgas demand also triggered service interruptions to natural

gas customers without guaranteed (firm) service Pennsylvania) on the extent of natural gas service
coracts, which led to purchases of other fuels interruptions during the 1999-2000 heating season and the

- . _ ' contracts, whc le oprhsso te u types of fuels burned as alternatives to natural gas. Twoespecially petroleum products. These elements came
together to create rapid and extremely large p rie surveys were conducted: Form EIA-903, "Natural Gastogether to create rapid and extremely large priceirases n the distillate fuel oil and enatrral g lare Service Interruptions in the Northeast During Decemberincreases in the distillate fuel oil and natural gas markets. 99 a F , ,1999. and January and February 2000." and Form EIA-

904, "Customer Survey of Natural Gas Service* From January I to January 20, 2000, spot prices 904, Customer Survey of Na as Service
Interruptions in the Northeast During January and(market prices for immediate delivery) for natural gas he r e t a- r

in the New York City nmarket rose from $2.65 to February 2000." The respondents to Form ElA-903 were
15.34 per million Btu (MMBru), an increase of 34 natural gas companies who accounted for nearly all of

nealy 500 percent. Natral gas prices at the o the volumes delivered to end users under interruptiblenearly 500 percent. Natural gas prices at the
Algnqi Pipelin , w h s s te B n contracts in the Northeast in 1998, while respondents toAlgonqumi Pipeline citygate, which serves the Boston rm I 0 w i

Form EIA-904 were 97 end users in New England whoarea, peaked at $512.54 per MMBtu on January 20,
20area, peaked at $12.54 per MvBu on January 20, received natural gas under interruptible service contracts

(see Appendix B for details on the data collection

* Between January 14 and February 4, 2000, New methodology).
York Harbor spot prices for home heating oil rose by

This report examines the data collected from these133 percent while residential prices for home heating c i cntet the e ee e
oil in New England increased by 66 percent. t c o nte x t o f the o v c a e n rgy m rke

the Northeast. The main purpose of the report is to

The high prices and supply constraints in both markets provide insight into the level and duration of interruptions
caused great cocs we hd i of natural gas service and the extent of fuel switchingcaused great concern. Public meetings were held m ,between natural gas and other energy markets. An earlierFebruary 2000 to discuss what may have caused the b tw e n n at ural ga d other mark An earlir

extreme market conditions in the Northeast and how to EIA report The Norrheasr Heating Fuel lorket.
Assessment and Options that addressed the ability ofavoid such problems in the future. Some meeting Northeast natural gas customers to switch lo distillate fuel
oil was released in May 2000. In addition, a report with
policy recommendations was issued by DOE's Office of

'Distil^lac fuel oil is a generAl clasfificationy for one of the fmctioMnrti f rmcrude oil. _ltisusedprn^ lytyoa r o i eaimsdol Policy in November 2000 that addressed the role of
produced horn cnrdeoil. It is taedprimauti for irp ce clia$ arid on-*nd otf-
luhhwey diesel cine ffud is cil , pocer gnct.ion. t include pro&au intermptible gas contracts in the New England healing oil
Iu ma No. I, No 2. und No. 4 fuel oils end No 1. No. 2. ad No. 4 dicdl market.
fuels
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Reductions in Natural Gas Service Highlights

An interruption of natural gas service is said to occur if During the peak week (ended January 22), reported gas
gas service was discontinued to comply with a specific service interruptions in the Northeast represented 49
order by the local distribution company (LDC) or pipeline percent of the LDCs' and pipeline companies' planned
company and the service disruption was not tied to a service levels to interruptible customers for that week.
previously determined schedule as to occurrence or Overall, however, interruptions were limited and no firm
duration. Thus the end user could not predict precisely service customer was interrupted. Approximately 12.4
when or even if a service disruption would occur. For trillion Btu or 13 percent of the total planned level of
example, customers holding interruptible service contracts natural gas service to interruptible customers was
would expect that service likely will be suspended interrupted in the Northeast during January and February
sometime during the winter but the date and duration of 2000.
the inlerruption(s) would be completely unknown.

The reported gas service interruptions for customers in
Some energy customers contract for natural gas services the Northeast with distillate fuel oil as their backup were
for only a short period or on a seasonal basis. Service the equivalent of between approximately 78 and 84
suspensions specified in seasonal or short-term contracts thousand barrels of distillate per day during the peak
are not considered an interruption as long as the terms of week. This corresponds to about 11 percent of the
the arrangement are not disrupted during the period of average daily distillate consumption in the Northeast in
performance for the contract. Interruptions can be January 2000 and a smaller but immeasurable share of
triggered by system operating conditions and/or distillate consumption in the peak week The greatest
temperatures. The supplier LDC or pipeline company has level of interruptions was focused on the third week of
the right to suspend service at any time that it deems January, when interruptions were much greater than for
necessary to maintain system integrity or in order not to any other week in January or February. Most (76
compromise service to its firm service customers. In percent) of the interruptions during January and February
some contracts with temperature-controlled provisions, 2000 occurred in the third and fourth weeks of January.
service is suspended automatically when the outside
temperature falls below a certain threshold and is not The estimated range of 78 to 84 thousand barrels per day
resumed until temperatures are above the threshold for a of potential incremental distillate consumption is
sustained period determined by the LDC. consistent with previously published estimates,2 which

ranged up to 100 thousand barrels per day for distillate
Natural gas service may also be suspended voluntarily by fuel oil for both interruptions and economic switching
customers with switchable or dual-fuel capability, even combined. In fact, if the larger estimates are reliable, the
when delivery capacity is available. Some demand shifted 78 to 84 thousand-barrel-per-day range shows that more
from natural gas to distillate fuel oil during January and than 15 percent of the fuel shifting from gas to distillate
February 2000 because of the relative fuel prices, is due to factors other than gas service interruptions.
However, this behavior was motivated by market These distinctions have important implications for further
conditions under competition and would not be analysis or policy formulation. Understanding motivations
considered a service interruption. behind customer behavior is essential to understanding

gas and fuel oil markets at critical times of the year.
The interruption data cited in this report are based on the
volumes reported by gas suppliers on Form EIA-903. As Actual purchases of distillate fuel oil resulting from the
subsequently discovered, these volumes included interruptions, however, likely were less than the
reductions in gas consumption because of economic calculated equivalent volumes, because some customers
switching and termination of seasonal service in addition drew down inventories slightly while others simply
to interrupted volumes. Although these reported reduced operations or temporarily shut down. Data from
interruptions exceed shifts from gas service due to a limited sample ofinterrupted customers in New England
unexpected interruptions alone, they are informative as an
upper limit on volumes of fuel switching owing to gas
service interruptions. '.EncfY Iftnmlai Almin mion.ni7o Nolthcl l.ogina FiliMrtk,.

Assrss.en.i odOpliosi. SR/OlAF1200X03 (Whinion. DC. May 2000). p.
44. Pcrolcumn Indutry RRscarch Foundaion. Inc..W'Ad Happffdrto Hea/int
Oil? (March 2000). p. 6.
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who responded to Form EIA-904 indicate that less than interruption levels, the small customers had 14.3 days
half the volume of gas interrupted during January and of distillate storage capacity available and 9.8 days of
February was replaced with distillate purchases. 3 Scaled- distillate inventories on hand. In contrast, large
back operations in the Middle Atlantic, as indicated by customers had only 3.7 days of storage capacity and
anecdotal evidence, would have further reduced the 3.1 days of inventory.
demand for distillate fuel oil.

* Customers in the education, health, and housing/
Additional highlights include the following: lodging industries accounted for 30 percent of the

interruptions known by industry type4 in the
* Interruptions represented a larger share of Northeast during January and February 2000.

planned service levels in New England than in the Customers in these categories relied less heavily on
Middle Atlantic. During the peak week ended distillate as a backup fuel and had more inventories
January 22, reported interruptions in New England on hand than the average interrupted customer. Like
were roughly equal to planned service levels, meaning other customers interrupted, though, they made
that virtually no gas was delivered under interruptible purchases to replace fuels burned during the
service contracts. In contrast, interruptions in the interruption in natural gas service in order to maintain
Middle Atlantic during that week were only 39 onsite stocks.
percent ofplanned service levels. This relative pattern
is present during the full 2 months, although at lower This study provides better information than previously
levels. Interruptions totaled 3,786 billion Btu in New available on the magnitude of fuel switching from natural
England and 8,578 billion Btu in the Middle Atlantic, gas to alternative fuels. It also contains information on
representing 28 percent and I percent, respectively, customer behavior during the winter heating season,
of planned service levels to intrruptible customers in including times of intense demand when some portion of
the region, gas service is noi available. This information highlights

the complex interactions between interruptible gas service
* Both large-volume and small-volume customers and other fuel markets. Customer reactions to gas service

who responded to the EIA-904 maintained a fairly interruptions reflect varying operational objectives and
constant level of distillate inventories. Throughout economic circumstances.
the 8-week period, the large customers, which
included power producers, maintained their The additional demand in the distillate market from
inventories within a narrow range: 90 percent full at interrupted gas customers may not have been as large as
its maximum on the week after the largest previously thought However, if supplies are tight,
interruptions and 79 percent full in late February. On additional purchases may have a disproportionate price
average the smaller customers maintained weekly response, so even small volumes of additional purchases
inventories at 68 percent of Iheir distillate capacity may be difficult to accommodate. Further, although
with 79 percent as the high and 63 percent as the low interruptible contracts may have had a limited role in
during the period recent fuel oil price spikes, that influence may increase

over time as gas markets are expected to expand relative
* The large-volume and small-volume customers to the distillate fuel oil markets, especially heating oil in

have contrasting distillate inventories and the Northeast
inventory capacities. Based on maximum potential

'Thc findings from thc EIA-904 cuwtomecr nrecy ur proviodd as 'About 50 pccent oflhe volumes rrported by rcspoadeats to Form EIA-
illtsl nle. but they arc no stliSttically vlid for Ihc owerall regional rkclt. 901 could be ctcgorizcd by pr.ma buutncs of Ihe customcr.
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1. The Northeast Natural Gas and Heating Oil Markets in the
Winter of 1999-2000

This report was undertaken at the request of U.S. Secretary of Energy Bil Richardson to assess the impact of
interruptible natural gas contracts on heating oil demand in the Northeast. An earlier report with policy
recommendations was issued by the Department of Energy's Office of Polcy in November 2000 that examined the
effect of interruptible contracts in New England. The current report expands the geographic scope of the analysis
by including New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania and presents a more comprehensive assessment of gas
service interruptions, the responses of different types of customers, and the effects on the distillate fuel oil market

Overview Also, supply deliveries within the region were impeded by
icy roads that slowed truck deliveries.

Price spikes and petroleum product shortages dominated
the energy market in the Northeast for several weeks in The colder weather also strained the capacity of the
the winter of 1999-2000 as a sudden drop in natural gas pipeline system in the Northeast. The increase
temperatures led to a sharp increase in demand for in heating demand caused natural gas deliveries to expand
heating fuels. Despite generally warmnr-than-nomial to the peak-day sendout capacity of a number of natural
temperatures during much of last winter, the Northe gas systems.' This forced natural gas companies to
had a period of cold weather from mid-January to early suspend deliveries to a number ofinterruptible customers
February 2000 during which daytime teperatures ranged as per the service contract (see box, "Defining an
between 10 and 20 degrees Fahrenheit for over a week in Interruption," p. 2), so that suppliers could meet the
many areas (Fiurc 1). demand of their firm service customers and maintain

system capability. In addition, several pipeline companies

The colder weather increased demand for energy in all issuc d operational flow orders (see box "Operational
end-use markets. Residential and commercial consumers Flow Orders," p. 3) at locations serving the Northeast,
increased their use of distillate fuel oil' to heat their putng further pressure on spot market prices.'
homes and businesses and power companies increased
their use to meet electricity demand Demand fordistillate Natural Gas Spot Prices at Northeast Markets
fuel oil was expanded further as power companies and Reached High Levels in January 2000
industrial customers with dual-fired facilities increased
their use of distillate fuel oil by switching from natural Natural gas spot prices spiked sharply in the Northeast as
gas, either as required by their gas supply contracts or to cold weather blanketed much of the area. Daily spot
avoid the higher price of natural gas. prices show the extent by which weather was a factor in

creating these rapid price spikes. Natural gas spot prices
The unexpected rapid increases in demand for distillate at the Boston citygate' opened for'the month of January
fuel oil coincided with serious delivery problems. at 52.77 per million Btu (MMBtu) and remained less than
Icebound rivers and high winds along the New York, S3.00 until January 13 (Figure 2). Then prices surged,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts coastlines hindered the peaking on January 20, during the height of the severe
arrival of new distillate fuel oil into New York and Boston weather, at a high of S12.54 per MMBtu. and stayed
harbors. In part, because of weather-related delays in above S9.00 for the following 3 days.
docking and unloading tanker and barge deliveries, the
new supply that did arrive commanded higher prices.

'For exampk,. refiora deliveries in Nc- England hit an unprecndcmced
'The diusillta fucloil"dcsijtion conpries Nos. I.2.iZed 4 htinoils s3cdoul of 3.4 billion cubic fel per day.

and diesel uel. Gnerraly. home whtiagoil is iig h--lat No. 2 fuel oil. No. Spot mrk.tprice. akJo wown u -cah pices." re the anket plc for
I divillase oil ad No 2 low.-lfur di"e fuel cf n als he ud for home * immedilte dclivcie ofthe produ i.

bcaling ifnccccsry and avilablc. Price usal!y prrcludes theirnormtl usc for 'he Algonquit citygle spot price (as reported by Fio anc il Times in the
these purposes. Goa Doily) is used a the appoxirnalt mcasure for tth Boston citygate.
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Figure 1. Daily and Normal Temperatures In New England and the Middle Atlantic States, January and
February 2000
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Defining an Interruption

In this analysis, an intcrruption ofnatural gas service is said to occur if the end uscr discontinued gas consumption to comply
with a specific order by the local distribution company (LDC) or pipeline company and the service disruption was not tied
to a previously determined schedule as to occurrence or duration. Thus the end user could not predict precisely when or even
ifa service disruption would occur. Forexample, customers holding interruptible service contracts would expect that service
would likely be suspended sometime during the winter but the date and duration of the interruption(s) would not be known
beforehand.

Some interruptible customers contract for natural gas services for only a short period or on a seasonal basis. Service
suspensions speci fied in seasonal orshort-term contracts generally should not be considered an interruption as long as the
service under the arrangement is not disrupted during the period of performance for the contract. Natural gas service also
may be suspended voluntarily by customers with switchable or dual-fuel capability, even when delivery capacity is available.
because ofthe relative fuel prices. Survey data presented in this report arereportedinterruprions, basedon Form EIA-903,
which included reductions in gas consumption because of economic switching and termination of seasonal service in
addition to interrupted volumes. The additional distillate fuel oil demand from customers who voluntarily choose to switch
from natural gas despite the availability of gas service could be significant and would have the same impact on petroleum
markets as equivalent demand owing to interruptions. Although some of this activity was reported by respondents to Form
EIA-904, data are not available to quantify reliably the extent of seasonal or voluntary fuel switching in this analysis.
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Operational Flow Orders

When FERC Order 636 was instituted in 1993 and open access became the norm, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) recognized that pipeline operators needed a mechanism that would allow them to maintain the
operational integrity oftheir system during periods ofpotential flux and when the system is under stress. Conditions such
as extreme weather, unscheduled downtime on critical parts of the system, and extreme imbalance situations are some of
the reasons pipeline companies cite as the need for such short-term control.

Operational flow orders (OFOs) (also called system emergency orders or critical period measures) are the mechanisms
put in place to permit this control. In effect, these orders permit the pipeline operator during emergency situations to
restrain shipperactivities and to curtail services that could result in imbalances andservice interruptions. For instance, OFOs
allow the operator to reduce or eliminate flow tolerances and require shippers to maintain a strict daily balance between
receipt and delivery volumes. The OFO also may restrict or eliminate such services as intraday nominations, the use of
secondary receipt and delivery points, firm storage withdrawals, and interruptible storage services. As an enforcement
measure, pipeline companies can exact penalties for violations. Under an OFO, pipeline companies generally perform to
the level of their contract obligations, but the strict operational inflexibility does tend to restrict the flow volume in practice.

Despite their utility, OFOs are controversial. Some have suggested that the direct consequence of measures taken under
OFOs during the past few years was to lessen short-term trading and shipping flexibility on the par ofcustomers Also many
critics maintained that pipeline operators were given too much discretion regarding what constitutes an OFO situation and
that operators had incentives for maintaining the OFO for longer than is needed.

In an effort to minimize the use ofOFOs, FERC issued new rules that require each pipeline company to take system-wide
measures to ensure that OFOs are used for only the most serious circumstances. In FERC Order 637, issued in February
2000, pipeline companies were directed to change their tariffs to incorporate these new requirements, or to explain and
describe how current tariffand operating procedures arc consistent with the new requirements Each pipeline company tariff
must now include:

Clear, pipeline-specific standards, based on objective operational conditions, for when OFOs begin and end
A stated obligation to provide information about the status of conditions during an OFO as soon as possible
What steps or remedies will be taken before issuing an OFO so as to provide as much advance warning as
possible
Standards for different levels or degrees of severity for OFOs so that penalties correspond to degree of
emergency

* Specific reporting methods for providing later information on why an OFO was issued and lifted.

Pipeline companies can implement these changes into their tariffs on an individual basis: there are no general requirements
in regards to specific language that must be used. FERC also ruled that pipeline companies must credit all revenues from
penalties (net ofcost), including OFO penalties, to shippers.

The same rapid increase and decrease in natural gas spot 4-year average for the month of January and more than
prices occurred in the New York City market (Figure 3).' double the average price in January 1998. In contrast to
Prices at the New York citygate peaked at more than the previous three winters (beginning in 1997). during
$15.00 per MMBtu on January 20, 2000, and traded which spot prices declined in the latter part of the season.
between $8.00 and $10.00 for several days during the spot prices remained relatively high in the last 2 months
period. The average spot price in January 2000 was of the 1999-2000 heating season.
S5.98 per MMBtu, which is 57 percent higher than the

Thc prices for gasu ndcd at Tranuco Zone 6 in New Jersey te-used U
indic*or$ of pol prices forh t Ncwr York cilyrflc. Sc GajtlDai(Arlingtoa.
VA: Financial Times).
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Figure 2. Spot Price of Natural Gas at the Boston Citygate. Heating Seasons 1998-1999 and 1999-2000
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Natural gas consumption in January and February 2000 January. From December 17, 1999, to January 14, 2000,
also increased by a significant percentage in both New distillate stocks at the primary level fell by 10 million
England and the Middle Atlantic states. For example, for barrels to 119 million barrels, which was 5 million barrels
both January and February, consumption of natural gas below the low end of the normal range ' despite warmer-
for all sectors was 13 percent higher in Connecticut than than-normal temperatures. At the time, it was suggested
year-earlier levels and 4 percent higher in Pennsylvania. that Y2K precautionary stocking at the consumer level
The increased consumption also resulted in extensive use was a possible cause for the sharp decline in supplier
of underground storage stocks. stocks prior to the onset of cold weather.

About 3,101 billion cubic feet (Bcf) of working gas This pattem was also seen in the New England and
storage' was on hand at the end of October 1999, which Central Atlantic states. The pace of the distillate stock
was 112 Bcf more than the average (2,989 Bcf) for the drawdown was remarkable, particularly in New England,
previous five years (1994-98) and the second-highest where stocks fell from more than 13 million barrels in
level in 7 years.7 Net withdrawals during the next 2 early December to less than 4 million barrels by late
months were relatively small (517 Bcf or 21 percent January. Stocks in New England were consumed at the
below the 5-year average of 625 Bcf). But net rate of 289 thousand barrels per day in December and
withdrawals from U.S. natural gas storage facilities for 363 thousand barrels per day in January, implying that
January 2000 exceeded the previous single-month record just over 12 days of supply remained in storage at the end
by almost 30 Bcf as 780 Bcf was taken from storage to of January. In the Central Atlantic, the level of stocks
meet demand. The Consuming East region' reported net was much higher, and the pace of decline was not as
withdrawals of 527 Bcf or 67 percent of the January dramatic, but went on longer, falling from almost 33
total. The week of January 28, 2000, was the largest million barrels at the beginning ofNovemberto 18 million
recorded weekly drawdown from easte storage facilities barrels by late January. Daily consumption rates in the
with 158 Bcf withdrawn. The cold weather carried over Central Atlantic averaged 667 thousand barrels in
into the first week of February, and net withdrawals for December and 694 thousand barrels in January, with 26
February in the Consuming East region were 289 Bcf or days of supply remaining in storage at the end of January.
13 percent more than withdrawals in February 1999. The
relatively high prices that continued throughout most of Refinery outages at the end of the week of January 21
the heating season probably contributed to the increased resulted in a temporary loss of new supply, and sent more
utilization of storage during a generally warmer-than- buyers into the distillate spot market. When refiners
normal winter, as companies chose to use their lower-cost cannot produce enough supply to meet their contracts,
inventories as they expected prices to decline in time to customers must enter the spot market to purchase the
replenish stocks. product from others. Weekly data indicate that for the 4-

week period ending February 4, 2000, East Coast
Low Distillate Stocks Set the Stagefor Heating distillate stocks fell by almost 20 million barrels or 41
Oil Price Spikes in January 2000 percent during that time, and some terminal outages

occurred.
U.S. distillate inventories (including both heating oil and
diesel fuel) were at typical stock levels of 145 million The rapid depletion of stocks led to progressive increases
barrels on October 1, 1999,' but were well below normal in spot market prices. Low distillate stocks leave little
by the end of December and even more so by late cushion to absorb sudden changes in supply or demand

that increase the possibility of price runups. Between
January 14 and February 4, 2000, New York Harbor spot

wo'oiingS as is theolumnc i n underreoundstlongerstrvoir avilable prices for home heating oil rose from S0 76 to $1.77 per
for withdrawa. A volume of ps (known au base Is or couhion as) is gallon,' 2 a 133-percent increase. Retail prices of home
needed as permnnent inventory in a nornge resrvoir to mainin adequlete
presuure urd delivenbility itn.

'Eenrgy Iaforvulion Adnsnininlion. Nor/,w Gas WrIlyA MartArer tUpd
(Novrh rr. 1999).Wcb'Sil: hep://Nww.cia.doc.gov.

'A regional stonra designalion used by the American Gu Associltion. 'Nornml ringe cstinmed baed on: Encrgy Infmorauon Adninitnrtion,
h include alI staes cast of the Mississippi River eccpl Alabama and Weely Ptfroluv. Siarvs Rlorr,. DOE/EIA-020O(2000-2)(Washmgron. DC.
Miaissippi and also includec low, Nebruask, sad Missouri Jlmu ry 14. 2000). Table Al.

'Dxls for djdillate fsockJ and conrusmptioa me from the Energy "The Centrt Atlantic includes Dclawar. Maryland. Nrw JercIy. Ne
Inrormtaion Adminitration Oil and Gu Informanion Researrh Sylsim. YorL Pcnnmyvani. and the Disricl orColnbia.
November I, 2000. '"rherc a 42 pllom orheating oil per brrml.
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heating oil and diesel quickly rose in response. In the * At what point do natural gas contractors refuse
3 weeks between January 17 and February 4, New service to interruptible gas contract-holders?
England residential heating oil prices rose by 66 percent
from .18 to S1.97 per gallon. During the same period * H ow often in the recent past have users of
retail diesel fuel prices rose by 47 percent from $1.44 to interruptibc gas contracts created a significant
$2.12 pergallon. unforeseen demand on home heating oil in the

Northeast?

The market pressures were resolved in February 2000 o r b f d i
* What other backup fuels do interupible contractwith the arrival of new supply and a return to warmer utilze

weather. Most of the new supply came from imports
attracted by the high prices. Prices receded both in the

spot markets and at the retail level although To meet Senator Lieberman's request and to evaluatespot markets and at the retail level, although high crude mconcerns raised at the public meetings Secretary
oil prices continued to keep distillate fuel oil prices high Richardson directed DOE's Office of Policy and the
relative to the previous year. Energy Information Administration (EIA) to undertake a

study of how service interruptions by natural gas
Concerns About High Pnces and SupplyCon cerns About H igh Prices and Slupply suppliers affected the home heating market this past
Constraints winter. In response, EIA surveyed major gas suppliers

and customers in the Northeast on the extent of natural
The high prices and supply constraints in the Northeast gas service interruptions during the 1999-2000 heating
during January and February 2000 raised many questions season and the types of fuels burned as alternatives to
and caused great concern last winter, particularly since a natural gas." Data compiled from companies in New
large percentage of households in the region, especially in England were used as the basis for a report with policy
New England, use oil as their main beating fuel. In recommendations issued by DOE's Office of Policy in
February 2000, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson held November 2000 that addressed the role of interruptible
a series of public meetings with various government, gas contracts in the New England heating oil market" An
industry, and consumer representatives to discuss what earlier EIA report that addressed the ability of Northeast
may have caused the extreme market conditions in the natural gas customers to switch to distillate fuel oil was
Northeast and how to avoid such problems in the future. released in May 2000."
During the meetings, some participants pointed to
interruptible gas service contracts as a major contributor
to heating oil price spikes because of the increased Report Purpose and Structure
demand for backup fuel when gas deliveries are
suspended. Under interruptible contracts, a customer This report expands upon DOE's and EIA's two earlieragrees to gas service without guaranteed performance in rports and examnes natural gas interruptions in the
return for discounted rates. In many if not most cases, context of the overall energy market in the Northeast
customers turn to distillate fuel oil or another type of fuel cet ort ntene to e a more

Oil~ as ~ an a f v ga s i The current report is intended to provide a moreoil as an alternative fuel when gas service is disrupted.

Also in February 2000, Senator Joseph Lieberman asked
the Department of Energy to study the impact of service "'b order to asses hte i inmemptible mnrten EIA dvcloped wo

interruptions by natural gas suppliers on the home heating "ry: From EIA-903. Naural CG Serice Irieruiorun in the NonhcO

oil market in the Northeast this past winter (see Appendix 'Cuircr Svy of N199 Ia Ga Serie Interupns in the No-94.'Cwaomcr Sueey or Nam,:aU Gas Sernice Itnwlnsons tn she Non~,s
A). Specifically, he asked for an investigation of "the urimo January od Fbnuary 20D.- TM rspocnSen toForn, EIA-903r

extent of interruptible natural gas contracts and the level 34s nalvol ps companies wo accounmed for 94 pcrcen of Ihe ¢olumne

of new demand they may be adding to the heating oi<ldi'ed o incmt tible cad use in Ihc Norn
hc
ea in 

1
998, hil

t

nr -podm'ls to Fmnn E[A-904 wcre 97 end usr in New England who rccive
market in the Northeast." He also asked:" swl gl U der imrruptible srvice contircu (e ApIpcndi I B fw dctsil

on the data colleclion metbodolocy).
_U.S. Dcparnent of Eer gy. Te Role of lwerruplrbe Alurat, GCa

Claomers in New England Heading Oil Markel.: A Prehlnn,.ry
"In addition. ScnIto Licbcmr n uLskd if incnMrpttbIc ps contr als apmioaarl of ECewtlr Janury-Fbrauy 000. DOE/RO-00

thrcalcn the labilily of the home heating oil nmarct and ifto wh.a steps (Washinigion. DC. Novembrr 2000).
should be taken o ilcrevile tIhS poblem (ee Appcodii A for a copy of his 'Energy laformaion Adminisniraion. Trk Norasrr Hearg f ul

tneert). Such policy quenions rcsbeyond the scope of he Enrgyr nformntiol Markel: AJsJeJJm. anld Optio.s. SRtOIAF/2000-03 (W.shilnono DC. May
Adrniirsstion *nd ae nol addriessd o this analysis. 2000)
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complete picture of regional interruptions in gas service, The report has five chapters and four appendices.
the responses of interruptible gas customers, and impacts Chapter 2 provides background information on natural
on the distillate fuel oil market The geographic scope of gas markets in the Northeast and the role of interruptible
the study has been extended beyond New England to contracts in the region's energy market It also discusses
include New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania." An the types of alternative fuels used by companies when gas
expanded geographical scope and more complete data are service is interrupted. Chapter 3 examines the main
important because of the relatively large volumes of factors that affect heating oil and natural gas prices by
interruptble gas service and sizeable distillate market in comparing market events during other periods of sharp
the larger region, and because Senator Lieberman's price increases in recent years. It looks at such factors as
request for a DOE study applied to the entire Northeast weather, fuel demand, supply disruptions, stock levels,
region. The report also provides more detail on and service and delivery constraints. Chapter 4 provides
interruptions by type of customer, such as power plant an analysis of the information derived from EIA surveys
vs. small commercial facility. In addition, the analysis of gas suppliers and customers, and Chapter 5 presents a
compares the January-February 2000 price spike with summary of market implications. The four appendices
other recent price spikes to determine the factors provide supplemental information and details on the
common- to each of the events and to provide a methodology used in the analysis.
framework for better understanding the impact of gas
service interruptions on distillate fuel oil markets.

t In this report. Ih Neoneth comprises be New Enrild and Middle
Altntiac sltcs (Ceosi Diniliosi I and 2). New England (Crsus Oliviion I
and Petrolcum Admniniralmon fIo Defense Diarict (PADD) 1a) includea
Main. New Hunpshiue, Vrnnona. Mussachuttsl. Rhode dsan. and
Conneclicul. The Middle AIlmic (CmCTu Pivision 2) inchles New Yor.,
New Jcrxy. and Pcnnsyfvini
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2. Interruptible Gas Market in the Northeast

Introduction Characteristics of the Northeast
Natural Gas Market

Energy end users include residential and commercial
customers as well as industrial firms and electric utilities. The Northeast Region is the most highly populated of the
These customer groups have different energy regions' and consumes the most energy. Yet natural gas
requirements and thus quite different service needs. In the represents a somewhat lower proportion of total energy
natural gas market, consumers contract for either firm or consumed: 21 percent versus a national average of about
interruptble service. Residential and small commercial 24 percent. However, this share has grown over time;
customers such as households, schools, and hospitals use between 1990 and 1997, natural gas consumption in the
natural gas primarily for space and water heating and need Northeast grew at a faster average annual rate than
a reliable supply. Such customers require on-demand ovrall energy use 4.9 percent versus 1.2 percent. This
service with no predetermined quantity restrictions, growth in natural gas consumption, as well as the spread
known as firm service. In contrast, larger commercial, between natural gas and overall energy use, was among
industrial, and electric utility customers often have fuel- the highest of the regions.
switching or dual-fuel capabilities and can receive natural
gas through a lower priority and less expensive service The greatest demand for naturl the occurs
known as interruptible service. Energy supply reliability dunng te wim Overall, the Northeast is the third
can be effectively handled at the customer level by the coldest regon and has some of the coldest weather in the
ability to switch quickly to an alternative fuel. nation along its northern tier. Withdrawals from storage

are necessary to meet peak demand, since total pipeline
The infrastructure for transporting and delivering natural capacity entering the region plus regional gas production
gas is designed and operated primarily to meet the need account for only about two-thirds of the region's peak
for firm service. Because the peak demand for natural gas demand.
tends to be seasonal, interruptible service contracts allow
pipeline and distribution system operators to increase Natural gas consumers in the Northeast must rely on an
utilization of their fixed assets and better manage costs of extended interstate pipeline system to bring supplies from
service on average. These arrangements allow operators outside the region because local production is quite
to maximize economic efficiency by meeting the needs of limited. Regardless of the source of the gas, however, its
their committed firm service customers while providing delivery during the heating system depends on a
service during off-peak periods to interruptible and relatively fixed pipeline system. The bulk of the natural
seasonal customers. At the same time, these arrangements gasuppy arrves througi insgle corridor from the
provide opportunities for large-volume energy consumers Southwest through Pennsylvania and New Jersey
such as industrial firms and electric generators to attain although recent construction projects have substantially
lower-cost energy supplies. However, the resulting increased the supply capability of the interstate pipelines
prevalence of dual-fired equipment establishes a entering the region from Canada. The supply fexibilily
framework in which fuel switching is expected, which in in the Northeast is more limited than in other regions,
turn has the potential for significant impact on multiple which are both closer to the major producing regions in
fuel markets. the Southwest and western Canada and which have

multi-directional access to storage and other pipeline
This chapter provides background information on natural
gas markets in the Northeast to establish a framework for
understanding the role of interruptible contracts in the

'the six regioms eamincd in this portion of Ue snalysts rre Ihre
region's energy market. The discussion includes a Nonhc.,s (Fcdctr Rcgions 1 2. &nd 3). Sou.hcl,, (Federal Rcgion ).
description of interruptible contracts and of the alternative Midwest (Fedral Region 5). Soulthiw (Fcderal Region 6). Central (Fedcal

fuels used by companies when gas service is interrupted. Regios 7 and 8). and WeCsit (Federal Regions 9 and 10). Enetgy
Infonmalion Administration. Deliverabidir, on thlle Inlersae Narursal Gs

Service interruptions generally result in the use of onsite Pipl S DOEEIA-D618(98) (Wuhion. DC. May 199). The
stocks of backup fuels as a replacement for natural gas. Nonheast region, s defined in the Deh.vr.bl, r rrpon. deiTrs from ,Ih

purchases of backup fuels, or a reduction in operations. Nonheast regional designrlion used elsewhere in lhis repon in ihat i
incladel the Dinrict of Columbia and four additiojal slati Delaware.
Marylatd, Virginia, nd Wcs Virginia.
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supplies. Supplies within the region reach consumers current supply from the domestic transportation network.
primarily through local distribution companies (LDCs). An Although LNG imports represent only a small part of
extensive distribution network of pipelines is in place in Northeast regional supply, they comprised 9 percent of
much of the region (except for Maine, New Hampshire, New England supplies in 1998 and 19 percent in 1999.
and Vermont). LNG volumes more than doubled in 1999 tol29 billion

cubic feet (Bcf) compared with 62 Bcfin 1998.
End-Use Consumption

The key issue for the natural gas infrastructure is the
Residential and comnnercial natural gas consurntion ability of the supply system to meet gas requirements at

(mosy space-heating demand) acco;un t e largst times of peak demand. Although delivery capability
share of the regiona naturagas market (59 p=rcLnt n depends primarily upon the pipeline infrastructure, there

Industrial and electric generation sectors represent is some operational flexibility that can expand
33 and 8 percent, respectively (Figure 4). Consumption deliverability although usually at increasing costs. System
by sector varies throughout the year. Daily residential use operators rely on various methods to manage demand
during February is more than seven times the average in and obtain suitable supplies. To ensure delivery to
August, the month with the lowest gas consumption customers who contract for firm service, supplies from
(Figure 5). As consumption of natural gas increases, the pipeline system may be supplemented with
capacity into the region is utilized to a greater extent for inventories drawn from regional underground storage
short periods of time. facilities. Storage withdrawals require prior injections so

they do not add to net supplies for the entire year.

Although natural gas can be stored in the vicinity of major However during the heating season they arc a key
consumption markets, the nature of the gas system causes element of supply used to meet elevated demand levels.
much of the supply to be provided on a "just-in-time" As demand rises to peak levels, maintaining gas service
basis. Limited capability for onsite storage at a customer's to firm customers often requires the use of increasingly
location means that the system must meet customer costly measures, such as LNG storage and propane.
requirements under a wide range of operating conditions Demand can be managed by removing some users from
with an upper limit on flow potential. Therefore, this the system dunng peak pcnods, usually under the terms
system of just-in-time supply may make unexpected and of interruptible service contracts.
significant spikes in demand difficult to satisfy.

Interstate Pipeline Capacity
Natural Gas Supply

The Northeast market has been the target of several

Sources of gas in the Northeast include production, pipeline construction projects in recent years. Pipeline
imports, transported volumes, and storage withdrawals capacity entering the Northeast region grew by 13
(Figure 6). Production of natural gas in the region is percent from 1996 to the end of 1998. Expansion
limited to states in the Middle Atlantic Census division. continued in 1999 with the completion of nine projects
Produced volumes are rather small: 8 percent of the total providing 556 million cubic feet (MMcf) per day of new
volume delivered to end users in the Middle Atlantic in capacity into the region, or about 0.2 tillion cubic feet
1999 and 6 percent of total end-use deliveries in the per year and another 984 MMcf per day within the
Northeast as a whole. The Northeast received 59 percent region. More than a third of the added capacity in 1999
of current supply (excluding storage)' from other U.S. (547 MMcf per day)' was associated with the Maritimes
regions, 18 percent from pipeline imports of Canadian and Northeast Pipeline and Portland Gas Transmission
gas, and 3 percent from liquefied natural gas (LNG) System projects, which transport Canadian gas to the
imports that were delivered to Massachusetts from New England area. Those two projects alone increased
overseas. New England, in particular, is highly dependent overall pipeline capacity into the Northeast by 4 percent.
on flows from other U.S. regions, with 78 percent of The Mantimes and Northeast Pipeline establishes a link

The Midde Atlnt;ic (Cnsus division 2) inclu Ner Yct. Nw crkcry.
and Pennsylvania. 'Capacity of the new pipelincs toal 578 MMcf per day (MMcf/d). bu

'Currmt juppty i the sur of produclio.. import, and aet inflow from pan of he project included convrcmno ofl 31 -MMcf/d line Dik lo ol ue.
other dormneic regions. It excluder slorgr wihdrawMls. so the net pin in ow cpaciry ist 54 MMcfd
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Figure 4. Shares of Natural Gas Deliveries to the Northeast by Sector, 1999
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Figure 5. Daily Average Natural Gas Consumption in the Northeast by Sector by Month, 1990-1999
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Figure 6. Distribution of Natural Gas Supply Sources In the Northeast, 1999
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between the Sable Offshore Energy Project in the However, most pipelines are heavily, if not fully, utilized
northern Atlantic and New England markets. The Sable during periods of peak demand. In certain cases, line-
Island project has about 3 trillion cubic feet of recoverable packing' is used to augment capacity during a time of
gas resources and is designed to supply about 530 MMcf peak demand to ensure that firm service is met.
per day to U.S. and Eastern Canadian markets, with
about 400 MMcf per day directed to New England With About three-quarters of the capacity into the region is
the Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, import capacity to supplied somewhat equally by three long-distance
the Northeast from Canada increased to 2,956 MMcf per trunkline systems: Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line
day in 1999. up 24 percent from 2,393 MMcfper day in Corporation, Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation,
1997. and Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company. In 1996, the

utilization rates (daily flow as a percent of estimated
The dependence on volumes transported into the region capacity) on these pipeline systems as they entered the
underscores the importance of transportation capacity. In region averaged 80 percent. Tennessee Gas Pipeline had
1999, the interstate pipelines entering the Northeast region the highest utilization (90 percent) and the highest actual
had the capability to transport 13,090 MMcf per day, with volume (2.8 Bcf per day) into the region. These pipeline
much of the capacity directed to New York City, Boston, systems bring gas from the producing areas of Texas,
Massachusetts, and the Philadelphia/Trenton area (Figure Louisiana, and the Gulf of Mexico to the Northeast
7). The states of Pennsylvania and New York are the key through the southeastern states to Pennsylvania.
transit points for gas deliveries within the region. These
states have the largest underground storage capacity in the The largest major regional pipeline companies, CNG
region, as well as some of the largest entering and exiting Transmission and Columbia Gas Transmission, have an
capacities and annual flow rates to New England.

Existing pipeline capacity in many parts of the Northeast 'Linc-acking is a method to increasc prcssrc io the pipclinc. The

region is adequate to meet current firm-service demand. nraxsimndtxign prcasIc or Ihe pipeline can be increaed to allo.able
slndardJL u · tcmporary source of rlra suppy.

Enerty Infonmatlon Adminlstration
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Figure 7. Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity for the Northeast, 1999
(Million Cubic Feet per Day)
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Source: Energy Inforation Airnirist-raon (EIA). EIAGIS-NG G.eogphic Information Systm. as of December 1999.

extensive network of local delivery points and pipeline Storage
interconnections that supply many of the major local
distribution companies in the region. By far, the largest Storage gas is essential for providing reliable servicc. On
flows into the region are from the U.S. Southwest average, net storage withdrawals provide 25 percent of
producing area via the Southeast into Pennsylvania and more of Northeast natural gas consumption during the
New Jersey. winter season. However, reliance on storage can be

much higher in some peak demand periods. Two types
In addition to the pipelines entering the region, several o gas storage are currently in use in the Northeast:
smaller interstate pipeline corpanies operate entirely underground sites-primarily, depleted oil and gas
within the region. Foremost among these is Algonquin Gas reservoirs'-and above-ground LNG facilities. Depleted
Transmission Company, which has the capacity to move oil and gas reservoirs generally take 5 months or more to
1.2 Bcf per day from New Jersey into New York. fil and can be emptied over a 3-month period. LNG
Algonquin. with 1,056 miles of trunk tansmission lines, storage has a higher deliverability (or drawdown rate
distributes the gas received in New Jersey to New York,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusens.

'Salt cave Srtn ic a becoming common in other rcgions of the coumnty.
bh the only one in the Nonheln as of Decetmcr 1991 ws Ihe N.Y. Suit
Electric & Ga facility in Scneca counry.
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reltive to stock levels), but it is used only for short Proximity of storage facilities to end users reduces the
durations, generally to satisfy peak periods of extreme need for construction ofadditional pipeline transportation
demand, owing to its relatively higher cost and slow refill capacity to meet peak demands, allowing long-distance
capability. transportation lines to be designed to accommodate

average annual flows, with some excess for responding
The Northeast has a total storage capacity of about 966 to demand surges. Off-peak transportation would move
Bcf and a working gas capacity6 of almost 510 Bcf gas for baseload demand, storage replenishment, and
(Table I). The primary component of this storage incremental service to low-priority customers not
capacity, 95 percent, is in underground facilities in New supplied during peak periods. Local distribution networks
York and Pennsylvania. However, because of the in the Northeast already are designed to meet very high
relatively slow maximum rate at which gas can be demand surges. For example, the 1999 flow capacity of
withdrawn from these facilities compared with LNG, they transportation pipelines into New England was only 2.7
account for only 72 percent of the region's maximumn Bcf per day, but local gas utilities managed peak
daily deliverability. Because of drawdown rates, LNG deliveries of 3.4 Bcf on January 17, 2000.'° The
storage units contain only 8 days of supply when filled, as incremental sendout during a period of peak demand is
compared with more than 57 days of supply available on usually a combination of storage gas, LNG imports, and
average from the underground units when they are filled.? propane.
Compared with other market areas, the Northeast makes
the most extensive use of LNG. The peak-day
delivcrability of LNG in the region, 3.4 Bcf per day, is Contracts for Natural Gas Service
39 percent as large as the total daily delivcrability from
underground storage facilities. A key objective of natural gas system operators is to

meet the demand requirements of its core (firm)
Gas storage allows supplies to be acquired during p usomers (primarily residential and small commercial
of slow demand and subsequently delivered to end users customers) on peak days. In general, the larger the
during peak demand periods. However, storage utilization proportion of residential and commercial space-heating
strategies by LDCs during the winter tend to be somewhat customers to total customers, the more variable the load
complex. For LDCs, which generally are responsible as profile. For the heating season, the LDC will contract for
the "supplier of last resort,"' their withdrawal strategies firm supplies and transportation with pipeline companies
often reflect their concerns about being able to meet to ensure that sufficient supplies will be available for its
demand surges in the event of a late season cold snap. A core customers. Many LDCs arc mandated or
consequence of such a strategy is that early season encouraged by their state public utility commissions
withdrawals are reduced in favor of later withdrawals and (PUCs) to reserve a certain amount of capacity for
may lead to higher pnces in the short run. reliability of service and keep a certain level of stocks on

hand that exceeds peak demand.
Ideally, gas storage facilities are sited close to major
markets in order to minimize the time and expense Because natural gas demand is seasonal and pipeline
required to move supplies to consumers and avoid systems generally ane designed to handle expected loads
potential transportation bottlenecks when demand surges. ding peods of peak demand, spare capacity usually is

available during off-peak periods, even after accounting
for gas to replenish storage inventories. The combination

'A volumrn or gs (known ua bure ga or cushion .a) is needed A of fixed pipeline capacity and variable load has led to the
pemnunent inv.ntory in slorye reservoir to nainuin adequale pressusre nd development of interruptible service contracts for some
dclivrabiity ratcr, so rht only the ortineg gas c.pacity propotion of the natural gas customers. Under such contracts, a customer
to1al slorgc caipcly is vsiltbte for use.

'Days of supply is mcsurcd u ihe rtio of orkng gau cpcifty o pck- agrees to gas service without guaranteed performance in
day dcli-rability. LNG spplies Mnd nonrl dancground storage should not
be combined for th calcullion. The ddiiton of LNG disorts Lhe calculMaion
because it has a very high dcliveribiliry for only bson dharations In pr'acite.
flows dinmiish as andergound stocks are depleted. id actual drainage of I 'Ln soroe areas. su is delivered direclly to consumers by tntertate
working fs flom deplcted ecrrnin would require more ,ime. The m.uimum pipeline companri, brypassin the LDCs Th.s prctice is not thougkl lobe
dclivacrbiliry rame is calculacd for a fuJl mervoir. widesprtcd in the Northeut.

'Dcsignartd by the slate public utility commiusion to hav Ihe '-New Engluad's Niaturl Gas Induslry Reaches New Growlh Lvch,"
rcsponsibility to offer natural gas serice to all consumcrs who request il New England Gas Associlion Press Relcuc (March 23. 2000). web slle
whhin a· groraphic ·*re. biz.y.hoo. con/pmr /00/tlO0323/nehgs_aus l.hm
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Table 1. Gas Storage Capacity and Deliverability in the Northeast, 1999

RegionlState Working Gas Capacity TotDays of Supply(millon cubicc feet) c f per at Full Capacity
feet) day)

Middle Atlantic
Underground

New York 84.638 188,474 1.167 725

Pennsylvania 397.987 750.007 7.571 52.6

Total 482625 938,481 8,738 55.2
LNG

New York 3.399 3,399 772 4.4

New Jersey 4.712 4,712 624 7.5

Pennsylvania 4,503 4,503 634 7.1

Total 12,614 12,614 2,030 6.2

New England
Underground 0 0 -
LNG

Connecticut 2,549 2,549 127 20.1

Massachusetts 9.399 9,399 985 9.5
New

Hampshire 4 4 S 0.8

Rhode Island 2.469 2,469 261 9.5

Total 14,421 14,421 1,378 10.5

Northeast

Underground 482,625 938.481 8,738 57.4
LNG 27.035 27.035 3.408 7.9

Total Northeast 509,660 965,516 12,146
LNG = iquefied natural gas.
*Ptk-day delrrabitily at 1Z.146 maron cubic tet per day ia evitable only for about 8 days. For me remainder of me wtinr.

without LNG. Deak-day deiverabity is 8.73 minlion cut'c feet per day.
LNG totals should not be eaded to undergr und stoge. because LNG is normly used to atisty peak demand when

underground storage is also being used.
Source: Energy Informaion AdOnistriatio (EIA4. EIAGIS-NG Geographic Ir4ornatio System. Underground Natural Gas

Storage Database and LNG Faciibes Database. a of Novemte' 2000.
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return for discounted rates. Roughly 10 to 15 percent of The Role of Interruptible Natural
all primary arrangements for natural gas deliveries by rvi
interstate pipeline companies (excluding transportation for
other pipelines) in 1997 were on an interuptible basis."

Interruptible service arrangements provide opportunities

Interruptible service contracts vary in terms and for large-volume energy consumers such as industrial
conditions but.generally, allow for service intrruptionsas customers and electricity generators to obtain energy
a result of either temperature threshold triggers or system supplies at lower prices, which enhances the general
operating conditions, such as when line pressure is efficiency of the overall economy. Also, when
threatened by high rates of drawdown (see box, Triggers interruptible customers use the natural gas system, at
for Interruption," p. 17). LDCs or pipeline companies least some of the resulting revenues are applied to
may reserve the right to interrupt or curtail service in the reducing transportation costs for firm customers. If
event of an emergency, for maintenance of the system, or intrruptible natural gas customers became firm
in order to continue service to their firm s ice customervices, new capacity might have to be built unless
customers. LDCs also interrupt gas service to their uncommitted capacities were available for firm service
nonfirm customers to prevent the use of high-cost Costs could increase for firm customers using the system

equipment or supply options, such as propane injection. because revenues from interrptibe service would no
In addition, some contracts provide service for only a longer be available to reduce costs. Also, pipeline
limited period, such as a month, or on a seasonal basis operators could be faced with more unused off-peak
with suspensions of service scheduled during the winter. capacity to auction off, with a very limited base of
Suspension of service is not considered an interruption as seasonal users, thereby reducing the value of the
long as the terms of the arrangement art met during the interruptible capacity. Pipeline companies currently gain
period of performance for the contract. some revenues from the sale of interruptible capacity.

There could be a considerable loss of efficiency in the

Interstate transporters and LDCs go to great lengths to operation of the gas market and the economy in general
avoid performance failure under firm service contracts if customers with switchable capacity were required to
because of the serious implications for their customers consume natural gas year round.
and others." The companies also try to continue service
even under inlerruptible contracts, subject to the Interrupible service contracts have become part of
availability of capacity during peak demand periods and standard business practices for many arge-vol
the ability to continue service without resort to high-cost enrgy users such as power generators Until recently,
measures. During periods of heavy demand, however, electricity generators using natural gas as their primary
such as during the heating season, interruptions under fuel have been reluctant to commit contractually to firn
interruptible contracts are a regular featur of the gas (365-day) gas service because of the high costs for such
industry as a whole. The movement to regulatory reform service Electricity generators may opt for alternative fuel
at the Federal and state levels has not altered the basic use when using interruptible gas service. Some options
role or impact of intruptible gas contracts. include building a short-duration storage facility for

distillate (or residual) fuel oil or shutting down the
generator when gas service is actually interrupted and
importing power from an adjacent region. Another
alternative might be to contract for a variety of semi-firm
services (for up to 365 days) but allow a local gas
distribution company the right to call on thegas for a

"lnterslate Nalirl G. Ausoci:,ion of Amerit*. Cos ror.,ponoaion
T"Anrctrh 1997N urepoNo 99u0 (April 99r Am)i. Teated .. c n l specified number of days. Because many winters have

'rovrh 1997. Rcpon No. 99.01 (April 1999). Th' saled l:pct'tagl AInclI
primay capacity concti rac gemcnrls. Thro.ah copacity rel. been warm in the past 5 years, intrruptible gas service
tran.ctions. at leasi some of the capacili held by firm coatncu is resold on has effectively turned into firm service without the higher
ui inarcriptbic bthise. costs. Under these circumstances, the incentive for

"For example. both utilities Itha serr New Hampshire require aII
inlermp4iblecusomenaotobe oliniror nmonhduinglhehcaingscuon: thc generators to commit to costlier firm service options has
LDC nmual notify custoaenr by September I which 30 day of the hcaliog been limited.
caJso will be aintlupted.

tlAlihouLh quile rR. ad ot the cu. in JftLrjy I~d FebruN y 2000.,
inm lthoimlh ite rar c andr on, kt rco racUn whtn corad Febio arimiai.h Natural gas service may also be suspended voluntarily by
o0 jeopardize ryslm capbiliy to ih point thal deliveriae cannot mSet all of customers who switch to other fuels or reduce operation,
the supplier's fia conirac oblillioa.
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Triggers for Interruptions

Contracts for interruptible natural gas service specify the particular terms and conditions under which service will be
interrupted. Local distribution companies (LDCs) set out these conditions of service in public utility commission
(PUC) approved filings referred to as tariffs. Under the majority of interruptible tariffs in the Northeast, LDCs
reserve the right to interrupt or curtail service in the event of an emergency, for maintenance of the system, or in
order not to compromise service to its firm service customer. Often the contract specifies a temperature threshold
that will trigger an automatic curtailment in service. The customer, in most cases, can have the option of having either
a manual or automatic shutoff valve or a manual or automatic temperature control to indicate an interruption in
service.

In the event of an interruption in service that is not an emergency, the LDC will notify the customer or automatically
curtail service within a maximum of 3 working days or in some cases in as little as 2 hours. If the customer only has
manual controls, which means that the LDC will not shut off gas service automatically without customer notification,
the LDC will try to contact customers to inform them of the interruption. However, if an interruption occurs and the
customer does not curtail its use of gas for whatever reason, certain penalties will apply during times of unauthorized
use. In addition, if a customer continues its unauthorized gas use for a period over 24 hours, the LDC may apply
more severe penalties such as the termination of the interruptible sales or transportation agreement.

In the event of an emergency, which could include a problem in the system or a recently issued operational flow
order by a pipeline company serving the system, the LDC may interrupt service with only an hour notice to the
customer. It can be difficult to provide notification in such a short period of time, which could result in the use of
unauthorized gas by the customer. The LDC usually does not assume any responsibility for the use of unauthorized
gas in the event of an emergency, so the customer is solely responsible for being aware and informed of any
interruptions or curtailment of service. (In the tariff agreements reviewed for this analysis, a 24-hour period is the
normal amount of time unauthorized gas may be used before more serious penalties are imposed, which can include
but is not limited to a termination of the contract agreement.)

In contracts that set temperature-specific terms for interruption, LDCs can give a manual or automatic temperature
control option as an alternative notification method in the event of an interruption. The customer may have the option
either to have service automatically shut off when the temperature reaches a certain degree or the customer may be
able to shut off gas service manually when the temperature reaches the specific trigger degree determincd by the
LDC. In certain contracts, the shut off temperature is specified, while in other contracts the shut off temperature may
vary, depending on factors that can include weather, supply, and available capacity. Under the temperature-control
option, service is resumed when the outside temperature reaches a certain degree for a sustained period of time
determined by the LDC.

even when delivery capacity is available (see box, consequence of supplier performance under interruptible
"Economic Switching," p. 18). For example, some service contracts.
demand shifted from natural gas to distillate fuel oil during
January and February 2000 because of the relative fuel Backup Fuels Used by Natural Gas
prices. The additional demand from customers who
voluntarily choose to switch despite the availability of gas Customers
service could be significant and would have the same
impact on distillate fuel oil markets as equivalent demand Customers with interruptible service need dua-fucl
owing to interruptions. This aspect of customer demand facilities and equipment to bum an alternative fuel if they
is examined further in Chapter 4. It is not discussed plan to continue operating during a natural gas
further here because, although it is arguably related to the interruption. Some contracts specify that interruptible gas
availability of interruptible service, it is not a direct customers keep an "adequate" supply ofalternative fuel

on hand and maintain the dual-fuel equipment necessary

Enegy Intfonnrtln Adm nistratlon
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Economic Switching

Dual-fuel equipment, found mostly in large commercial, industrial, and electricity generation applications, can be
adjusted to switch between combustion of one fuel to another. While the cost of installing dual-fuel capable
equipment is higher than for dedicated equipment, there are paybacks over the life of the equipment Dual-fuel
customers can better manage costs by the appropriate choice of fuels. Another benefit for companies with dual-fuel
burning capability is the possibility to contract for a more favorable interruptible tariff for natural gas.

The choice of which energy to consume at a dual-fuel burning facility is frequently driven by price on a dollar per
Btu basis, relative efficiency in combustion, availability or security of supply, emissions, and other important
considerations. Natural gas/distillate and natural gas/residual are the most common dual-fuel installations. The natural
gas/distillate dual-fuel combination is more critical during a winter event owing to the cascading impact on the home
heating oil market

Dual-fuel-capable customers frequently opt to use natural gas for its price competitiveness. In the industial and
electric generation sectors, historically natural gas has been the more economic fuel to consume (see the following
chart). In actuality, it is difficult to identify these customers as "natural gas customers" or "distillate customers"
because of the switching that takes place. In effect, these customers are simply "energy customers."

U.S. Average Natural Gas and Distillate Prices, January 1981 - March 2000

* I A No.2 hating oil wolesa pric

i4

|0.~lv _.- Vv , \r \: 
A ' " '

coal of natural gas to *bectrc utlties

1

1961 1982 1913 1984 116S 1986 1987 19I 19t 199I 1991 92 1993 I1994 5 I 1W7 199t 1999 2000

Not: No. 2 istllate heating oil whlcsaJe prcas and Ith coa of nalural gas to lectric utlities are represenlative d
enary coss to duatm-el capabe fadlities.

Source: Ener Inloation Admriisratbon. Short-Tem Enerwy Outlook Query System.. Novembr 14. 2000.
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Economic Switching (Continued)

Economic switching occurs when dual-fuel facilities switch fuels to consume a more price-advantageous fuel. Price
differentials between distillate and natural gas theoretically could widen to the point that all dual-fuel facilities would
migrate lo the alternative fuel

During a winter event, dual-fuel facilities have the capacity to alleviate demand pressures by responding to price
signals and switching to another fuel. Economic switching is in contrast to the switching that is forced on dual-fuel-
capable customers when natural gas companies invoke contractually-allowed service interruptions to maintain supplies
for firm service customers.

Irrespective of the cause, the upper limit of the switching that can occur is the total capacity of dual-fuel facilities.
In the Northeast, the maximum demand that can be placed on distillate by dual-fuel customers who either switched
to distillate for price considerations or were interrupted is around 133 thousand barrels per day (see table below). It
is possible that distillate suppliers would not have to absorb a full 133 thousand barrels per day from dual-fuel
customers since complete switching by all dual-fuel customers is unlikely. Given an option, many facilities choose
not to switch, if at all possible, because of the transitory nature of the price differential, environmental regulations,
convenience, or other reasons. In addition, dual-fuel facilities have two other courses of action that would not further
tighten energy supplies: drawing from customer-owned energy stockpiles and scaling down or suspending operations.

Estimated Distillate Fuel Oil Switching In the Northeast by Sector
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

Dally Average Switchable Volumes In
Sector December-February

Commercial .................. 86
Industrial .................... 16
Electric Generation ' .......... 31'
Total ...... ................. 133

'Because usualy orny one-third of di&titale cnsumption for edlctrdy Oeeration ocurs
in the winter monhs (December. Jrnuary. and Februay). the consumnoton shown is he
estimated winter use portion. ssuming tha 40 percent of the years distlate use might
occur in the winser o an unusual yar.

'Win tl only.
Source: Adapted fnt Energ Informauon Administation. The Northeast Hieaing Fuel Mer*el:

Assessment end Options. SR/OIAF/2000-03 (Wastington. DC. May 2000). Table ES-1.
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to utilize the fuel. However, of the states in the Northeast, · No. 6 residual fuel oil, which is what remains after
only New York and New Jersey have statewide lighter petroleum products have been removed in the
regulations regarding adequate supply and these are refining process, is used for the production of
relatively new requirements. In mid-August 2000, the electric power, space heating, and various industrial
New York State Public Service Commission ordered that purposes. Even though it requires preheating
interrupible contract holders have a 7-to- 0-day supply of equipment, it is the most economical oil alternative,
backup fuel in storage at the start of the 2000-01 beating which accounts for its widespread use by large-
season." In September 2000, the New Jersey Board of - volume industrial and electric utility users in the
Public Utilities ruled that all interruptible gas customers Northeast. Its high sulfur content, however, makes
using distillate fuel oil as an alternative fuel have a 7-day it the least favorable alternative fuel oil from an
supply on hand by November l, or equivalent firm supply environmental standpoint.
arrangements if onsite storage capacity is less than 7
days." In Massachusetts, a generic clause that required. No. 4 distillate oil, which is a mixture of distillate
intemuptible contract holders to have a sufficient supply of and residual fuel oils, is much less commonly used
backup fuel was deleted from the tariff in 1993, because as an alternative fuel by the commercial and
customers wanted to have the right to shut down if they industrial sectors in the Northeast than either No. 2
chose instead of fuel switching or paying a higher firm distillate or No. 6 residual oil. Most industrial
service price. consumers use No. 4 as an alternative to residual oil.

Unlike No. 6 residual fuel oil, No. 4 fuel oil does not
The two most common alternative fuels.for interruptible require the use of preheating equipment, but it is not
natural gas customers in the Northeast are No. 2 distillate as economical to bum in large volumes as residual
fuel oil and No. 6 residual fuel oil, although No. 4 distillate oil In addition, No. 4 oil has a higher sulfur content
oil, kerosene, and propane are also used. than No. 2 distillate, so small-volume users from the

commercial sector prefer No. 2 distillate as a cleaner
No. 2 distillate oil is most commonly used as an alternative. The supply of No. 4 fuel oil is smaller
alternative fuel in the commercial and the light than that of No. 2 distillate or No. 6 residual, in
industrial sector, for example, schools, apartment correspondence to its demand in the market
buildings, and offices. It is used to heat residential and
commercial buildings and to fire industrial and electric Kerosene is used for residential and commercial
utility boilers. The residential plus commercial sectors space heating, and is used as a blending agent to
accounted for more than 90 percent of total distillate keep heating oil and diesel fuel from thickening
fuel oil consumption in the region. Industrial firms during cold weather. It falls within the light distillate
and power plants accounted for smaller shares, 8 range of refinery output that mainly includes diesel
percent and 2 percent, respectively, on an annual fuel and jet fuel oils.
basis. However, while small on an annual basis, the
role played by industrial users and power plants can Propane, a gas, is used as a fuel in the residential,
vary significantly during the course of a year. commercial, and industrial sectors, and is important

as a petrochemical feedstock. It is also used by
natural gas suppliers for peak shaving, wherein a
propane-air mix of about 55 percent propane and 45

"NcwYork utilities trerquircd to inmp)lmema ·spcialinrfwnaioo pla to percent air is injected into the natural gas system as
tinue that aI interruptibie customns ule prepaetd to Iiv the al oynsem a partial replacement for up to one half of the natural

urinng periods of peak demnusd ld alts they haw other optimns *vsilable.
-NY Psc Approve Mca eres to Help Ensure Relizbiyli of Supprli for gas. This propane-air mix has burning characteristics
Nmural Gu Cuntom in ihe Comin Winte.-"Ne Yor Ste Public Srvice similar to natural gas, with about 35 percent higher
Canniissian Pss Rileac. Docket 0006&O(,099(Augun 16.2000). wcrbilc: BtU value.
hntp:t/www.rps.stte.ny.us.

'Thc New Jerncy nrul (Dockct No. G0000802 . 9-20-00) apply only t
incrrupible cutomenrs uing No. 2 fucioil. No. 4 fuel oil.ije fuel, or krosene The additional demand on petroleum markets as a result
Is ollcrlaive supply. Wholeale electric itcntitors. including coseteru tion of gas service interruptions particularly affects the
cutomen with whok oe electrc conrs. rr cmpt. The nrtac intent of regional home heating market. More than half of the
Ihe DrfO i tso csure thlt inletrrupiblr cusloenr cumply -i*h syslrm
innotuptios ootice sto ItU stl (n mcstcrn ill recive clir·blac scicc. households in New England and nearly a third in the
LUgc pcnaities will be chuted to any customers who ignotr Dotices of Middle Atlantic States heat with distillate fuel oil.
interrlion. Sec she New krJcr Bowd of Public Ulilitis wrb tile tI Nationwide, distillate fuel oil accounted for only 8
http:/lwww.bpnu. sale.j./.
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percent of the energy delivered to the residential sector in The vast majority of the fuel oil used for electricity
1997, but 73 percent of that consumption occurred in the generation is residual fuel oil. Distillate fuel oil is limited
Northeast. Even with the occasional surge in heating oil in applications because of its relatively high price.
prices, heating with distillate fuel oil in the Northeast on Typically, it is used in small amounts in steam plants for
average has been less expensive historically than heating flame control and in relatively inefficient combustion
with natural gas. turbines and internal combustion engines when the

demand for electricity is high and other fuels are
Although generally Small in comparison with residential unavailable.
use, distillate fuel oil use in other sectors in the Northeast
can have a significant impact on prices, especially when
demand is strong and supplies are tight As in the Summary
residential sector, distillate fuel oil use in the commercial
sector has declined over the past 20 years. In the Interruptible service contracts are a regular feature ofthe
commercial sector, distillate fuel oil consumption declined natural gas market in the Northeast They allow large-
from 18 percent of total commercial energy use in the volume energy consumers with fuel switching or dual-
Northeast in 1980 to 12 percent in 1997. fired fuel capability to purchase natural gas at lower rates

than those charged for firm service. At the same time,
The consumption of distillate fuel oil in the industrial they allow local distribution companies and pipeline
sector in the Northeast is divided nearly equally between operators to increase utilization of their fixed assets and
manufacturing and nonmanufacturing uses. In better manage costs of service on average. Sales of
noniranufacturing industrial uses, where distillate fuel oil off-peak interuptible capacity generate revenues that
is used primarily for onsite transportation, it is unlikely contribute toward at least a portion of the system's
that a significant portion of it could be switched easily to capital costs, potentially providing benefits to firn service
another fuel. Within the manufacturing segment in the customers as well. Higher utilization overall enhances the
Northeast the key uses of distillate are as a boiler fuel (37 economic retun on pipeline and distribution assets.
percent), as a process fuel (32 percent), for heating and
ventilation (12 percent), and for onsite transportation (10
percent).
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3. Natural Gas and Distillate Market Dynamics During Severe
Winter Events

In recent years, distillate fuel oil markets in the Northeast Natural gas stocks in underground storage on November
have experienced several price spikes during the winter. 1, 1989, were 3,268 billion cubic feet (Bcf) compared
In these cases, distillate prices suddenly surged above with the average 3,187 Bcf in reserve on November I
crude oil prices, remaining volatile and elevated for during the previous 5 years.' Natural gas consumption in
several weeks. Each incident tended to include a December rose in response to the cold weather, with
combination, but not necessarily all, of the following deliveries to the residential and commercial sectors in the
factors: weather (severe cold temperatures), increased Northeast up 29 and 25 percent, respectively, compared
demand for all fuels, fuel oil supply disruptions because with the previous year. Deliveries were only I percent
of refinery outages or delivery problems, interuptions of higher to the industrial sector than year-earlier levels but
gas service, and relatively low stocks of fuel oil and/or 67 percent higher to the electric generation sector. The
natural gas. Despite the many similarities among the tightness in supplies was reflected in gas pnces to the
incidents, there were differences as well. The relevance industrial and electric sectors, which increased from
of these factors during previous winters can be S4.33 and $3.74 per million Btu (MMBtu) to $4.97 and
considered by comparing the events of four selected S4.65 per MMBtu, respectively, between November and
periods of cold temperatures and distillate and/or natural December.2

gas price spikes in the Northeast: December 1989 to
January 1990, January to February 1994, February 1996, Although the cold snap initially affected petroleum
and January to February 2000. processing, by the second and third weeks of December

refiners were able to respond to the demand surge by
This chapter examines the dynamics of natural gas and increasing distillate production to the highest level seen at
distillate fuel oil markets during these four periods of any point during the 3 years before 1989. In response to
unusually high gas or heating oil prices in recent years and the high prices, imports also increased, but with a lag in
enumerates the most likely factors that affected heating time. Before these volumes could be delivered, the
oil demand and supply and thus contribute to spikes in Northeast remained dependent on its modest stocks. U.S.
natural gas and/or heating oil prices. It does not attempt distillate stocks at the primary (rcfincry, pipeline, and
to quantify the relative contribution of each factor to the bulk terminal) level were more than 14 million barrels
overall increase in fuel prices, but it does provide a (almost 12 percent) below average when the 1989-90
framework for understanding the role of gas service winter heating season began, and half this shortfall was
interruptions and their possible impact on distillate fuel on the East Coast. Stocks at electric utilities (tertiary or
markets. consumer level) were plentiful, though, and could have

covered the sector's entire consumption of distillate
during this time period.' The timing of the event, early in

December 1989 to January 1990 the heating season, may have forced utilites into the
market to save stocks for later in the season.

The coldest weather in the United States in 102 years hit
in December 1989, disrupting supplies of natural gas and The tight market conditions for distillate supplies affected
petroleum products. By the weekend of December 23. the price differential between distillate and crude oil.
the cold weather that had been affecting the Duringthe peak of the winter 1989-1990 event, crude oil
Mid-continent and Northeast extended to the Gulf Coast.
The cold front froze water pipes and damaged valves and
instruments, and many oil refineries were either partially 'Ntural ia datj con.lied in this .ction .rr dram from Energy

or completely shut down, leading to disruptions in information AdmnWinistion awl Ga MonDCly. DOEJsA-OI O
(Waihinlon. DC). ,riouii»»ue.petroleum supplies. Frozen equipment also caused WEncy infonln.on aDodriniTsintsioauG./rso oI/e.tr aAOEEi30

curtailments of natural gas production, which likely led to (Wshingoo. DC). uiows irses. Spot natural gs picc. wh;ch aur more
more fuel switching than might otherwise have been the represncnmtit of the pnrit p id by laIgc conrumern. cre not .adJabli

dring thit period owing to the tcwncu of the spot netustl gas markct.
'Energy Itaformalion Adninistlon. ffects of lnirrupitll Natural Ga

Srvirt: Winter 1989- I9O. SRJOG-.1 -I ( Wahingwon. DC. lune 1991). pp
9 ad 17.
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Figure 8. Winter 1989-90: East Coast Distillate Stock Variations from Average and the Spread
Between Distillate and Crude Oil Prices
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Note: Price spread is the wekly average New Yort Harbor No. 2 hhting oil price minus l West Texas Intemediate orude oil prce. Stock
deviation is tme wek-endirng stock level minus the averae wrtk-endng lvel for hm given week calculated from 199 trough 1999.

Sources: Spot Prices DRt Plan's Daily prics averaged over a weet Week-Ending DltlllHIt Stocks, Janury 1990. Forward: Energy

Information Administrtion. Weekly Petroleum Satus Report. Table 10. WeEk-Ending Distllate StockS. November and December 1989:
American Petrolum Institute.

was S2 1.70 per barrel (S27.65 in 2000 dollars) compared estimated switchable capacity was in place' that could
with the 2000 event which had an underlying crude oil have been used by interrupted gas customers or
price-of S28.06 per barrel. With primary stocks well customers switching to distillate to take advantage of a
below normal, distillate price spreads4 at the beginning of possible price advantage. This distillate price spike seems
December were 15 cents per gallon and growing (Figure to have been motivated by a combination of causes,
8). The New York Harbor price for home heating oil was including the weather (severe cold temperatures),
61.4 cents per gallon at the beginning of the month and increased demand for all fuels, fuel oil supply disruptions
92.9 cents per gallon by the end of the month. The price because of refinery outages, suspension of gas service to

spiked at the end of the month when the distillate spread interuptible customers, and relatively low stocks of fuel

peaked at more than 41 cents. oil The events and conditions surrounding natural gas
and distillate fuel oil markets at the time, particularly

Despite the high underlying cost ofcrude oil and the wide those pertaining to natural gas interruptions, were

spreads between distillate and crude oil prices that analyzed in detail in the Energy Information
developed as a result of the cold weather, distillate had Administration (EIA) report Effects of Inrerruptible
about a $0.50 per MMBru price advantage over natural

gas in the industrial and electric generation sectors. At the
time, just more than 128 thousand barrels per day of

'EJinle basted on the mcrhodology ucsd in hc tEDcy Infonnalion
Adminisltrto nrpon. tA NorArai, Heaing Fuel Morlet: A$eJmunturond

Optioiu. SRIAF/200043 (Waiuington. DC. May 2000). Tabic E. I1. uung
- ___________________v_______-__ de.aU from: -EIA, Commrrtiol Buildiy, Energy Characl-riJic,. 1992.

DOEtIA-062(921 . 21. and -EIA. Efftcs of Inrruiplible Nanrol GCo
'No.2 heaing oil inthe Nc York Harbo mninus Wcsa Teus lteirmedit. Service: Wite 19P-1990. .SROG-9-01.4 p. I .
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Natural Gas Service: Winter 1989-1990. The analysis the distillate price increase (see box below, "An Analysis
shows that weather was the major driving force belhind of Distillate Prices in the Winter of 1989-1990").

An Analysis of Distillate Prices in the Winter of 1989-1990

Episodes of sudden price spikes in heating oil markets are not uncpmmon, with a number of occurrences since the winter
of 1989-1990. Most of these events have not been examined rigorously to assess the contributing factors behind the price
spikes, but one exception is the event in the 1989-1990 winter. In a reportAn Analysis ofHeating Fuel Market Behavior
1989-90, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimated the amount of incremental distillate demand by electric
utilities and analyzed a set of factors behind the price surge and estimated the relative contribution of each to the overall
price rise. Much of the 1989 to 1990 information in this section is drawn from that report.

Additional distillate fuel oil consumption in December 1989 because of cold weather was estimated to be 40.3 thousand
barrels pet day, including the 13.2 thousand barrels per day from the curtailment of natural gas service provided to electric
utility customers. The remaining 27.1 thousand barrels per day was credited to a number of different factors, the most
important being the increase in demand from existing residential, commercial, and electric utility customers, and from
industrial customers who switched from natural gas.

An econometric model was created to explain distillate price increases, including weather, crude oil prices, and primary
distillate stock levels as explanatory factors. According to the analysis, all these factors had a statistically significant
contribution to the increase in distillate prices. Distillate purchases by electric utilities accounted for 34 percent of the
Decembrt 1989 spike in the distillate price in the Central Atlantic Region, with roughly half ofthis effect being attributable
to those purchases necessitated by interruptions of natural gas service (Table 2)..

Of an almost 20-cent-per-gallon change in the residential price for distillate, 3.48 cents came from gas interruptions to the
electric utility sector, while the remainder was identified as being driven by weather, increased electric utility purchases
not caused by interruptions, increased crude oilprices, and inventory levels. Twenty-one percent of the price increase, 4.12
cents, was attributable to other factors that could have included voluntary switching and gas service interruptions to industrial
customers, but a reliable division of this increment is not possible based on the reported results. Thus, the incremental
distillate demand from gas customers played a significant role in the price rise to residential customers in the Central
Atlantic region during December 1989. The factors contributing to the price rise in 2000 and their relative importance may
not have been the same as in 1989 as markets have changed since that time and specific variables were a different size.

Table 2. Contribution of Selected Variables to the December 1989 Distillate Fuel Oil Price Spike in
the Central Atlantic Region

Contbutirjon
Factor (cenb per galon) Percentae Contribution

Weather 6.86 35

Total Impact of Eectric Utility Purchases of Distillate 6.73 34
Electric tiity Purctases of Distillate Atributabe to Natural Gas
hIlernuptons 3.48 18
Electric Utility Purchases of Distllte Not Aributable to Natural Gas
nteruptons 3.25 17

Crude ,0 Prices 1.64 8
Primary Distillate Invantores 0.25 1
Portion of the Price Change Expained by Other Factors 4.12 21
Total Change in Residential Price from Nov to Dec 1989 19.60 to1

Nole: Total mry not equal sum of components because of inepeodent urnding.
Source: Energy Inrornation Administraion. Ehfects of Winauplhtl Natural Gas Seice: Wnterr 19891 990. SR/OG-91-01 (Washinglon.

DC. June 1991). Table ES-1.
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January to February 1994 Estimates of voluntary fuel-switching from natural gas or
intemuptions of natural gas service attributable to the

January 1994 was 15 percent colder than normal in the 1994 cold front were never made, although the decline in
Northeast, and for one week during the month temperatures may have triggered a few unusual gas
temperatures were 40 percent below normaL' Unlike m service interruptions. With respect to fuel switching,

December 1989, the cold weather did not extend to the distilate enjoyed at most only a SO.20-per-MMBtu cost
Gulf Coast, and deliveries of natural gas and petroleum advantage at any time-a weaker inducement to switch
products to the Northeast were not disrupted. than was the case in 1989-1990.

At the start of the 1993-94 heating season, underground The distilate price spike in 1994 seems to have been
natural gas stocks in the Northeast were 20 Bcf (5 motivated by a different combination of factors than in
percent) lower than the 1990-through-1999 average for 1989-1990. Once again, the weather was a key influence
the month (Figure 9). By New Year's Day 1994, 332 Bcf as it increasd demand for all fuels, but it did not cause
was in underground storage in the Northeast compared disuptions of fuel oil or natural gas supplies this time.
with a 344 Bcf average. After the weather turned, the Another factor that contributed to the price surge was the
spot price for natural gas at the New York citygate relatively low level of distillate stocks.
increased from $2.58 per MMBtu on January 18, 1994,
then spiked to $7.50 before settling at $4.70 per MMBtu
2 weeks later and persisting at that level for another 2 February 1996
weeks (Figure 10). Almost 20 percent more natural gas
was consumed in January 1994 than in January 1993, Temperatures on the East Coast were consistently at or
despite the fact that deliveries to the electric generation somewhat below normal levels from the beginning of the
sector were less than half the amount sold in January 1995-96 heating season through most of January. By the
1993. By the end of February 1994, stocks were 46 Bcf last week in January, a front moved into the Northeast
below the 10-year average. and temperatures dropped almost 30 degrees. The cold

front did not move into natural gas production areas and
Distillate stocks on the East Coast began the winter of affect flow from this source. The cold weather event of
1993-94 at above average levels and stayed about 7 1996 was notable for the comparatively late start of the
million barrels above through the beginning of January cold weather and the lack of a spike in distillate prices in
(Figure I 1). During the first 5 weeks of 1994, East Coast both the Northeast and Midwest, despite higher natural
stocks declined by 31 million barrels. Distillate/crude oil gas prices and relatively cold temperatures in both
spreads during January rose by 5 cents per gallon to reach regions.
15 cents per gallon. By the last week of the East Coast
stock decline (ending February 4, 1994), distillate stocks Before the onset of the heating season, underground
were 12 million barrels below average, and distillate natural gas stocks in the Northeast were about 2 percent
spreads peaked shortly thereafter at 25 cents per gallon. above the 1990-through-1999 average of 421 Bcf After
The spot price for home heating oil in the New York a short cold wave in early January, stocks were left at 79
Harbor increased from 47 to 60 cents per gallon. percent of the 1990-through-1999 average for the month.
Throughout the period, crude oil prices remained The first day of February heralded a cold front that
relatively low. In the peak distillate price week in 1994, ultimately caused stocks to be drawn almost 7 percent
the crude oil price averaged less than $15 per barrel (35 faster than the average. Natural gas consumption in the
cents per gallon), compared with prices of near $30 per Northeast was about equal to consumption in the
barrel in early 2000. previous year, despite a 60-percent decline in

consumption for electric generation.'

'Pctrolcum Industry Rcstrch Foundation'^Oil Mauts Durin g h Cold
Weather: The Buck Slops Here," Memoanndun Subnilled to the
Subconminjer on Encrgy a PD-re of thEnergyand Cnmmnoc Conum.ncc.
U.S. Hous ofRCprentnive (Febunry 1. 1994).

Thc prices Ifo gas tr ded at Tnnsco Zone 6 au used as indicaton of
spot pric for the New York cirypac. Set cCGDoJ(Arlinglon VA: Finukci l
Times). Transco No. 6 ipot price for nrurunl ps is a reasonabk smrrogac for
the wholet lc pnrccs Ihi large co.nmcrcial. isduirual. and relerbi genenlion 'Enc Ly Infonrtlion AdrinnistirlioloaurlGo.s A4onrotl.DOE/EIA 0 30
customers pay for energy. (Washington. DC). arious iissus.
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Figure 9. Working Gas in Underground Storage in the Northeast, January 1990 - March 2000
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Figure 10. Spot Price of Natural Gas at the New York Cltygate, October 1993 - March 2000
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Figure 11. Winter 1993-94: East Coast Distillate Stock Variations from Average and the Spread
Between Distillate and Crude Oil Prices
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Toward the end of January 1996, the spot price for price advantage over natral gas, and dual-fired energy
natural gas at the New York citygate was $4.50 per customers would have shifted to the less costly fuel
MMBtu (Figure 12). On February 2, the New York spot wherever possible. Natural gas service interruptions were
price was S 15.50 per MMBtu and went as high as $16.75 not estimated for this period, but temperatures were cold
on February 5. The spot price stayed ahead of January enough to have invoked clauses for natural gas
prices most days through February 20. For the better part interruptions. Also, the extremely high gas commodity
of 3 weeks, the spot price of natural gas exceeded oil by prices would have precluded continuation ofinterruptible
at least S0.70 per MMBtu, and was over $ 1 per MMBtu service in cases where it required the use of such high-
for two days during the period. The spot price for heating cost gas supplies.
oil in New York climbed by less than 30 percent.

For the week ending February 16, 1996, distillate stocks
The Midwest also suffered from the same cold front that were 10.7 million barrels below the 10-ycar average. The
swept through the Northeast. Spot natural gas prices in absence of a sustained runup in distillate fuel prices
the Midwest spiked even more severely than in the during this period is noteworthy because temperatures
Northeast. During the last week of January through the were cold and distillate inventories were quite
first week in February, the Chicago spot natural gas price low-conditions that were present at the time of each of
topped out at more than $30 per MMBtu, while the spot the other distillate price spikes. Based on this example, an
price of distillate rose to the equivalent ofjust over S4 per absolute causal relation between this set of factors and
MMBtu (Figure 12). distillate fuel oil price spikes does not exist. Furthermore.

this example introduces the possibility that the timing of
The extremely high prices for natural gas in both the the event is a contributing factor in the extent of distillate
Northeast and Midwest likely reflect gas service price spikes. A cold snap later in the heating season
interruptions and may have led to voluntary fuel- allowed a draw on stocks without significantly affecting
switching from gas. Distillate fuel oil enjoyed a significant distillate prices.
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Figure 12. Winter 1996 Spot Prices
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January to February 2000 power generation. 0 Tight regional natural gas supplies

caused the spot price at the New York citygate to move

Northeast weather in January and February 2000 was from S6.34 per MMBtu on January 18 to Sl5.34 per

warmer than normal. The regional data on a monthly MMBtu on January 20. Gas prices never dipped below
basis, however, obscure significant variation during some $6.41 per MMBtu during the next 3 weeks.
weeks in the period. During the week f January 22,

2000, temperatures in the Northeast shifted from being As the heating season of 1999-2000 began, distillate

up to 17 percent warmer than normal to as much as 24 stocks at the primary level were about average (Figure
percent colder than normal. This increased weekly 13) From December 17, 1999, to January 14, 2000,
heating requirements by an estimated 40 percent. The stocks fell by 12 million barrels, ending at a level that was
cold pattern persisted for 3 wetks. 10 million barre s below average. At the time, Y2K

precautionary stocking at the eonsurer leevel was

At the end of December 1999, natural gas stocks in the suggested as a possible cause for the sharp decline in
Northeast were 4 Bcf above the 1990-1999 monthly stocks prior to the onset of old weather."
average of 344 Bc As temperatures plummeted, natural Distillate/crude oil spreads were well below seasonal

basis, howeve r, obscue sigficant variation during some $ 4 P M

gas companies withdrew more om storage than ev averages in Decemberand they rose only modestly in
before.9 Natural gas deliveries to the Northeast ncresed early January, still rmaining below average.
by almost percent over year-earlier levels even after
accounting for a 20-percent drop in gas onsumption for

pe* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wtnrcaler lc olerspvndcnrls. doe not include Masswchuetrls.yN
eirey. nd Ne Yorr. Energy Inforo iona Admini st atnlev e. phraI G

'Energy InorMnion AdmrnininhmiNaonruWI GoArIonbIty. DO/EIA-0130 fMonthly. DOJEIA-0130 (Weshinrgn. DC). raious ius.

January 2000 werrvn l-time high fornymonIh Febnruary20Dwithda-si intlrruplioos. EIA found some ridncerr thatl supponcd a buld of Y2K
were a record for te motnh prcatbnrary. stock .

Energy nfof 34 B. As tdnl.trtlion
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Figure 13. Winter 1999-2000: East Coast Distillate Stock Variations from Average and Spread Between
Distillate and Crude Oil Prices
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This changed in the latter half of January, as the average severely cold, which increased demand for all fuels. Furl
weekly distillate spread during the third week increased oil supply disruptions occurred as some refineries
by 14 cents per gallon over the level of the previous week experienced production problems and the chain of
as the region waited for new supply to relieve the market replacement supplies was disturbed when ice-blocked
stress. harbors prevented barges from delivering distillate. At the

same time, the diminished stocks of distillate in the region
The patterns in the distillate spreads were reflected in were inadequate to compensate for these supply
product prices. New York Harbor spot heating oil prices difficulties.
soared from about 76 cents per gallon on January 14, to
a peak of $1.77 on February 4. Between January 17 and Although reliable estimates of interruptions to interruptible
February 7, New England residential heating oil prices gas customers were unavailable, a number of speakers al
rose by 66 percent, from $1.18 to $1.97 per gallon. meetings held by Secretary of Energy Richardson in

February identified gas service interruptions as an
The distillate price spike in January-February 2000 seems important contributing factor. At the time, analysts
to have been motivated by a combination of factors estimated that the substitution of gas with distillate fuel oil
similar to those in previous events. The weather was caused over 100 thousand barrels per day of incremental

demand during the second half of January to early
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February." Results of EIA's efforts to assess the customers may be present on the East Coast, the
volumetric impact on distillate markets owing to gas relationship, if there is one, appears to be weaker in the
service interruptions during January through February Midwest The greater reliance on nearby refinery supplies
2000 are contained in Chapter 4 of this report in the Midwest seemed to prevent an acute disruption in

distillate fuel oil prices in 1996. In addition, timing ofthe
winter event can also dampen price spikes. Unusual

Summary weather occurring later in the beating season perhaps
allows customers to drawdown stocks with little concern

The specific influences driving distillat prices in severe for later needs, thereby taking the pressure off prompt
winter events vary but some have been recuring. Low supplies. In 1996, cold temperatures late in the winter in
distillate stocks along with low temperatures contributed thc Northeast caused East Coast distillate stocks to fall to
to higher distillate fuel oil prices in the Northeast in 1989; 10 million barrels below average and yet distillate spot
1994, and 2000, with 1996 serving as an exception. prices wc re unafected
Generally, when East Coast distillate stocks fell to 10
million barrels below average, a price spike followed. In Natual gas interruptions ar a contributing facto to the
the most severe incidents, 1989-1990 and 1999-2000, increasc n denand as shown in 1989 and suggested for
stocks ultimately fell to 20 million barrels below other years. The next chapter explores the magnitude of
average. 3 incremental distillate volumes attributable to interruptible

gas service contracts.

Even though a connection between distillate prices and
incremental demand from fuel-switching energy

tPctrolwol ndusry Rccsrcab Foundstio. "Whai Happcned to Heating
o.;1- (NC York Nrw Yos Mmar 2DO). p. 6.

'Tbis anay)lical obstvation is drowo fro Appendix C of the Energy
Infrnnmion Administration report. ,T Northefut Hoetigf Fwl MorAei:
AsIsssnen an.d Opiion, SR/01AFJ/000.(3 (Wmhinfon. DC. May 2000).
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4. Interruptions in Natural Gas Service in
January and February 2000

Assessing the impact that intenrrupted natural gas provided information on the volumes of gas delivered,
customers may have had on the market for distillate fuel the volumes interrupted, and the days interrupted.
oil requires an understanding of the relationship between They also provided data on backup fuel use, including
the oil and gas markets. Both fuels are used for heating - volumes purchased and consumed, inventory levels,
and can be used almost interchangeably in many and storage capacity.
industrial applications by dual-fuel customers who have
the proper equipment. The disruption in the supply of This chapter examines the data collected from these
natural gas last winter to some customers holding surveys to determine the extent of gas service
interruptible service contracts turned some of these interruptions last winter, whom they affected, and their
customers to their backup fuels. This would have timing. It also compares customer reactions to gas service
increased the demand for distillate and placed upward suspensions based on customer type and type of backup
pressure on distillate prices. The actual effect on price fuel used. For purposes of the analysis, customers were
would depend upon the responsiveness of buyers and divided into large-volume and small-volume users. In a
sellers to changes in price and the magnitude of the separate analysis effort, customers were grouped into
additional demand for distillate. nine categories according to business sector. The larger

entities included power producers who had very different
In order to determine the extent of gas service reactions to service interruptions than the smaller
interruptions in January and February 2000 and the customers. The analysis also compares the responses
resulting actions of affected customers, the Energy furnished by gas distributors with the responses provided
Information Administration (EIA) surveyed major gas by the interrupted customers in the two surveys.
suppliers in the Northeast and a sample of end users who
receive gas under interruptible service contracts.' Overall. an estimated 805 trillion Btu of natural gas was

dclivered to the Northeast during January and February
o Form EIA-903, "Natural Gas Service 2000.3 Of this amount, 719 trillion Btu was provided

Interruptions in the Northeast During December under firm contracts and 86 trillion Btu under
1999, and January and February 2000," was sent interruptible contracts.' Despite the severe weather in the
to 34 natural gas companies who accounted for region during that time, no firm service customers
nearly all the volumes delivered to interruptible end experienced service interruptions. Reported interruptions
users in the Northeastin 1998. Respondents provided in service to interruptible gas customers resulted in the
information on volumes of gas associated with nondelivery of an estimated 12.4 trillion Btu of natural
interruptible and firm service, the volume and timing gas, or 13 percent of the total volumes that could have
of interruptions, and the names and backup fuels of been delivered under interruptible arrangements,
interrupted customers. 2 according to estimates derived from the survey of local

distribution companies (LDCs) and pipeline companies.s
* Form EIA-904, "Customer Survey of Natural Gas

Service Interruptions in the Northeast During Although the interruptions in gas service likely were
January and February 2000," was sent to 101 end greater relative to previous years' mild winters, the EIA-
users in New England who receive natural gas under 903 survey data indicate that the interruptions in January
interruptible service. A total of 97 respondents and February 2000 represented a relatively small portion

of the gas suppliers' planned level of service for

'See Appendil B for details on the data collection methodology and
Appendix C for copies of dc survey onrns. ')Encrty Inforntion Admrisrtion. atrv-ol/G'A4o«AI/y.DOF.A- OI30

'In general. an intetruption" is usid to hbve occurred when an (Washington. DC). various issue&.
interreupiblc g 3 cutomer cipcriences an iunexpcted and isvolumnray lotcrruptible dclivrnin ac derived from Form LIA-903 dta. Finn
suspension in service. In responding to Form EIA-903. however. ervice delivenet arr derived as the difference between total dehvencs and
provideres SIe estimatle ofintcmrpltionas th included some suspensions or interrupible deliveries.

utback.s in service initiaed by the customer. Althouh not intermptlions per 'Elinmates ofihe amount oft u that could ha'c been dclivrerd arT based
se. these reductions in .asconsumption did result in increased we orbaclnip ont muimtm d'ily qusailirr. conrractamountl. or plaIrmg levels as provided
fuels by LDCs and pipeline companies about ctfi service 'arngcmetsr.
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interruptible customers. Moreover, the additional demand contracts generally do not stipulate an MDQ. However,
in the distillate market from interrupted natural gas many of the gas suppliers have planned service levels that
customers may not have been as large in terms of the specify volumes they anticipate delivering to their
volume of distillate fuel oil purchased as previously interruptible customers if conditions permit. Maximum
thought. daily quantities differ from the planned service levels in

that the MDQ constitutes the maximal contractual
Nevertheless, the additional demand from interrupted obligation that the gas company must honor, whereas the
customers could have had a significant impact on the pJanncd service level embodies an a priori expectation of
distillate market price. If supplies are tight, even relatively what the company will deliver if capacity is available.' In
small volumes of additional purchases from any source other words, during periods of high demand the hfDQ is
can result in a disproportionate price response. Although compulsory, whereas the planned service level is
volumes resulting from reported gas service interruptions discretionary subject primarily to available pipeline
may seem relatively small, they put pressure on a market capacity.
already under considerable demand stresses. This analysis
does not address how much gas interruptions affected Based on their reported planned service levels, gas
price. However, the chapter provides a framework for suppliers in the Northeast planned to deliver 98 trillion
understanding the complexities of the interruptible gas Btu under interruptible contracts during January and
market. February 2000: 14 trillion Btu in New England and 84

trillion Btu in the Middle Atlantic. These potential
deliveries under interruptible service provide a useful

Interruptible Contracts and benchmark with which to compare the actual deliveries
Interrupted Service in during the same period, which totaled 86 trillion Btu in

Interrupted Service in the Northast: II trillion Btu in New England and 75
January-February 2000 trillion Btu in the Middle Atlantic.

Contracts for natural gas delivery service vary among the Compared with the definition of an interruption posited in
different gas companies. Some companies offer several this report (see Chapter 1, "Defining an Interruption," p.
different tariff schedules and others offer only one or two 2), the reported interruption data from EIA-903 overstate
types.' The distinguishing traits of the contracts are the the involuntary interruptions that occurred during January
quality of service offered (firm or interruptible),' the and February 2000 in that they include some volumes for
triggers for potential interruptions, the requirement for customers with seasonal service (that had terminated
alternative supplies, and other terms' or conditions (see before the January and February period) and for those
Chapter 2, "Triggers for Interruptions," p 17). who already may have switched to another fuel for

economic reasons. Service suspensions specified in
Firm service contracts generally stipulate a maximum seasonal or short-term contracts should not be considered
daily quantity (MDQ) that the distributor will deliver. In an interruption because these contracts generally stipulate
practice, the MDQ often does not impose a strict that these customers cease consuming gas at a specific
obligation on the gas supplier because firm service time during the heating season. This implies that the
consumers may demand less than the MDQ. However, in seasonal customers' demand for distillate or other
periods of high demand the MDQ represents the greatest alternative fuels is not directly germane to the current
daily volume of natural gas that the gas company is issue of unexpected interruptions of service. Seasonal
obligated to deliver to or on behalf of the customer.' In shifts also are a part of the regular demand load
contrast to the furn service contracts, interruptible experienced in other fuel markets during the winter, and

these sales already should be factored into the suppliers'
planning. Seasonal gas service interruptions are a

'A uarif is conpila.ion or tii h.t crffciw na schulef r crrp stregularly scheduled event that generally occurs pnor to
along with gneral terms ad condiliol of efrvic.e wheres a contrct is
legally eafotrcable areemean berweera woor morepauies who regolise tbe
specific Irmts and cmditions of the ar ement.

'Qulity of snrvice in this chapter is bofodly categorized a cither firm or 'Fonn EIA-903 acrually nqcSlerd, 'cuauaie mairmn daily quamiy of
inlcrruptibe acrviee. Additiloal discunio, of lec numemen diininclion in igs o be pmovided under heseconrtacr in each penod. Bcasule ith MDQ
service qulity is localed in Chapcr 2. does not iricily apply with rrard to irerrupliblc coalntu. many of itb

Ceruin high priotity customcr, suc uas residenlial end users, may Dao nsiul gas comnpanis preovidd the clvel or srrvice tha Ihey aricipalrd
have limnling MDQ. dAirling u · prosy fM MDQ.
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January. In contrast, the involuntary interruptions during percent of total interruptions during January and
January and February 2000 were largely unexpected and February.
could have contributed to the sudden unexpected surge in
distillate demand. 0 Cumulative reported interruptions during January and

February totaled 3,786 billion Btu in New England

Despite the likely overstatement of volumes, the and 8,578 billion Btu in th Middle Atlantic,
interuption data reported by the gas supplirs provide representing 28 percent and 11 percent of the
important insights, <r regions' planned service levels, respectively. No firm

irnpor~~~~~~t-' service customers were interrupted.
* Reported interruptions peaked during the week ended

January 22 for both New England and the Middle During the third week of January when interruptions
Atlantic with service interruptions of 1,736 billion Btu peaked, reported interruptions were 5,669 billion Btu of
and 3,933 billion Btu, respectively (Figure 14). These the planned service level of 11,657 billion Btu, so
volumes were approximately half of the planned approximately half of the planned service level under
service levels to interruptible customers for that interuptible service was actually delivered. However,
week. reported interruptions were relatively small fractions of

planned volumes for the entire sample period (Figure 15).
* During the peak week ended January 22, reported The magnitude of the relative surge in reported

interruptions rprsntd th rough quivant ofto inin the third week in January underscores the
planned service levels for interruptible customers in
pNew England but only 39 per ent of plann custer importance ofinterruptions as a load management tool for
New England but only 39 percent ofplanned service
levels in the Middle Atlantice. oplnesrvc distribution and pipeline companies. However, it also

shows bow the interruptions peak during the worst
* During the third and fourth weeks of January, weather when distillate markets may already confront

reported interruptions totaled 9,399 billion Btu or 76 strong demand pressure.

.Figure 14. Reported Natural Gas Volume Interrupted by Week, January and February 2000
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Figure 15. Planned Level of Service to Interruptible Customers and Actual Volumes Delivered, January
and February 2000
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Backup Fuels alternative fuels available to the interrupted end user
(Figure 16)."

Most of the interruptible service customers (in terms of
number ofcustomers and volumes interrupted) who were The volumes of interrupted natural gas deliveries were
interrupted, as identified by the LDCs and pipeline converted into their thermal equivalents in terms of the
companies, used distillate fuel oil as their alternative fuel, customer's backup fuel type to provide an estimate ofthe
although the relative dependence on distillate varied potential incremental demand for each fuel type (Table
between New England and the Middle Atlantic. In the 3). For example, the 6,912 million Btu of interrupted
EIA-903 survey, respondents were asked to list the types volume of natural gas deliveries in the Northeast for
of inerruptible service and the alternative fuels for each customers using No. 2 distillate as backup fuel is
customer interrupted, reflecting at least 75 percent of the equivalent to 1,187 thousand barrels of No. 2 distillate if
total volume interrupted or no more than 50 customers. these interrupted customers chose to offset all the
The raw data generated by the survey responses were interrupted natural gas with equivalent volumes of
used to estimate the total for the entire population in the distillate.
region.'o The resulting data provide an estimate of
the volume of reported interruptions by the types of The volume of reported gas interruptions equivalent to

volumes of backup fuels is provided in this report as an
indicator of the potential magnitude of backup fuel

Thc nrw sanlc dat accouncd for 11.7 trillion Bu ofimrmlWoons. Thi3
quantily ws ianlted by 6 prcnlt to gencraTe Ihe populiD tioatiateJI of "Th unrpccified volomrn consil1 of inlcrrupllbl cunoncers for which
reported intlmrnionr (12.4 tnllion Btu). See Appendix B. Table B). Ihe nluural ip cormpics did nno furnish jlrrinsivr fucl infonulon.
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Figure 16. Reported Volume of Natural Gas Interrupted in Terms of Equivalent Volumes of Backup
Fuel, for January and February 2000
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Soure: Energy Inormation Adminiskation. For EIA-903 'Natural Gas Sece Ineruptions in the Notheast During Oecmber 1999.

and January and February 2000.

purchases. Estimates of average daily volume by week The estimated range of 78 to 84 thousand barrels per day
were computed for the volumes of distillate fuel oil of potential incremental distillate consumption is
equivalent to the volume of reported interruptions for consistent with estimates published in earlier works.
interruptible gas customers in the Northeast identified on Earlier estimates had indicated that interruptions in natural
EIA-903 as having distillate fuel oil asa backup fuel. Two gas service and economic switching caused an
sets of estimates arc provided to reflect uncertainties incremental demand of up to 100 thousand barrels per
inherent in the estimates. To account for interruptions by day for distillate fuel oil from the middle of January to
gas service providers outside the respondent group, the early February 2000.12 Since the earlier estimates include
pairs of estimates rely on reported volumes that then the full volumetric impact of both interruptions and
were expanded to the total volume (Table 4). economic switching, they naturally would be larger. If the

larger estimates are reliable, the 78 to 84 thousand barrel
The range for average daily potential distillate purchases per day range shows more than 15 percent of the fuel
was between 78 and 84 thousand barrels per day at its shifting from gas to distillate is due to factors outside gas
peak during the third week of January. This estimate service interruptions. These distinctions have important
overstates the actual volume of backup fuel purchases to implications for further analysis or policy formulation.
offset the interrupted volumes. Some customers who
experienced interruptions suspended or scaled back
operations rather than replacing the full volume of
interrupted gas supplies with backup fuels. In certain
cases, some of the interrupted gas volumes were replaced "Ety lfonnri.n Adbinim.tio., nr, NorAeosr He.ainZ Frt
with backup fuels from inventories rather than with new Markti: Aisirru ,,ni ad OpioJ. S/OIA FR00o-0 (Wauhinion.DC. May
purchases of backup fuels. 2000.p.U. Ftrotcumn tTdrdsry Rccirc Fiournion. Inc.. l'ar Heppterd

to H¢err ODl? ItMarh 2000). p. .
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Table 3. Reported Volume of Natural Gas Interruptions Expressed in Terms of Equivalent Volumes
of Backup Fuel, for January and February 2000

Total
Fuel Type New England Middle Atlantic Northeast

4o. 2 Distillate
Natural Gas Interuptims (Midon Btu) .1.541,142 5.371213 6.912,355
Fuel Equtivence (Thousand banels) _ 264.6 922.1 1,186.7
Percent of Total 40.7% 62.6% 55.9%

No. 6 Residual
Natural Gas InLerptions (Million Btu) 1.665,795 1,715,556 3.381,351
Fuel Equvalence (Thousand barrels) 265.0 2729 537.8
Percent of Total 44.0% 200% 27.3%

No. 4 Distllate
Natural Gas Intermptins (Milion Btu) 332,360 56,986 389.346
Fuel Equivalence (Thousand barrels) 549 9.4 64.3
Percent of Total 8.8% 0.7% 3.1%

Kerosene
Natural Gas Interrptions (Milion Btu) 0 53,298 53298
Fuel Equivalence (Thousand barrels) 0.0 9.4 9.4
Percent of Total 0.0% 0.6% 0.4%

Propane
Natural Gas Interuptions (Milion Btu) 24.075 84285 108,360
Fuel Equivalence (Thousand barrels) 0.6 0.0 72
Percent of Total 0.7% 1.0% 0.9%

Other
Natural Gas Interruptons (Mlion Btu) 173.990 147.360 321,350
Percent of Total 4.6% 1.7% 2.6%

Unspecifed
Natural Gas Inlerruption (Milion Bit) 48,787 1.148,909 1,197.696
Percent of Total 1.3% 13.4% 9.7%

Total
Natural Gas Interrupons (Milion Btu) 3.786,149 8.577,607 12.363.756

Note: Heat tlent used for No. dutilate was 6.058 mlktoi Btu per barrel (MMBtrbairnl). for kernsene 5.670 MMBtubarrel. amd r
popane 6.287 MMBILVtarrel. Oth incdude cSoal. etectridly. jet uel and shut duin.

Source: Derived from Ene gy Iormation Admniistrbtion. Form ELA-803 'Natura Gas Sevice Intemptions in the Northeast During
December 1999. and January and February 2000-.

Customer Type volumes. For the overall sample electric generation
facilities experienced over 25 percent (1.428 billion Btu)

The detailed customer data provided by gas companies of the reported interruptions that were known by industry
on Form EIA-903 were grouped into nine different type (5,583 billion Btu), and among distillate users
categories or customer types: electric generation, product electric generation facilities experienced over 44 percent
manufacturing, chemical and asphalt, textile and paper (1,252 billion Btu) of the 2.788 billion Btu of
products, agricultural and food products, educational interruptions known by industry type (Figure 18).
services, health services, housing, and general services
(Figure 17)." The most prominent feature that emerges Although the electric generation facilities constituted the
from these groupings is that the electric power generation largest volumes among the nine customer types,
facilities account for the largest share of interrupted interrupted volumes to a subset of three of the customer

types enumerated above-educational services, health
services, and housing-exceeded the interrupted volumes

"As daecribd in i t, box "Huwn Ntrd Cliomnn uad Inkrniptibi to electric generation facilities. Together, these "human
Nziual Ga Scrvicre (p. 4 1), nly SO ercml ofinsmrraed volumc dai wcrc
ivuilbblc for ibis pornio of lte anuuli.
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Table 4. Estimated Volume of Distillate for Complete Replacement of Natural Gas Interruptions by
Week In the Northeast, January and February 2000

Average Daily Volumes
(Thousand Barrels)

Week Percent of Total Reported
Ended Interrupted Volume Low Case High Case

January 8 1.8 - 3 3

January 15 9.2 16 17

January 22 45.8 78 84

January 29 30.0 51 55

February 5 9.5 16 18

February 12 3.3 6 6

February 19 0.2 0 0

February 26 0.1 0 0

February 29 0.1 0 0

Weekly Total 100.0 170 183

Note: Natural gas vlumes converted usng 5.825 million Btu per barrel of distillate..
So<ce: Derived tnro responses to he Energy Information Adminisbtatin surveys: Form EIA-903. Natural Gas Servioe Internipona in tes

Northeast During December 1999. d January and Februry 2000.' end Form EA-176, 'Annual Rporl o Natural and Suppremental Gas Supply
and Disposilton.'

needs" interruptible customers accounted for almost 30 identified as having distillate as a backup fuel were
percent of the interrupted service volumes among all included in the sample. Some customers identified on
intcrruptible customers. Among interruptible customers ELA-903 as not having distillate fuel oil as a backup fuel
that use distillate fuel oil as their backup fuel, human were also included in the sample to verify the accuracy of
needs customers are the second largest group with over the EIA-903 information." These customers were
26 percent of service interruptions (sec box, "Human selected on the basis of interrupted volume-the two
Needs Customers and Interruptible Natural Gas Service," largest per reporting company-and by a random sample
p. 41). of the remaining New England customers identified by

service providers as experiencing interruptions. A total of
97 customers provided responses to Form EIA-904, of

How Customers Responded to which 67 were reported by their gas service provider as
using distillate as a backup fuel and 30 were reported asInterruptions (Form EIA-904) using other backup fuels.

Overview of Customer Survey The analysis in this section is based on data from 40 of
the 97 customers who responded to EIA-904. These

For information on purchases, consumption, and
inventories, EIA surveyed a sample of gas customers in
New England whoaccording to information provided by
gas suppliers on Form EIA-903 experienced an " EIA wund sevral cs"ber the s srie pruside reoned ter

s supplirs on Fom EIA-903 experienced an wromn backup fuel for n end user. but the lo' frqutency was judged noI
interruption in natural gas service during January- sigFiric.r cnouh toinvlid.icrcIbhersprsc oll. In addion.EIA found
February 2000. Because of the emphasis in this report on a number of c.ass in which tIe supplier repored ithat 1 iltrrupted a
distillate fuel oil demand, all the customers that were cunomers gai supply rhilr th cusiornmr rponed that i sIailched o an

altrcaisve fuel becusc ii S* lesu cIpcrnsiac.
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Figure 17. Reported Volume of Natural Gas Interrupted by Customer Type,
for January and February 2000
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Figure 18. Reported Volume of Natural Gas Interrupted for End Users with Distillate Fuel Oil as the
Backup Fuel by Customer Type, for January and February 2000
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Human Needs Customers and Interruptible Natural Gas Service

One of the issues surrounding the January to February 2000 event pertained to the type of customer being interrupted
.from natural gas service. Traditionally, large dual-fired industrial and electric generation facilities, including nonutility
generators (NUGS), have been the major users of interruptible natural gas service. However, smaller companies and
organizations also have adopted interruptble natural gas service as a way to minimize total energy costs. Some of
these smaller companies and organizations, such as hospitalsTresidential complexes, and schools, are called human
needs customers because of the possible impact on the immediate well-being of individuals. This is in contrast to
offices, light manufacturers, industries, and others whose operations have a somewhat less immediate effect on
individual well-being. Unlike other customers, the suspension of operations by hospitals, residential complexes, and,
to some extent, schools is not a viable option for mitigating the effect of an interruption of natural gas service.
Reliance on alternative fuels as a backup when natural gas service is interrupted is an essential part of energy
acquisition strategies for human needs customers.

The surveys conducted by EIA following the January to February 2000 event provide some insight on the extent of
interruptions and the backup fuel situation for human needs customers. Data from the EIA-903 survey sample were
grouped by industry to characterize the volumes interrupted during January through February 2000. However, an
estimate of all interruptions by industry types was not made because of the high level of nonresponse for the detail
needed to categorize customers. In addition, survey response rates varied by region with significantly less detailed
data provided in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, even though total interruptions were more extensive in
those states. The results of the EIA-903 survey allowed about 50 percent of the interrupted volume data for January
through February 2000 to be identified by industry.

The reported human needs customers, appearing in the educational, health services, and housing/lodging categories,
together accounted for about 30 percent or 1,676.5 Btu of the interruptions that could be identified by industry type.
EIA survey results document the interruption of 625 human needs users in the Northeast in January through February
2000. The largest reported interruptions on a per customer basis occurred in the health services sector where the
average interruption was 42 billion Btu for 135 customers for a total of 560.6 billion Btu interruptions in this
category. In the education sector, 292 customers experienced a total reported interruption of 726.7 billion Btu for an
average of 2.5 billion Btu per school. In the housing/lodging sector, 198 customers experienced a total reported
interruption of 389.2 billion Btu for an average of 2.0 billion Btu. Human needs customers relied less heavily on
distillate for backup fuel than average for the Northeast (44 percent versus 56 percent).

Since suspension of operations is not a desirable option for most human needs customers, stocks and alternative
supplies are crucial. Only 15 human needs customers with distillate backup responded to the EIA-904 survey. The
results from the EIA-904 survey indicated that these customers, like others interrupted, purchased to replace fuels
burned during the break in natural gas service so as not to deplete stocks. Distillate inventories at human needs
facilities prior to the interruptions were the equivalent of 65 billion Btu and ended the last week in February at 48
billion Btu. The 15 responding human needs users, on average, had the capacity to store mote than 22 days' worth
of consumption on site and had 15 days' worth in inventories.

customers are those who experienced interruptions of market. However, the data are useful for illustrative
natural gas service during January-February 2000, purposes to describe behavior in reaction to shifting
purchasedorconsumed distillate as a backup fuel, and market conditions, including gas service interruptions,
provided data that were internally consistent. The data during the period. As such, they serve as a basis for
obtained fiom ELA-904 are based on a limited sample and insights regarding market behavior as an aid for possible
are not conclusive for the overall customer population. policy formulation.
Thus, the estimates cannot be aggregated as a measure of
the incremental purchases that an influx of interrupted gas In nearly all cases, natural gas cannot be stored
customers may have applied on demand in the distillate economically by end users. Instead, it is supplied on a
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just-in-time basis, such that deliveries and consumption 2000, using more stocks from inventory and changing the
coincide, so gas purchases are equivalent to gas timing of replacement fuel purchases might have reduced
consumption. In contrast, distillate consumers must the pressure on the distillate market- While these
maintain some distillate inventories on site at their purchasing decisions can be made with accuracy given
facilities. The presence of onsite inventories provides perfect hindsight, it should be noted that backup fuel
some flexibility in timing of purchase decision for most purchasing decisions are normally made under conditions
customers. Once an interruptible customer has decided to of considerable uncertainty. These data suggest that
offset an interruption to gas service, the customer must customers maintain multiple days' supply at a fairly stable
also decide how much to purchase and how much to level. Drawing down stocks before seeking replacement
consume from inventory. Because purchases of distillate purchases may be perceived as a risk that would
oil rather than consumption affect the market, purchases jeopardize operations to an unacceptable degree.
are the appropriate variable for measuring the amount of
incremental demand for distillate heating oil. Customer Reactions to Interruptions

For the majority of the 40 customers, the volume of In evaluating how interruptible natural gas customers
distillate fuel oil consumed was roughly comparable, in responded to interruptions during the January-Fcbruary
terms of heat content, to the volume of interrupted gas 2000 period, partitioning the data set by size of the
deliveris. In terms of overall volume, however, customer prevents the activities of the large-volume
respondents to Form EIA-904 reported that less than half customers from overshadowing the behavior of their
of the total volume of gas interrupted during January and more numerous albeit smaller counterparts. Of the 40
February 2000 was replaced by the consumption of customers in the sample, the customer with the largest
distillate fuel oil. The lower-than-expected distillae iterruptions reported interruptions over the 8-week
consumption results from the actions of the larger firms, period that were more than 10,000 times greater than
representing over 82 percent of the interrupted volume, those for the smallest firm over the same period.
who as a group reduced operations rather than use Likewise, other variables of interest, such as distillate
backup fuel to replace all interrupted gas supply. his consumption and purchases, differed across firms by
finding indicates that, all else equal, using the total volume similar orders of magnitude (Figure 19). The four largest
of gas interruptions for customers with distillate fuel oil firns in terms of volume interruptd constitute over 82
backup as a proxy for their consumption or purchases of percent of the 897,825 million Btu of total interruptions
distillate fuel oil overstates their actual consumption or captured in the survey, while the other 36 firms account
purchases. for the remainder. Thus, the principal variables of interest

aggregated across all firms in the sample can lead to
The impact of interruptible gas customers on the distillate conclusions about the behavior of the typical firm in the
fuel oil market would have been mitigated if, in response sample that may characterize the behavior of the larger
to the suspension of natural gas service, interruptible firms, but may not accurately describe the behavior of the
customers consumed distillate from their onsite majority of firms
inventories rather than purchasing distillate to provide
supplies or to maintain inventory levels. Based on Furthermore, the four largest-volume firms in the sample
information from the EIA-904, about 88 percent of the include nonutility generators (NUGs) and cogeneration
distillate fuel oil consumed over the 2-month period came facilitis (cogcns). This provides a second rationale for
from purchases and 12 percent from onsite inventory. partitioning the sample, as the underlying economics of
Between January I and the end of February 2000, onsite decisions facing electricity producers may differ
inventories reportedly were drawn down by significantly from the circumstances that confront the
approximately 17 percent. non-electricity producing companies.

More important, during the week ended January 22, Of the customers in the sample, only the power
2000, when the largest gas interruptions occurred, many producers use their fuel as a primary variable input to the
smaller volume end users replaced almost 90 percent of production process, whereas for the other types the use
their distillate consumption with purchases instead of of fuel takes on a much smaller role in production. For
drawing down inventories. Although the depletion of example, clectnc generation facilities must bum fuel to
distillate inventories could not have replaced all of the produce electricity. Therefore, the fuel used in production
interrupted natural gas during January and February constitutes a fundamental component of the end product.
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Figure 19. Data Reported by Interrupted Natural Gas End Users in New England During January and
February 2000
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During January and February 2000.

Other industrial producers may bum gas, petroleum, or replace the gas service interruption with distillate. For
other fuels to power their plants, but other inputs are example:
more integral to the final product or service.

* The small-volume customers offset over 78 percent

Since the cost of natural gas or oil likely constitutes the of their interrupted natural gas service with purchases
dominant portion of the power producers' variable cost of equivalent volumes of distillate fuel oil during the
structure, one would expect that the amount of fuel -wek prod and78 pcent dun ng the thrd week

of January. In contrast, the large-volume customers
purchased by these firms would be greatly affected by offset only 28 percent over the 8-week period and 60
changes in the fuel price. Therefore, the prevailing spread percent during the third week of January.
between the prices of electricity and the gas or oil that
might be used as an input would prove the determining * Both types of customers maintained a fairly constant
factor in their short-run production decision. In contrast, level of distillate inventories. Throughout the 8-week
other types of companies would have a much lower period the large-volume customers maintained their
degree of sensitivity in this respect because the fuel cost inventories at an average of about 83 percent full and

the small-volume customers maintained inventories atlikely constitutes a much smaller part of their operating the srnal-volure customers maintained tiventors at
costs. 68 percent of their distillate capacity.

* Based on the maximum potential interruptions, the
Several conspicuous characteristics emerge from small-volume customers had 14.3 days of distillate
comparing the selected large-volume and small-volume storage capacity available and 9.8 days of distillate
customers that responded to the EIA-904. Key inventories on hand. In contrast, large-volume
differences include the relative size of storage capacity customers had only 3.7 days of storage capacity and
compared with average daily requirements, inventory 3.1 days of inventory.
management practices. and the extent to which fims
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Actions of Large-Volume Customers Although the large-volume customers did not necessarily
replace terrupted gas consumption with distillate

Throughout the 8-week period surveyed in EIA-904, the consumption, they did burn more fuel than they
volume ofthe natural gas service interruptions exceeded purchased. The sole exception to this finding occurred
the amount of distillate consumption and distillate during the week ended January 22, when purchases
purchases in each week, because some of the large- exceeded consumption by 8 percent. However, in any
volume customers chose to curtail or reduce their week during the 8-week periods the large-volume
operations when their gas service was interrupted (Figure customers replaced no more than 56 percent of the
20). Follow-up interviews with the respondents confirmed volume interrupted by consuming distillate.
the supposition that at least some of the reduced
operations for the electric power generators was due to Disillate inventories of the large-volume respondents
the prevailing conditions in the market that did not remained almost constant during January and February
warrant paying premium prices for the input fuel. 2000 albeit with a slight downward trend (Figure 21).

Throughout the 8-week period, these companies
Distillate purchases and consumption were almost
coincident throughout the weekly periods of the sample.

Figure 20. Natural Gas Service Interruptions and Distillate Fuel Oil Purchases and Consumption for
Large-Volume Customers In New England by Week During January and February 2000
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Figure 21. Distillate Inventory and Storage Capacity for Large-Volume Customers
During January and February 2000
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maintained their inventories at an average of 83 percent menu of options available to power producers. For
fill within a narrow range: 90 percent full at its maximum example, the power producer could turn on an entirely
on the week after the largest interruptions, and 79 percent different generator rather than use distillate fuel oil in the
full in late February. same dual-fuel unit, or buy electricity from elsewhere.

The large-volume customers would be unable to store Actions of Small-Volume Customers
enough distillate fuel oil to offset an interruption that lasts
more than a few days. During January and February Among the respondents to EIA-904. the reaction of the
2000. the large-volume customers had only 3.7 days of selected smaller firms to interruptions differed from that
distillate storage capacity and 3.1 days of distillate of the large-volume customers. The small-volume
inventories with respect to the potential volume of natural customers more fully offset the interruption in gas
gas service interrupted."' However, the apparent lack of service. Throughout the 8-week period, the small-volume
distillate fuel oil capacity may simply reflect the broader customers offset over 78 percent of the interruptions with

distillate purchases and a little over 100 percent of the
interruptions with distillate consumption (Figure 22) This

"'Usin d ta frm El A -9W .
t numbe ofrdayl o f son lge c bp aciy ts diverges from the behavior of the large customers who

comnputed b diYdiny capncit yby th ernairnum vcriatc daily itCtnrpltnta l
could be replaced. The muirnur daily intcmrruioG th Mould be rcptcd is responded to the interruptions by curtailing operations to
cieculatcd by computing tilK -wcck srags orfnrurnanl .s olumr dtklc'd a greater extent throughout the period, and so
plus inmcruptcd naturl gas volainc. and dividin5 by 7 days. This rrsultl w consumption and purchases fell well below the level of
multipliedby the witebtcd evenge oflhe inermptible firm' uMtsimeni of
he maximuin pcrccttage ornastuwl as need. tht can be to - tith hdillac interruptions. The large-volume customers replaced only

fuel itl (83 pTccI for t.re-volune cuame nd 74 penrt or trm ll- 28 percent of the interruptions with distillate purchases
vohmncuiomern). Likreisa tih daysofvaiLblrt incnory wcontmpucd and only 30 percent of the interruptions with distillate
by idinidig te -wrck avernge of invenory by the muimmr doily
ialtrmplion hla could be replaced consumption
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Figure 22. Natural Gas Service Interruptions and Distillate Fuel Oil Purchases and Consumption for
Small-Volume Customers In New England During January and February 2000
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Source: Energy Irurmaion Adminiritaon Form EIA-904 'Cutomar Survey do Naturl Gas Service Irtmerrpio in the Northeasi
Dunng January and February 2000.

The pattern of distillate purchases and consumption by slightly downward trend during the sample period. It
the small customers also differed from that of the large seems that both the large- and small-volume customers
customers. Through most of the period and especially in pursued a strategy to maintain onsite inventories at target
the critical third week of January, distillate consumption levels. So, like the large-volume customers, the small
by small customers exceeded purchases indicating that customers offset the distillate that they consumed with
they relied more on inventories to offset energy volumes purchases and maintained their inventories. However, the
affected by gas service intcrrupbons. As a result, the small-volume customers had much greater distillate
inventories of small-volume customers declined to a storage capacity and onsite inventory relative to the
greater degree than was the case for the large-volume potential volume of natural gas service interrupted than
customers over the 8-week period, although both the larger customers who could only operate for a few
customer categories experienced a net inventory days. During January and February, the small-volume
drawdown. customers had 14.3 days of distillate storage capacity

available and 9.8 days of distillate inventories on hand.
The small-volume customers had considerable excess
capacity: on average they maintained inventories at 69 Human needs customers (see box, p. 41) accounted for
percent of their distillate capacity with 79 percent as the the majority of the interrupted natural gas service
high during the period and 63 percent as the low (Figure volumes among the small-volume customers. One reason
23). This fairly narrow range of inventories is consistent is that some of them have their own electric cogeneration
with the inventory range maintained by the large-volume units, which they use to produce electricity for their own
customers. Although somewhat more variable than the consumption. Thus some human needs customers have
larger customers' inventories. onsite distillate storage a second alternative in addition to distillate fuel oil when
stocks for the smaller 36 customers also followed a confronted with an interruption in natural gas service.
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Figure 23. Distillate Fuel Oil Inventory and Capacity for Small-Volume Customers During
January and February 2000
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Source: Energy Inftmation Adrinistraion. Ftni E1A-9D4 'ustoo Survey o Natural Gas Service interrptions in the Nuriheast
During January and February 2000.'

This possibility may mitigate both their exposure to gas week of January simply resulted in a lower level of
service interruptions and their impact on the distillate fuel operations for some customers. This outcome reduced
oil market. some pressure that otherwise might have been imposed

on the distillate market. A key portion of the reduction in
overall energy demand was on the part of electric

Summary generation operators, who made the decision based on
relative prices not to pursue distillate purchases. Thus, if

The survey of gas suppliers (the LDCs and pipeline tric demand, and consequently prices, had been
companies) indicates that while substantial volumes of gas strong enough to justify those purchases of distillate fuel

service were interrupted, the aggregate volumes were less ol the rice pressur on the distillate market would hav c

than a number of the early estimates that were used in the increased more than it did.
trade press and elsewhere during last winter. The
investigation of customer behavior further indicates that Although the volumes of incremental distillate fuel oil
one cannot simply equate the volumes of gas ice demand driven by gas service interruptions are estimated
interruptions with an increase in the aggregate demand for at smaler amounts than previously expected, the findings
distillate in the entire Northeastern distillate market. Some of he present analysis highlight the complexities of these
customers relied on inventories for at leas some of ir energy markets and their potential influence on each
fuel oil requirements, and both classes of custom ther. The present analysis provides findings that indicate
generally burned less than an equivalent amount of the causes for fuel switching include business decisions as
distillate fuel oil well as gas industry performance. Customer reactions to

gas service interruptions are varied, reflecting differing

The present end-use data indicate that a substantial operational objectives and economic circumstances.
portion of the total gas interruption during the critical third
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5. Conclusion

The information on the weekly distribution of of intense demand when interruptible gas service is not
interruptions indicates that the greatest level of available. As such, this study provides a framework for
interruptions during the 1999-2000 winter was focused on improved understanding of the issues.
the third week of January. Seventy-six percent of all
reported interruptions' during January and February 2000
were contained in the third and fourth weeks of January. Distillate Market Dynamics
The analysis in this report shows that reductions in gas
service due to reported interruptions for customers in the The distillate fuel oil price depends on a number of
Northeast with distillate fuel oil as their backup were the factors affecting demand and supply. Distillate demand
equivalent of 78 to 84 thousand barrels per day of consists of both demand from its regular users and
distillate during the peak week ended January 22. demand from dual-fired users that may utilize distillate
Average daily distillate consumption in the Northeast in fuel oil periodically. Demand by the regular distillate
January 2000 was 731 thousand barrels per day but customers depends on general economic conditions and
probably rose above this level during the peak week. weather, which affects beating requirements. Incremental
Actual distillate purchases resulting from the reported demand for distillate fuel oil during the heating season
interruptions likely were less than the corresponding consists primarily of demand by regular customers for
equivalent volume of distillate fuel oil, because some distillate fuel oil for heaing purposs and fuel-switching
interruptible customers reportedly shut down operations both of which may be relatively inelastic. Energy demand
temporarily while others drew down inventories slightly for heating tends to be relatively unresponsive to price.

Distillate demand for fuel-switching customers is driven
The estimated range of 78 to 84 thousand barrels per day by demand for produced output, whether electricity or
of potential incremental distillate consumption is industrial goods, which ifsufficiently strong can cause the
consistent with previously published estimates, which derived demand for energy by fuel-switching customers
ranged up to 100 thousand barrels per day for distillate to be elastic within a wide range of relative prices.
fuel oil for both interruptions and economic switching Additionally, energy used for industrial applications
combined. If the larger estimates are reliable, the 78 to 84 generally is not a large portion of costs, so price increases
thousand-barrel-pcr-day range clearly shows that more may be absorbed within the cost structure for the overall
than 15 percent of the fuel shifting from gas to distillate operation.
is due to factors other than gas service interruptions.

Supply ofdistillate fuel oil depends on the flow of current
These distinctions have important implications for further production from rfineries, interregional product
analysis or policy formulation. Understanding motivations tansfers, imports, and inventories. If distillate demand
behind customer behavior is essential to understanding expands to the limits ofcurrnt supply, the market adjusts
gas and fuel oil markets at critical times of the year. This primarily by increasing prices, and additional demand
is particularly important for possible policy formulation to from any source can result in a disproportionately large
handle potential conditions leading to price kein price response. At times ofthe most severe temperatures,
the motives behind fuel switching differ greatly depending demand for distillate surges and gas service interruptions
on whether they are caused by involuntary interrptions, likely peak These changes add to the demand pressure
seasonal contracts, or voluntary switching because of on a market that may already be close to its limits.
relative prices.

Distillate fuel oil price spikes historically have depended
This study provides better information than previously on a combination of conditions, which are not the same
available on the magnitude of fuel switching from gas to in all occurrences. As abnormally cold temperatures set
alternative fuels. It also contains information on customer in, low distillate fuel oil inventories may play a role in
behavior during the winter heating season, including times higher prices, but low inventories alone are not able to

drive up prices as indicated in the market experience in
1996. Gas service interruptions contribute some portion

'AseisceribedinlChalpT4. r-poredM it�r ,tio*.sincludiscomcPaonnn of incremental demand at peak, but these volumes by
of, olnmcs as rcsult of scuonal 9-itching Od econormic .spicsin in themselves are not responsible for distillate fuel oil price
addition to intempted gas volumes.
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spiks. ' Gas service interruptions typically occur Instead, it is likely that customers have a standard level
throughout the heating season, yet these events do not that is consistent with avoiding the risk of running out.
automatically result in distillate fuel oil price spikes. As Their aggregate behavior is such that in effect they offset
discussed in Chapter 3, larger distillate fuel oil price most of their consumption with incremental purchases.
spikes generally coincide with a disruption of one or more
supply elements.

The Choice of Natural Gas or
PetroleumCustomer Behavior

Fuel-switchable customers, who predominantly bum
Customers who opt for interruptible gas service must natural gas, can be an opportunity or a problem for
have a strategy to respond to a possible suspension of gas operators in the alternative fuel markets. The infrequent
service. A customer's choice should reflect the relative purchases, unless they can be met from "curenl"
cost and benefits associated with each decision, which supplies (domestic refinery production, interregional
will vary depending on characteristics such as location or transfers, or imports), may result in problems of
fuel-use technology for the particular application. The inventory management and customer relations for
responses generally arc one of two: shut down or bur an petroleum suppliers.
alternative fuel (although interrupted customers in a few
cases were able to arrange continued gas deliveries Carrying inventory to meet customer demands imposes a
through another supplier). If customers whose gas service cost on petroleum suppliers. The low probability of sales
has been interrupted choose to burn their alternate fuel, to cusomr with irregular and infrequent purchases
they face a secondary decision regarding replacement of reduces expected net returns. Potential sales are uncertain
at least some portion of the inventory drawdown wih and even wen they occur are apt to be only for a brief
purchases of additional fuel. period and typically during the heating season. The costs

of unused inventories must be either recovered as an
The fuel oil purchase decision will be driven by the incremental charge from their regular customers or
customers' perception of the adequacy of onsite absorbed by the owners. In fact, petroleum suppliers, like
inventory and the market conditions for the altative many othernatis, have shifted increasingly to a
fueL The relative size of onsite inventory indicated by "just-in-timc" delivery system that attempts to minimize
days-supply, as measured by the ratio of inventory to the volume of inventory in serving all customers as an
daily planned service, differs widely between large- approachto managingcosts.' Thisreactiontocompetition
volume interruptible customers and the small-volume has lowered inventories, which reduces the industry
users. Large-volume users had inventory equal to an backup to use for demand surges or disruptions in current
average of 3.1 days supply. Small-volume users had supply
capacity equal to requirements for almost 10 days.

The net benefits from the use of interuptible gas service
The number of days supply reported by the large-volume depend on both the advantages of this service and the
customers is larger than previously hypothesized. Some associated costs. In a broader perspective, it has been
analysts suggested that interruptible custoer argued that dual-fd customers and their switching
compelled to enter distillate fuel oil markets immediately behavior promote fficiency because they switch from a
to purchase additional supplies. However, the levels held scarce fuel (with higher prices) to one that is relatively
in onsite inventories by dual-fired energy customers in more abundant (with lower prices). he economy at large
January and February 2000 represent a significant benefits from the use of intrruptible service by avoiding
volume. While some concerns about the *Y2K" transition undcrutilization of gas industry infrastructure during non-
may have motivated the inventories recorded in the pea periods and from energy at lower costs than
survey, the Y2K factor does not explain the customers' otherwise would be the case. Not all the consequences of
ongoing interest in replenishing their stocks in late January interruptible gas service ar positive, however. When
and early February, especially when distillate prices had substantial interrptions occur, they may coincide with
spiked. When customers began to bum supplies, they
initiated purchases to replenish their stores. So
interruptions may lead to a fairly automatic response of 'sc. foarc mpc.-Fo Hcoting-Oil Firm in Vea. No. Ishe Winr o
purchases, but it is not because fuel is not on hand. Discoiel. 'llSt rrertJournal Decacer 29.2000).
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already tight conditions in the petroleum product markets. requirements also may find their financial resources
The incremental demand from fuel-switching customers strained. The impact of these disruptions, as they
consumes a portion of the scarce supplies, and when influence fuel choice decisions and inventory planning,
petroleum prices rise it logically contributes at least some may offset some of the perceived benefits. However,
part of the price increase. The unexpected occurrence of expansion of the gas supply infrastructure to levels
sudden price shocks in the petroleum markets imposes an adequate to eliminate interruptions of gas service for all
economic cost beyond the higher prices on participants in current users tends to be economically unattractive or
those markets. Costs resulting from gas service infeasible.
interruptions are a clear offset that reduces the net benefit
of interruptible service. A thorough analysis of the Expansion of the gas delivery system would require
economic merit of interruptible gas service is beyond the substantial levels of new investment, the costs of which
scope of the present study. However, the present work must be recovered in user fees in order to be
provides a set of data and other information that can economically justified Additionally, seasonal demand for
serve as a useful basis for understanding the complexities a significant portion of the customer base would result in
of the interruptible gas market unutilized capacity for some portion of the year. The

operators of gas capacity, whether old or new, have an
economic incentive to expand net revenues by increasing

Implications for Energy Markets the total amount of service. Operators would either seek
out new business that could not be offered continuously

Energy suppliers' best efforts to perform well may throughout the year (i.e., seasonal or interruptible service)
achieve benefits to the economy but they also may or accept the presence of a productive asset being idle
establish the foundation for episodes of market price and not providing any return to the company.
spikes. The reduced energy prices because of the
increased competition facing gas or petroleum suppliers Clearly this area of market behavior is a complex topic.
provide benefits to consumers and the economy at large, Eve if interrpible contracts had a limited role in recent
but they undermine incentives to maintain inastructures fuel oil price spikes, that influence may be expected to
or inventories at levels sufficient to accommodate peak increase over time. The trend for the distillate market,
customer requirements in all situations. especially heating oil, in the Northeast has been toward

declining volumes sold. Thus, the customer base is not

Although the availability of low-cost, fuel supply options expanding and the associated industy infasucture and
creates economic benefits in most years, the resulting inventories are smaller. So even without further growth,
actions also can contribute to price fluctuations during the relative impact of present levels of fuel switching will
severe winter events. These price increases can be a grow relative to the regional distillate supply. Meeting the
particular difficulty for customers on fixed or low needs of regular and periodic customers will be an
incomes who receive fuel oil deliveries during times of expanding challenge for market participants.
elevatd prices. In addition, small commercial consumers
who rely on petroleum products to satisfy energy
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Z/04/00 FRI 14:24 FAX 2280341 SENATOR LIEBERMAN-DC a001

JOStF" 1. LEBEIMAN e awme

WAo MPs 1anitad ^tats Sente
AafO· .S hi ~ Irlfe

O-,MNCM WASHINGTON. DC 20110-0701 3 T 210 t-m0

Februay 4,2000

The Hoorable William Richardso
Secretary
U.S. Deprtment of Energy
1000 Indepdence Avenue. SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secretary Richadson:

I am writing to requst an immediate investigation into the prevalence and use of
intemptibic natugal gas contracts and their impct on bating oil supply in New England, and

pmpt steps to alleviate any advese cacquences. My office has recently learned of a
potetially lage pirblcm resulting from these types of contracs undr which a customer
benefits from lower rates by accepting a contract for natural gas delivery that may be interuptd
at the discretion of the gas supplier when supplies are limitd and demand is high.

I understand that the recent supply shortage of home beating oil and coninuing price
spike in the Norteast is now being exacbated by dmand from interrupbl natural gas
contract-holders. Apparently, a lage number of these contrac-holders were told by their gas
supplirs at the bcginiag of last w'ck that the temporarily would not have access to natal gas
for heating their homs. As a resul many of these custmen turned to home heating oil as a
substitute, which, according to the heating oil delivery indusry, may be increasing demand by as
much as two million gallos per day.

This type of interuptible conract may have the unintended conequence of contributing
to heating oil price spikes and supply shortages. It has and may continue to account for
unaticipated demand for home healing oil; these additional deands have the capacity to
cripple the market in times of sos. I would lie to know mor about the etent of, the need for,
and the potential consequences ofinteruptible cotracts. Please promptly survey the extent of
interrptible gas conuacts and the level of new demand they may be adding to the heaing oil
market in the Northeast Specifically, I would like to know the answer to the following
questions:

At what point do natural gas contactors refuse service to inemnuptible gas conrsact-
bolders?
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/o/o Ra 14:21 PAZ 2210341 SAENATR LIEBIN-C o002

Hw 06a in the r e t p ast bhm of itmptbe gas contrt created a sinificanumfceMn dcaund onn home hbcinaai fn thheiBwha,?

* Do intanl pble U (or otr fifuel wouce) conacts deatn tbe stability of e home
hbating oil mwkz?

A Wha othe backip flbo do mirutr ble contact wuen r liae?

Ifyou ofnfirm d is a iifiom problam. wht rteps w you take i coopration with
indrstry to pnpdy alUcvite it?

Thank you for your continued int.t in this isuw

Sincerely,

L LeIbaman
Unltd Sttcs Senat
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Appendix B

Survey Data

In February 2000, Senator Joseph Lieberman of latest year for which interruptible delivery data were
Connecticut requested an investigation into the prevalence available. the 34 gas suppliers surveyed accounted for 94
and use of interrptible natural gas contracts and their percent of the natural gas deliveries to interruptible gas
impact on heating oil supply in New England. customers in the Northeast in 1998. The interruptible
Specifically, Senator Lieberman requested that the deliveries represented by surveyed gas companies in each
Department of Energy (DOE) "promptly survey the state varied from 92 percent in New Jersey to 100
extent of interruptible gas contracts and the level of new percent for three New England states. The state-level
demand they may be adding to the heating oil market in - information was used to estimate the total interruptions to
the Northeast." account for those gas service providers not included in

the EIA-903 survey (Table BI).
Two survey forms were developed in response to this
request: Form EIA-903, "Natural Gas Service Form EIA-903 consists of six parts:
Interruptions in the Northeast During December 1999,
January and February 2000," OMB No. 1905-0199, and * Part I identifies the company and requests contact
Form EIA-904, "Customer Survey of Natural Gas information and conversion factors from volumes of
Service Interruptions in the Northeast During January and gas to Btu heat content to allow the analyses of
February 2000," OMB No. 1905-0200. different respondent data on a uniform basis.

The Energy Information Administration (ELA) * Part II A asks the company to describe its
coordinated the development of the forms with staff from interrnptible gas service tariffs or contract categories.
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Part n B asks the company to list, for all tariffs and
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA), contract categories listed m Part II A, monthly data
American Gas Association (AGA), New England Gas for December 1999, January 2000, and February
Association (NEGA), and the New York Public Service 2000. and weekly data for January and February
Commission (NYPSC). These consultations did not, 2000. The requested data include the maximum daily
however, include specific discussion of the detailed quantity, total deliveries interrupted in each period,
questions incorporated into these questionnaires. number of days interrupted, and the number of days
Additional preparatory work did include discussion of the of service with flow restrictions to customers.
form with two potential respondents and a review of a
draft questionnaire by a manufacturing trade association. * Part Il asks for the company to list its customers

who were interrupted during January and February
Form EIA-903 2000. Specifically, Partn I asks for the customer

name. volume interrupted, customer contact person,

Form EIA-903 initially was sent to nine local distibution phone number or e-mail address, and the type of the
companies (LDCs) in four of the Northeast States alternative fuel capability for each customer that
(Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New could have been used in January-February 2000 to
York). This allowed initial testing of the questionnaire replace the volume of gas that was inerrupted.
prior to fill distribution. These companies were selected
on the basis of the amount of interruptible natural gs * Part IV requests maximum daily quantity and total
deliveries and the magnitude of gas volumes delivered to interruptions for firm service contracts.
industrial (including nonutility generation) and electric
utility sector end users in each state. These sectors are Part V asks for a list of interrupted firm service
believed to be most affected by gas-service interruptions. customers.
The EIA-903 was subsequently sent to 21 additional
LDCs and four pipeline companies. Based on responses * Part VI asks for a list of customers who declined gas
to Form EIA-176, "Annual Report of Natural and service after interruptions were ended, whether under
Supplemental Gas Supply and Disposition," for 1998, the a firm or interrupible contract.
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Table 81. Natural Gas Interruptions in the Northeast During January and February 2000,
by State

Raw Data rnm Form Respondents' Share of Estimated Natural Gas
,State/Region EA-903 1998 tnterruptbtle Gas Intermptlons

d _ _ _ _ (M»<Bb~tu) __|Au t Deliveries (Percent) MmBtu)
New England
Massachusetts 2,507,687 97 2.585,244
Other 1,184,029 98 1200,905

Total 3,691,716 97 3,786,149

Middle Atlantic
New Yok 2.325.640 94 2.474.085
Other 5.629.555 93 6.103.522

Total 7,955,195 93 8,577,607

Northeast 11,646,911 94 12,363,756
MMBt = Mlion BOu.
Source: Enrgy Inforration Admninralion Raw Data: Pan II of Form EIA-903. 'NabJra Gas Srvoce Intrrupoons in tt

Northeasl Duing December 1999. d Janwury and Febnrary 2000.' 1998 Shan of Inteuptble Gas: Form EIA-176.'Anwal
Report d Natural and Supplemental Gas Supply and Disposition (1998).

To aid its analysis, EIA assigned a Standard Industrial many rcspondents provided information for a larger
Classification (SIC) code and description to more than number of customers.
1,000 customers listed in the responses to Part III of
EIA-903. The addition of the SIC codes allowed for an In most cases gas service providers reported their
analysis of interruptions by business sector. The two-digit interrupted customers' alternative fuel on Part In of the
SIC codes were grouped into the following categories: EIA-903. EIA conducted a followup investigation with

customers to identify the alternative fuel information
· Agriculural/Food Products: 01-16, 18-21, 51 which was not reported by the gas companies. Through
* Textile and Paper Products/Services: 22-27 this followup investigation, EIA was able to assign the
* Chemical and Asphalt Products/Services: 28-29 proper alternative fuel to customers who represented over
· Misc. Product Manufacturing: 30-39, 50, 52-59 50 percent of the interrupted volumes for which this
* General Services: 17, 40-45, 62-64, 66-69, 71-79, information was missing. EIA was also able to allocate

83-97 interrupted volumes of gas accurately among the various
* Electricity Generation: 49 alternative fuels for several respondents. After the direct

Health Services: 80 assignments and allocations were completed, EIA
Educational Services: 82 assigned the remaining interrupted volumes with

· Residential/Commercial Complexes, Lodging: 65,70. unreported alternative fuels to an "unspecified" category.

The interrupted volumes from Part III as classified by In total, backup fuels were identified on the EIA-903 Part
SIC code are shown by category in Table B2. Most of III for 99 percent of the interrupted volumes in New
the interrupted volume in the Middle Atlantic region could England and 87 percent of the interrupted volumes in the
not be classified into SIC category, whereas over 99 Middle Atlantic region (Table B3). At the state level, the
percent of the New England volume was assigned SIC calculation for alternative fuel resulted in completed
codes. The total volume reported in Part III of Form assignments for New Jersey, Connecticut. Maine, New
EIA-903 of 10.577,444 MMBtu is less than the Part IIB Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Massachusetts
total of 11,646.911 MMBtu because respondents were was 92 percent complete, while New York was 75
not asked to provide information on all interrupted percent complete and Pennsylvania 65 percent complete.
customers. Part III of E1A-903 requested customer
information for at least 75 percent of total gas
interruptions, up to a total of 50 customers. In practice,
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Table B2: EIA-903 Part Ul Interruptions and Customers by SIC Group and Region

Northeast WMddle Atlantc New England
Customer Category Vo_ a_ No. of Vokne I No. of Voumne No. of

(SIC/Unknown) (MMEBJi) Customers (WAM tu) Customers (MMBIU)I Customers
SIC Group
Chemical/Asphal 486.171 73 385.943 48 100,228 25
Textile & Paper 488.265 63 82.608 27 405.657 36
Educational Servies 726,691 292 342.160 230 384,531 62
Agricultural Food 330,392 50 145,464 33 184,928 17
Health Services 560,625 135 280,391 77 280.234 58
ResidenbaV Commercial 389.224 198 255.467 152 133.757 46
Misc. Product Man 619.644 114 141,119 38 478,525 76
Elericity Generation 1,428.398 22 321,205 10 1.107.193 12
General Services 553,734 112 269.368 52 284,365 60

Total SIC Group 5.583.403 1,059 2,223.985 667 3,359.418 392

Unknown 4,994,041 21 4,966,801 12 27,240 9

Total 10,77444 1,080 7,190,786 679 3,386,658 401
SIC = Standard Induslia CtaIsMcaton. MMhu = Mlion Btu.
Source: Enewgy IrAmli on Adminsbtio Form EA-903. WNaurl Ga SrvI Inta rupoon in t Now easi Ounng Dec'mbe.

1999. and January and Februay 2000.'

Table B3. Share of Natural Gas Interruptions by Aternative Fuel and State/Region for January
and February 2000

State / Region No.2 | No 4 No6 | Othe | Unspecified
New England
Massachusetts 428 7.0 48.2 0.2 1.9
Other 36.3 12.6 35.0 16.2 0

Total 40.7 8.8 44.0 52 1.3

Middle Atlantic
New York 53.7 2.0 9.7 9.1 25.6
Other 66.2 0.1 242 1.0 8.5

Total 62.6 0.7 20.0 33 13.4

Northeast 55.9 31 27.3 3.9 9.7

Note: ote icudes propane. et hl. ko'hsne. .kctrit, ost. and i dM Umpifpedd inckdes nr specific. none specfied.
ard no attemaeve ud.

Source: Energ Itrionution Adnirtrao Foir EIA-9-. 'Naturl Gas Serice kdenupions in t Ntoheas t uring DOcember
1999. and Janary and Februar 2000,- Pai IIl.
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The percentages shown for alternative fuel types in Table the No. 2 category. Table B4 details the results of these
B3 include these EIA adjustments achieved in followup calculations. The numbers shown in Table B4 were then
contacts. used for the analyses, tables, and charts in the body of

this report.

Data Adjustments

As discussed earlier, EIA performed a significant amount Form EIA-904
of followup work to correct and complete the responses
to the EIA-903. However, additional adjustments were EIA developed a customer survey to collect specific
required before EIA could conduct an analysis of natural information about customers' alternative fuel capabilities
gas interruptions and their impact on fuel oil markets in and activities during a natural gas service interruption and
the Northeast These adjustments were necessary. to check information provided by the natural gas service
because the EIA-903 survey was not sent to every gas providers. Form EIA-904 was a customer-oriented survey
service provider in the Northeast region and the surveyed designed to collect weekly information for January and
gas companies were not asked to provide information on February 2000, including the volumes of gas delivered,
all interrupted customers. EIA first estimated the total the volumes interrupted, the days interrupted, and the
volume of interrupted gas reported on Part 11 of Form alternative fuel use including volumes purchased and
EIA-903 to account for those gas companies in the consumed and weekly inventory levels and storage
Northeast that were not included in the survey. As stated capacity. A customer in the EIA-904 survey was a
earlier, the 34 companies surveyed represented about 94 consuming site so a single company with multiple sites
percent of the 1998 annual interruptible natural gas comprises multiple customers.
deliveries in the Northeast, with individual state coverage
ranging from 92 to 100 percent. The state percentages Form EIA-904 was targeted to all customers identified in
were applied to the respective total gas interruption by the responses to Form EIA-903 that were interrupted and
state derived from Part II of EIA-903 resulting in an had distillate fuel oil as a backup fuel to natural gas.
increase from the reported interruption (raw data) of Additional customers who were reported to have an
11,646,911 MMBtu to a total reported interruption of alternative fuel other than distillate were also included in
12,363,756 MMBtu in the Northeast for January and the survey to cross check the responses to the EIA-903.
February 2000 (Table B ). Customers in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania

were not included in the EIA-904 survey because
Once the raw interruption data were estimated to responses to the EIA-903 from gas service providers in
represent the entire Northeast region, EIA separated the these states were received after the mailing date for the
interruptions among the various alternative fuels to assess EIA-904 survey. As a result. the EIA-904 sample was not
the potential volumetric impact that natural gas statistically desiged to collect information from the entire
interruptions may have had on the distillate market and Northeast region. The results from the analysis of EIA-
other alternative fuel markets. The assignment of natural 904 data are provided as illustrative, but they are not
gas interruption volumes to alternative fuels was definitive for all customers in the Northeast and the
accomplished using the information from Part im of EIA- results cannot be aggregated for regional totals.
903. The alternative fuel information derived from Part
Ill (Table B3) was used to allocate the inflated gas Survey forms were mailed to 101 potential respondents,
interruption of 12.4 tillion Btu among the various three ofwhich duplicated other EIA-904 requests and one
alternative fuel and unspecified categories. The allocation customer who was dropped because it could not be
was performed on each state's data and summed to arrive contacted by phone or mail, resulting in responses from
at the regional totals of natural gas interrupted by 97 unique customers. Follow-up contact was made with
associated alternative fuel every customer in the EIA-904 survey reported to have

been a distillate user, to verify whether No. 2 distillate
This procedure provided a base line estimate for the total fuel oil was in fact the alternative fuel source to natural
volume of gas interruption that could have affected the gas, and to ensure internal consistency of the reported
No. 2 fuel oil market in the Northeast during January and data.
February 2000. A second or high estimate of the volume
of gas interrupted with No. 2 as an alternative fuel was
developed by assigning halfof the unspecified volumes to

Energy hnordioa Admlniettion
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Table B4. Estimated Natural Gas Interruptions by Alternative Fuel Capability,
January-February 2000
(MiNion Btu)

No 2:
No 2: Low High

State I Region Total Estimate Estimate No 4 No 6 Other Unspecified
New England

Massacnhuvts 2.585.244 1,105.676 1.130.070 180.992 1245.851 3.938 48.787
Ohr 1.200.905 435,466 435.466 151,368 419.944 194.127 0

Total 3.716.149 1.541.142 1.565536 3312.36 1.65.75 19,065 48.T67

Middle Atlantic

wYork 2,474.085 1.328.588 1.645.140 46.768 239.394 224232 633.103
Ote 6.103.522 4.042.625 4.300.5286 .218 1.478.162 60.711 515.806

Total .577,607 5371.213 S.94S.668 56.96 1.7f15.56 284.943 1.14&.09

Norheaut 12.363.756 6,912,35 7.511,203 3M9.346 31,41,3 413,006 1.1,t796

Note: Oter inckldes propar. jet fuel. kerom rne. cricty. coal. rnd sWi down. ma.edged Inldes not specfic noes
speaiiecd. and no altmatve fuel.

Sourme: Eny Inormalion Admmnistrabon. Form EIA-903. 'NahrJa Gas Servic Interuptions in tie Northeas Durig Decerer
1999. and Januay and Febuary 2000.'

Discrepancies Between EJA-903 and Insights
EIA-904 Results

Although responses to Form EIA-904 accounted for only
Several customers surveyed by Form EIA-904 reported a nsall portion of the natural gas interuptions in the
data that were inconsistent with the information provided Northeast (less than 10 percent of the interrpted
on EIA-903 by their gas supplier (Table B5). In some customers and about 18 percent of the interrupted
cases, there were differences in the backup fuels vohlue reported on Part II of EIA-903), EIA gained
identified as being useable for a given customer. Of the valuable insights through these data and information
97 respondents to EIA-904, 67 were identified as having gathered through the follow-up investigation of EIA-903
No. 2 distillate as an alternative fuel by their gas service information. EIA found a number of customers in both
providers on Form EIA-903, while only 50 of those surveys that continued to receive gas from their original
customers surveyed reported having No 2 distillate supplier or a different supplier while the gas service
alternative fuel capability. In all cases that this provider reported that the customer was interrupted. In
discrepancy occurred, the customer information on the addition, there were several instances in which the gas
EIA-904 was assumed to be more reliable because they companies reported customers as interrpted when in facl
were reporting on their own operations. In addition, about the customers received gas under seasonal contracts
40 percent of the EIA-904 respondents claimed that no which do not provide gas service during the months of
interruption of service occurred during January-February January and February.
2000, whereas their service provider reported on EIA-903
that an interruption of service did occur during the period.
The EIA-904 respondents stated that either they had a
seasonal contract and therefore did not expect to receive
gas, that they voluntarily switched to their alternative fuel
for economic reasons, or they in fact continued to receive
gas throughout the reporting period.

Energy nformntion Adminiration
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Table B5. Difference Between EA-904 and EIA-903 Survey Information About Companies Used in the
EA-04 Sample

Reported on Form EIA-903 Reported on Form EIA-904

Number of Companies Number of Companies

Wih WthoAt Wth Without
Ditubte. Olartlflte D lstallat OitRate b Altmn t

Respondent Informatlon Capability Cpabity Total Capability CapabiliM Fuel Unknon Totl

tfrrupted and Consmed
Distilate 62 - 62 4 - 41

mnupted and Consumed
OUr Fuel - 26 26 2 10 - 12

No tnta t 5 4 9 6 4 29 39

Data nm cdeaned - - 0 1 Z 2 5

Total 67 30 97 50 16 31 97

SaXce: Enr Intormatlon AdVrdrtsatio. Form EIA-903, 'tNtr Gas SwvK In rpbona in Be Norwe ast Ong D reemb 1999. sa
January and February 2000. and Form EIA-904. 'Cusrlomr Survy of Natual Gas Sevica Inter4ons in the Noras During Jnuary and
Febluary 2000.

Another group of customers reported that they decided to supply of gas. Therefore, the total volume of gas
consume their alternative fuel and cease gas consumption interrupted with No. 2 as an alternative fuel may likely be
for economic reasons. Some of the largest-volume end an upper bound when attempting to assess the impact of
users in the region reported that they suspended-or natural gas interruptions on the distillate market
curtailed operations instead of consuming an equivalent
amount of .Iternative fuel to replace their interrupted

Enrgy Inlormntion Admlnilsion
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Appendix C

Survey Forms:
Form EIA-903 and Form EIA-904
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Form EIA-903

Natural Gas Service Interruptions in the Northeast During
December 1999, and January and February 2000
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EIA-903 Form Approved
OMB No. 1905-0199
Expires: 09/30/2000

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Energy Information Administraton

Washington, D.C. 20585

FORM EIA-903
NATURAL GAS SERVICE INTERRUPTIONS IN THE NORTHEAST

DURING DECEMBER 1999, AND JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 2000

I. PURPOSE To: Energy Information Administration: EI-44
Mail Station: BE-064 FORSTL

The Form EIA-903 Natural Gas Service Interruptions in U.S. Department of Energy
the Northeast during December 1999, and January and Washington, D.C. 20585-0644
February 2000' is designed to collect information Attn: Form EIA-903
concerning only those natural gas service arrangements
respondent companies have with end users, i.e., those or
who bum or otherwise use the fuel Any arrangements for
deliveries to other natural gas service providers or Fax completed form to (202) 586-4420
distributors should be excluded. This information is being Attn: Form EIA-903
requested on a State basis for the following northeastern
States: Connecticut. Maine, Massachusetts, New or
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, and Vermont. The Energy Information E-mail the completed form to either:
Administration (EtA) is conducting this mandatory survey mary.carlson(3eia.doe.qov or
under the general information gathering provisions barbara.marinervolpe(eia.doeoov
provided under the Federal Energy Administration Act of
1974. P.L. 93-275. For general information and/or assistance call either

Mary Carlson at (202) 586-4749 or Barbara Mariner-
II. WHO MUST REPORT Volpe at (202) 586-5878. Ms. Carlson and Ms. Mariner-

Volpe can be contacted by e-mail at the addresses listed
Selected local distribution companies (LDC's) and above.
pipelines that deivered natural gas to consumers during
December 1999. and January and February 2000 in the V. PROVISIONS FOR CONFIDENTIALITY OF
northeastern United States as listed in Part I above. INFORMATION

Ill. WHEN TO REPORT Information supplied in response to this form will be kept
confidential by the Energy Information Administration as

Completed Forms EIA-903 Natural Gas Service follows. The Office of Legal Counsel of the Department
Interruptions in the Northeast during December 1999, and of Justice concluded on March 20. 1991. that the
January and February 2000' are to be filed with the EIA Federal Energy Administration Act requires the EIA to
postmarked on or before May 22, 2000. provide company-specific data to the Department of

Justice, or to any other Federal agency when requested
IV. WHERE TO REPORT for official use. which may include enforcement of

Federal law.
Each respondent is required to submit the completed
form in any of the following formats: The information contained on this form may also be

* an Excel spreadsheet, made available, upon request to another component of
a WordPerfect file. or the Department of Energy (DOE), to any Committee of
paper copy Congress, the General Accounting Office or other

Congressional agencies authorized by law to receive
such information. A court of competent jurisdiction may
obtain this information in response to an order.

Page I
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FORM

The Form EIA-903 'Natural Gas Service Interruptions in the Northeast during December 1999, and January and
February 2000' is divided into six parts. All selected respondents are required to submit the form and must complete all
data items applicable to the company's operations in the report State(s).

INSTRUCTIONS

General Instructions B. Natural Gas Service Interruptions or Service
Restrictions Under Interruptible Tariffs Duing the Period

If final numbers are not available for the information from December 1, 1999, to February 29, 2000.
requested, estimated data are acceptable. Indicate with Requests information by rate schedule or contract
an 'E' any estimated data element. category listed in Part II (A) for any natural gas service

that was interrupted during the period from
Computer fies or other listings may be submitted in lieu December 1.1999, to February 29, 2000.
of designated parts of the form.

Part IU. Customers with Interruptible Natural Gas
The form may be copied as necessary to cover al rate Service Interrupted during January and February
schedules or contract categories. Computer files or - 2000
other listings may be submitted in lieu of completing
designated items. The form Part number should be Requests the names and contact information for
written on any computer listing. customers with interruptible service agreements who

were interrupted. Please list a sufficient number of
Part I. Identification and Certification companies to provide at least 75% of the total volume

that was interrupted under all schedules up to a total of
Requests the name, address, telephone number, and 50 companies in the report State. If possible, please list -- -
e-mail address of the person to be contacted with any customers in order from largest to smallest volumes
questions regarding the submission. interrupted.

The contact should be an individual who is familiar with The customer contact listed should be an individual who
the service arrangements of the responding company is farnmliar with the service arrangements and the
and its customers. company practices regarding back-up fuel inventories

and purchasing practices.
Part I also asks the responding company to indicate the
units it will use for reporting, i.e., thousand cubic feet Part IV. Firm Natural Gas Service Tariffs or Contract
(Mcf) or dekatherms (Dth). Categories

Part II. Interruptible Natural Gas Service Tariffs or Requests baseline monthly and weekly information for
Contract Categories those categories of service which were interrupted

during December 1999 and January and February 2000.
A. Description of Intenmupibfe Natural Gas Service (See definition of firm service.)
Tariffs or Contract Categories. Requests information on
selected characteristics of interruptible service Part V. Customers with Firm Natural Gas Service
arrangements provided to end-use customers. This Interrupted during January and February 2000
category should include any tariff or contract category
that allows service to be interrupted at some time during Requests the names and contact information for
the contract/tariff period. For example, if the annual customers with firm service agreements who were
service agreement is for 330 days of firm service and up interrupted. Please list a sufficient number of
to 35 days of a lower level of firm service or interruptible companies to provide at least 75% of the total volume
service, that type of service agreement should be that was interrupted under all schedules up to a total of
categorized as interruptible for purposes of this survey. 50 companies in the report State. If possible, please list

customers in order from largest to smallest volumes
Note: Copies of relevant parts of tariff schedules or interrupted.
contract categories are acceptable in lieu of the form.

Pacg 3
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The information requested in this form will be kept without any provision for interruptions or a break in
confidential and not disclosed to the public to the extent service during the contract period.
that it satisfies the criteria for exemption in the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. §552. the DOE Interruptible Service Tariffs or Contract Categories: For
regulations 10 C.F.R §1004.11, implementing the FOIA, purposes of this request, interruptible service includes
and the Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. §1905. any tariff, contract, or other type of service arrangement

under which the responding company agreed to provide
Upon receipt of a request for this information under the service but might discontinue the service upon some
FOIA, the DOE shall make a final determination whether agreed upon conditions. This category would include
the information is exempt from disclosure in accordance service arrangements such as the following:
with the procedures and criteria provided in the - * service that is interrupted when the temperature
regulations. To assist us in this determination, drops to or below a specified level.
respondents should demonstrate to the DOE that, for * contracts for firm service for much of the year
example, their information contains trade secrets or but with a provision for being interrupted under
commercial or financial information whose release would certain conditions or during certain time periods.
be likely to cause substantial harm to their company's For example, if the service agreement is for 330
competitive position. A letter accompanying the days of firm service and up to 35 days of a
submission that explains (on an element-by-element lower level of firm service or interruptible
basis) the reasons why the information would be likely to service, that type of service agreement should
cause the respondent substantial competitive harm if be categorized as interruptible for purposes of
released to the public would aid in this determination, this survey.

service is interrupted on a specific date or
VI. SANCTIONS schedule.

The timely, comprehensive, and accurate submission of Maximum Daily Quantity (MDQ): The maximum
this form by those required to report is mandatory under amount of gas the transporter is obigated to deliver
§13(b) of the Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 during any single day and for which the customer agrees
(FEA Act) P.L. 93-275. to pay a fee. An MDQ may be specified in a tariff or

contract service agreement The MDQ is sometimes
referred to as maximum daily contract quantity.

VII. DEFINITIONS
Northeastern United States: For the purposes of this

Firm Service Tariffs or Contracts: Any tariff, contract, or survey, includes Connecticut. Maine, Massachusetts.
other type of service arrangement under which the New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York. Pennsylvania,
respondent agreed to provide firm continuous service Rhode Island, and Vermont

Page 2
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The customer contact person should be an individual Part VI. Customers that Declined Service during
who is familiar with the service arrangements and the January and February 2000
company practices regarding back-up fuel inventories
and purchasing practices. Requests the names and contact information for

customers that declined natural gas service when
interruptions were ended and natural gas service was
offered/available in the report State. The customer
contact should be an individual who is familiar with the
service arrangements and company practices regarding
back-up fuel inventories and purchasing practices.

Page 4
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EtA.903 Form Approved
OMB No. 1905-0199
Expires: 0913012000

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Energy Inf(omation Adminlstlraton

Wuahlngton. D.C. 20585

FORM EIA-903
NATURAL GAS SERVICE INTERRUPTIONS IN THE NORTHEAST

DURING DECEMBER 1999, AND JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 2000

Tl rfoom mon va m o r En r F nrvwy *mUon Ad of 1974 P Lsw 113-275.) For tr pmolonl cacmr*ng f ooealMsIy lof k*swon rnd h nWblon, a Swcons V Vm VI rt he lnasuCot.

PART I. Ideonlltoein *nd CertIiclteon

1. Company Nome:

2 Service in (Stale): 3 Adress (Streel, City, Slate, Zip Code)

4. Contact Person: 5. Tile:

6. Telephone Number. 7, E-Mo Address: 8. Fax Number:

9. Signature: 10. Date:

Important: Volumetric data filed on this Form are reported in (check one): O Mcf (thousand cubic feet) 0 Dth (dekatherms)
Heat content: __ 8tu/cf.

0
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o
0
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EIA-903

Company Name
State

PART i. Interrupllble Naturnl Oas Servlce Tarifs or Contracl Categories

A. oDecripUon of Intemrrplble Natural Gas Service Tarifft or Contract Catgories

Pioaso provid Ithe following Informatlon for each tarff echedulI thatl llows service to be Interrupted to en nd-uerr. Any tariff or contract that llow alrvIce to be Interruptd et some time
during the contrsctalftrf period of service hould be Included. For example, If the annual service agreement Is for 330 days of fnrm Srvice and up to 35 day of a lower level of fnrm service or
InterrupUblo swrice, that type of service agreement hould be categorized as Inlerruptlble for purpoose of this urvey.

Rat Schedule and Name of IntarrupUble S ervlc
Noes: For each rate schedule or contracf ceglory, your company must IVe information on Part II (8).

Describe the conditione und r which the *srvice I Intenupted:
(A copy of the relevant portion of the tariff chedule or contrct category may be attached In llu eo completing thIs Sectlon. The rats schedule o contract category should be noted on the
copy.)

Delcribe any requlnrments contlined In he tariff or contrct for tuel back-up arrangements by the customer.
(A copy ol the rlevnl portion of the tariff schedule or contract category my be attached In lleu of completing this Section. Th rate schedule or contract caelgory should be noted on the
copy.)

Plears make additlonal copies of the form sr necessary oI cover each rate schedule or contract category.

0
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EIA.903

Company Nlme
StUte

PART II. InlerrupUblb Natural 0Ga Servl(o Tartilf or Contrac Categofrie (eontlnued)
8. Natutl Gas Se*nrlc Innterupilon or S5rvice Reutrctlons Under Interruptlble Tariffs Durtng (he Period rom December 1, 1999, to Febrniry 29, 2000

Please provide the following Inforintlon by arifT chedule or contrmct caegory llsted In Part 11 (A) above for any nalural os service thlat wv Interrupted during the p4rlod trom December 1, 199,
to Februsry 21, 2000. Provide the InformUlon for the report Stbl In which your company made dlliveris. Indicate with on "E" any InformatUon which Is etimated.

Mtae SetIme eft Ne eV 5,WqMprXd eIe»q, lMq, Del wedttqOaea __________________

_.. Is"T Joel ,r M -fl.1I In t oil1s Iltr M3Nt tm 113tS- 2t12 2O- 1I 2/2/ 2.M7-e 27.

CuRWIk fftu)Mtw dailr tUn ilty of gW to

(WOO) eW oe.t*« day, ae" F vO IWS is
150 oft arm 0, sowe*ate 6O fer
AIM ir." it Iif MOO n4
4)wO Owtej

4lo dplh it imW In I adc prlod.
(to, 10 too Wi e AwYSow Alfr sCe of
_,1 gye V. l IMA p eteM,

WuM " So 30U

Nuimbw o d* y t emln ed sdN lsMO eo
Itubeti r taw s oer l tIr, sws hW
eMi.V e t e load 0n y t t, _olerd OM

0u.ft010 l9rsMr0 * tilo)

Nube oP days et &.moa a4l Pe
r«stosl*s a uwtom n -eth pero t.

_lawt. a ,t .. uw ._v

Plteas mair Iddtllonal eoplre of the form as necesary to cover ech nae schedule or cohtract.catgory.
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EIA-903

Company Name
Ste _

PART III. Customers with Interrupllble Nltural Gas Service Interupted during January and February 2000

Cuslomer list should account for ot leart 75 percent of the total volume of Interruptlbl seorvice that was Interrupted under all chedules, up to o totll of 50 companite In the S(tte specined. If
posrlbla. plerse llt cullomern In order from largest to unalltt volumrs Interrupted The cutlomer contact should beo n Individual wto I famillar with the service arrangements and the
company practicls regardlng back-up fuel Inventortie and purchasing practices. You may use the following format or you may attach the Informatlon uing a computer fle or other lHting.

Customer Name Volume Interrupted Types of Altterative ful Customer Contact Perion Telephon Number
(company address, If avalable) (totl all schkdules) Capability (if known) (Includ e-frll addr"s If avallable)

.II . .ii

-Please make additional copies of this form ea necesary to complete (he filing.

0
m

0
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EIA.903

Comprny Name
state ______s

Prt IV. Flrm Natlural Ga Service TarIffs or Contract Categorles
A. During the period From December 1, 199 through February 29, 2000, did you curtail, suspond, or restrict service to any customer(i) wtth firm service tarlff or contbctsl In the State speciflid7

Check one: Yea No
B. It th answer to A was "Ho," pleaer provide the monthly total of the maximum daily quanlites of gas to all end-use customers with firm service for the following months (*e.., If the maximum
daily quantiy (OOQ) for each day during Febrotry 2000 I) 150 units, then the cumulative MDQ for F*bruary 2000 Is 1S0 unitllday x 29 days * 4.350 unts):

DOcenber 1"001
Jinuary 2000 _
February 2000

C. I the answer to A was "No, please tum to Pit VI, and complete a approprfate.
0. It the anwer to A was "Yes," provide the following Informallon for the total of all firm natural gas service tarifls or contract categorie for the report Stlat In which you had dellvrties, Indlcate
with n "E" any Informatlon which Is estlmlted,

Monty Oau WoMbly Dam

oZoc - i i . i axo rt, aseo ,n.ln l,.oce */1N sns > no tLvsx Mn·tI tnT va0.. im Jn 2000 F 1o000 1r.1/5I 11.11 1/t.1/2,12 ¶2-t/l 41G.5 415 -.112» 1/3. 2/1 ."0- 1 / 1/27.11

Cumullo- iM xlimum dilly quratriI f g
to e perMead underHM es wrlrM IMn
priod. (I., I m lartm s y auWIy
(,(0) b. sA for d,*te F.,R..y 200 As
IrO I. ow* VWr iJMAu)ruMer McOO
FhllMy lo00e
IWO viuMuy n 9nie 431 ur NiJ

TolIt dell.0fe InUtafmtod I eft period.

Iambt ot dir MxraM unWd gio
oent at teeh ye. IW airoN wr
Mmi tMd hm *Alea ^) , perh Mfte
a(hMsl. dyW et I.l

NWmb o da dly d Iy Wmll fh
feitnctlonl o custe l io n ead prod.
SeW rc was or MIl orlfdJ

0 ~i- las inalm addlUoinal copies tI* fI Erm Gl nlwvy tc solt leo n e iing.

0
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EIA-903

Company Name
State

Part V. Customrer with Firm Naturnl Gas Service Interrupled during January and February 2000

Customer lIst should account for * least 75 percent of the total vodunw of firm srvice which was Inlerrupled, up to a total of 50 companies In the Stale speclfied. If poolble, pleas I11l
customers In order rom lirgest to rmalle<t volumee InUruptld. Th euustomer contact should be In Indlvldual who I familllar vith the eervice arrengements *nd the company practlces
regarding back-up rul Inventorbe end purcheasng pracices. You may use the following forman or you may attach the Informalon using a computer file or other llaUng.

Customer Naom Volume Interrupted Typee of Aternmtiv Fuel Customer Contact Person Telephone Number
(company address, It available) ilotal Ii schedules) Capbillity (If known) (Include -maill addres,. If known)

Pleas mat additional copies of the form as necessary to complete the filing.

i m~ ~ ~~ ___= _ 0 * ____
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EIA-903

Company Nmne
State

Pirt V. Curtomern that Declined Servdie durtng January and February 2000

Plieas provide a lrt of the customer name, contact penon and telephone number for companile that decllned natural gac service when Intbruptlon wer ended and natural ga sarvice was
ofllered/lvllabl In the State speclfled. The cuJomer contat should be an individual who I familiar with the ervkce arangements and the company practice regarding back-up fuel Inventories
end purchasing precilcee. You may use the following fonaet or you may attach the Information using I computer fil o other liting.

Customar Name Customer Contact Penon Telephone Humber
(company address, If aevilabie) (Include eanll addrles, If known)

Pkiles make additional coplis of the form la necelsury to complete the filing.

0
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Form EIA-904

Customer Survey of Natural Gas Service Interruptions in
the Northeast During January and February 2000
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CUSTOMER SURVEY OF NATURAL GAS SERVICE
Energy I on A Di n. 205 INTERRUPTIONS IN THE NORTHEAST DURING

JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 2000

LABEL
Company name

Control 10
State

1. The timely, comprehensive, and accurate submission of this form by those required to report is mandatory under
§13(b) of the Federal Energy Administration Ad of 1974 (FEA Ad) P.L. 93-275.

2. Those required to report are selected users of natural gas located in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire. New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, and Vermont whose supply of natural gas was
interrupted during December 1999, or January or February 2000.

3. This completed form should be filed by June 16. 2000.

4. Data may be submitted directly on this form or In any other formal, such as:

Excel spreadsheet
Word or WordPerfect file

Whatever format is used to report, ensure that answers are provided for all pertinent questions.

5. For general information and/or assistance cal Ms. Dawn Thomas toll free at 1-800-937-8281 extension 2065.

6. Mail the completed form to:
Natural Gas Interruptions
c/o Westat
1650 Research Blvd.
Rockville, MD 20850

or
Fax the completed form to:

301-315-5934
Attn: Natural Gas Interruptions

or
E-mail the completed form to:

thomasd1@Iwestat.com

Fom ELA-904
Form Approved
0MB No. 1905-0200
Expes 08o/312000
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PROVISIOlS FOR CONFIDETlALITY OF INFORMATION

Infomation supplied in response to tis form mwi be kept cornfdentia by the Energy Information Administration as ollows. The Office of Legal

Counsl of the Department of Jusice concluded on March 20. 1991. that te Federal Energy Adminstrat'on Act requires the EIA to provide
company-spedflc data to the Deparbment of Justice. or to any other Federal agency when requesled or official use, which may incude enforcement

of Fedeal law.

The information contained on this form may also be made avalable, upon request to anothef cormponent of the Departnent of Energy (DOE) to any

Committee of Congress. tte General Accountin Office or other Congressional agencies authoraed by law to receive such inlrmation. A court of

competent jurisdiction may obtin this infometon in respnse to an order.

The normation requested in this form wl be kept confidential end not disclosed to the pubic to Dte extent that it satisfies he criteria for exemption

In the Freedom of Infoenation Act (FOIA). S U.S.C. §552. the DOE reguabtons 10 C.F.R. 1004.11. inplernening the FOA and te Trade Secrets

Act 18 U.S.C. §1905.

Upon recept of a request for this infrmation under the FOIA he DOE shal make a fina delermination whether the information is exempt from
disclosue in accordance with he procedures and crbtea prided in the regulaton. To auist us in this detrninalon. respondents should
demonstrate to the DOE that. for example. te infonrnaion contans trade secrets or mmercial or financial ormation whose release woud be

kety to cause substantial harm to meir corpany's competie posito A teletr ccopanying the sutmissbin tat explains (on an elment-by-
element bass) the reasons why the infronafon would be ikely o cause the respondent substantial competitive harm i released to he public would
aid In tis detenlnalon

Public Reporting Burden rf this collecton of Iformation Is esrnated to average 6 hours per response. including he time ot reviewing
nstrucons. searching existing data records. gathering and maintainig the data needed. and completing and reviewing the colection of inornnation.

Send comments regarding this estimate or any other aspec of this collection of inotrnaton. including suggestions tor reducg ths burden. to the

Energy nformaton Administration. Staistics amd Methods Group. El-70. Washington. DC 20585-0670. and to the Office of Intormaton and
Regulatory Affairs. Office of Management and Budge Washington. OC 20503. -
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All selected respondents are required to submit the form and must complete all data items applicable to the company's
operations.

Part I: Identification

Please print. The contact person should be an individual who is familiar with the fuel service arrangements.

1. Name of company if different from front page:

2. Address of contact person (Street, city, state, zip code):

3. Name of contact person:

4. Title:

5. Telephone no.: Fax numbr: _

6: E-mail address:

7. Signature: Date:

Part U: General Information

[ Yes
1. Did you experience an interruption in service of

natural gas during January or February 2000? U No (No further information is required. Please return the
form as instructed on the front page.)

2. When gas supplies were unavailable, did you
use alternative fuels in place of natural gas lor E No (No further information is required. Please return the
your operations? form as instructed on the front page.)

D Distilate fuel oil
3. Please indicate which of the following fuels

were used to substitute for natural gas that was U Propane (LPG)
interrupted during January or February 2000. Kerosene Turbine Fuels
(Check each fuel used.) Kerosene & Turbine Fuels

] Residual Fuel Oils

0 Electricity

D Natural gas (from alternate supplier)

El Other, please specify:

4. In general. during January and February, what
is the maximum percentage of your natural gas %
needs that can be offset with distillate fuel oil?

3
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Only data for selected heating season months for 1998 and 1999 and for selected weeks for 2000 are being requested. If final numbers are not
available for the Information requested, estimated data are acceptable. Indicate with an "E' any estimated data element.

Part Iil. Natural Gas Deliveries and other Energy Purchases In Period
Record monthly natural gas deliveries for the 3 months requested. Provide weekly data for the 9 weeks ending on the dates listed. Record any
liquid fuel purchases for the same periods.

Report total volumes for the period. Indicate the units used for reporting, e.g., thousand cubic feet (Mcf) or dekatherms (Dth).

Interruptible Contract: For purposes of this request, interruptible service includes any contract, tariff, or other type of service arrangement
where the energy supplier agreed to provide service but might discontinue the service upon some agreed upon conditions.

Firm Contract: Any contract, tariff, or other type of service arrangement under which the energy supplier agreed to provide firm continuous
service without any provision for Interruptions during the contract period.

Part IIIA. Natural Gas Deliveries In Period
Interruptible Contract Firm Contract Other

Days Volume Volume Volume Volume
inuIn ter Interrupted delivered delivered delivered

Units used for :. .- ' '..::,
reporting: ; '. ' -:~; ' ^* : Units: Units: Units: Units:
Monthl data- *** .*; : 4*:0. |*: ;, iM, Jl,::4.IX 4 ly '-MU ·-W '!

Dec. 1998
Jan. 1999
Dec, 1999

ending _ _____7_ _,:_ ' . M,_.-' . .__ ._ . ;

Jan. 8
Jan.15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29 _
Feb. 5 ___

0 Feb. 12 __________
0
mr Feb. 19 _
o Feb. 26

4Mar. 4 ...

1% 
4

t,,J



Part II1B. Liquid Fuel Purchases In Period
Kerosene &

Distillate Propane (LPG) Turbine Fuels Residual Fuel Oils

Units used for reporting: Units: Units: Units: Units:
Monthly data ;" -..' .: . ..:.: ... '.;: "- '' " : ', !

Dec. 1998
Jan. 1999
Dec. 1999

Year 2000 week ending ; :; .: ;.' ; ,:.: : :: ;; . .. .t.* F. ;:.i;:. :. .. :'
Jan. 8___________
Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29_____
Feb. 5 _
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 26______
Mar. 4 __

Part IV. Means of Delivery for Purchases of Liquid Fuels
How were deliveries made to
the final point of consumption? Truck Barge Pipeline Other (specify)

Distillate O O C___
Propane (LPG) O D El _
Kerosene & Turbine Fuels O O O n[-
Residual Fuel Oils D D E E O

0
o

01
O

t)



Part V: Distillate Purchases to Offset Natural Gas
Report total volume for the period.

Weekly Data for Year 2000

Units 1/8 1/15 1/22 1/29 2/5 2/12 2/19 2/26 3/4

Distillate

Part VI: Liquid Fuels Consumed In Period
Report total volume for the period. _ _____

Kerosene &
Distillate Propane (LPG) Turbine Fuels Residual Fuel Oils

Units used for reporting: Units: Units: Units: Units:
Monthly data e;^ mdS I.. m.J. S

Nov. 1998
Dec. 1998___
Jan. 1999 __
Nov. 1999_
Dec. 1999

Year 2000 week ending -
Jan. 8 ________________

Jan.15__
Jan. 22__
Jan. 29
Feb. 5_
Feb. 12 ..
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
Mar, 4 --

0
m
0co

6O 6

Co

,-..



Part VII: On.Site Fuel Storage Capacity and Inventories

Part VIIA: On-Slte Distillate Storage Capacity
Report as of end of period.

Monthly Data

Units Nov. 1998 Dec. 1998 Jan. 1999 Dec. 1999 Jan. 2000 Feb. 2000

Distillate

Part VIIB: On.Site Inventories of Liquid Fuels
Report end of period stocks.

Kerosene &
,_____ _, _ _Distillate Propane (LPG) Turbine Fuels Residual Fuel Oils

Units used for reporting: Units: Units: Units: Units:
Monthly data .' j.i'." ' ' ' ^> -'g"t . .iffE. ,4. ;.

Dec. 1998 __
Jan. 1999____
Nov. 1999_
Dec. 1999 ______

Year 2000 week ending .... .... H.- ' ;. -.i' -..
Jan. 8
Jan.15_
Jan. 22_
Jan. 29
Feb. 5
Feb. 12 ___
Feb. 19___
Feb. 26 ______
Mar. 4

0
m

<71c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~7

0
o0
.n

....



Thank you for completing this report.

Please return the completed report to:

Natural Gas Interruptions
c/o Westat

1650 Research Boulevard
Rockville. MD 20850

8
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Appendix D

State Heating Oil Studies
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Appendix D

State Heating Oil Studies

The New York State Energy Research and Development oil Because Rhode Island has a smaller market than New
Authority (NYSERDA), the Rhode Island Department of York, the total interruptible end-use consumption during
Attorney General, and the New Jersey Board of Public both January and February 2000 was low. The relatively
Utilities have investigated the cause of the distillate fuel small volume consumed could be a result of changing fuel
price surge and supply shortfall that occurred during use by interruptible users. According to the Rhode Island
January and February 2000. study, it is becoming more common for electric utilities to

have access to firm service supplies of natural gas as their
NYSERDA estimated that peak-shaving electric alternative during an interruption in service, rather than
generation facilities in the State of New York consumed using distillate fuel oil from storage or purchasing fuel on
approximately 43 million gallons (102,380 barrels) of the spot market. The report found that "Although the
distillate fuel oil during January 2000, and independent interruptions matched the timing of the largest increases
power producers (IPPs) that switched from natural gas to in the #2 distillate fuel oil prices, the volumes of fuel oil
distillate consumed approximately 7.8 million gallons used by interruptible consumers did not have a major
(185,714 barrels). The majority of distillate fuel oil for impact on fuel oil suppliers." [Page 27J
the month of January 2000 occurred in the last two
weeks of the month. For the peak shaving facilities, these The findings in Rhode Island resulted in different policy
estimates include both those facilities that use distillate recommendations than in New York. The development
fuel oil on a regular basis and those facilities that use of a regular publication concerning a distillate (No.2) fuel
distillate as a replacement fuel during a natural gas oil inventory index for consumers and advance
interruption. information about winter fuel supply is the main focus.

Other recommendations include inventory supply
As a result of these findings, the New York Public standards that would require fuel oil suppliers to
Service Commission passed an order requiring certain demonstrate their ability to meet customers' demands
interruptible natural gas customers to maintain a minimum under forecasted winter demands and have sufficient
inventory of their alternative fuel during the winter inventories entering the heating season. Regulatory
heating season. However, some service agreements options requiring minimum inventories for end-users and
specify that interruptible gas customers keep an adequate economic incentives for operators to discourage "just-in-
backup supply and maintain the dual-fuel equipment time" inventory practices are also viable options
necessary to utilize the fuel. The rule as proposed, presented in the Rhode Island study.
requires 10 days storage supply of their alternative fuel,
if that fuel is distillate fuel oil or if the customer serves New Jersey has implemented statewide rules regarding
human need end users. In addition, NYSERDA minimum supply of backup fuels for intcruptiblc
advocates holding a pre-winter meeting between state and customers who use No. 2 distillate fuel oil, No. 4 fuel oil,
federal representatives and petroleum industry jet fuel, or kerosene, and a noncompliance penalty of 10
representatives. Other initiatives addressed in the times their prevailing tariffratc for intcrruptble customers
NYSERDA report involve the cooperation of state, who burn gas during the interruption New Jersey
federal and industry representatives in order to mitigate requires a 7-day supply either through onsite storage or
the effects of a supply disruption or price spike in the through a firm contractual agreement if the customer
distillate fuel oil market plans to continue operating during a gas interruption. This

order took effect November 1. 2000, the start of the
In contrast to the large volume of incremental demand natural gas heating season. Wholesale electric generators,
generated in New York by the electric generation sector, including cogeneration customers with wholesale electric
the Rhode Island Department of Attorney General contracts, are exempt. The stated intent of the order is to
estimated that total fuel oil consumption by all ensure that interruptible customers comply with system
interruptible customers in both the industrial and electric interruption notices so that all firm customers will receive
generation sector for the January-February 2000 period reliable service.
was 1.1 million gallons (26,190 barrels) of distillate fuel

Energy Infonmalkon AdministrJton
Impact of Initruptibi Natural Gas ShokIc on Northaut HNting 0 il 0Dmand 93
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January 2001

Overview
This month's Outlook incorporates our first set of projections through 2002. Key
assumptions include: a soft landing for the U.S. economy in 2001 and solid growth in
2002; generally declining oil and gas prices, although price levels remain relatively high
by historical standards; solid growth in natural gas demand (partly related to weather
this year but fundamentally tied to increases in demand from the electric generation
sector from spring 2001 on); and a return to approximately normal growth in petroleum
demand in the United States for 2001 and 2002 as prices abate and transportation
requirements continue to grow.

Since the end of November, crude oil prices have fallen sharply (the average price for
West Texas Intermediate was $34.30 per barrel in November and $28.40 in December).
Our analysis of industrialized country stocks suggests that additional weakening in the
price through 2001 should be limited, especially given the likelihood of a significant
output cut by OPEC before the winter is done. Indeed, some intermediate increases
from the average December level are likely, in our view. Still, we see average annual
prices declining by about $1.00-$1.50 per barrel in 2001 and by perhaps $5 per barrel in
2002.

Despite scaling back the extent of expected heating oil price rises this winter, we
conclude that typical homes heating with oil will pay about 40 percent more for oil heat
this winter than last year, which is another upward revision in the estimate (Figure 1).
Somewhat lower average prices are being offset by higher demand (particularly in
November and December, both of which exhibited about 28 percent more heating
degree-days in the Northeast in 2000 than they did in 1999). While prices have eased
some in recent weeks, the heating oil market is still relatively tight and subject to
significant volatility. Still, it is worth noting that, despite very cold temperatures over
the last 2 months, the heating oil market has held up rather well.

The natural gas market has served up sharply higher prices since last month, generating
significant upward adjustments in our average winter gas price projections. Very large
increases in heating-related demand appear to have materialized in November and
December, resulting in a sharp reduction of gas available in storage to well below the
previous low recorded by EIA. (The end-December 2000 estimated working gas storage
level is approximately 10 percent below the previous low seen since 1973 which
occurred in 1976). Continued strong demand (from normal weather) this winter would
keep gas stocks at minimal levels for the remainder of the heating season and ensure
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Figure 1. Consumer Winter Heating Oil Costs

A verage Northeast Household Heating With Oil

97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01
Actual Actual Actual Base Fcst.

Gal 636 650 644 717

$/gal $0.92 $0.80 $1.18 $1.48

Cost ($) $585 $520 $760 $1,061

0m
0o

° Sources: History: EIA; Projections: Short.Term Energy Outlook, January 2001.(0
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strong injection-season demand next spring and summer. We see average gas wellhead
prices as averaging about $5.20 per thousand cubic feet (md) in 2001 (compared to an
estimated $3.70 in 2000) and about $4.50 per mcf in 2002.

We have raised our estimates of increased heating expenses for residential consumers
who heat with natural gas to approximately 70 percent above 1999-2000 levels for the
current heating season figure 2). Our previous estimate was between 50 and 55
percent. Much higher estimated demand (particularly due to the cold weather in
November and December) as well as somewhat higher residential prices combined to
generate the higher estimates. The expected 45-percent increase in the nominal average
residential price would be the highest season-to-season growth rate since at least 1975.

International
Crude Oil Prices. We currently estimate that the monthly average U.S. imported crude
oil price in December was $25.50 per barrel (about $28.40 for West Texas Intermediate
crude oil), or about $6 per barrel lower than in November (Figure 3).

EIA had earlier expected that the tight oil stock situation in the OECD countries would
continue to provide price support, and prevent prices from falling significantly until
mid-2001. Recent price declines have indicated more weakness in the near-term market.
However, EIA believes that the OPEC basket oil price (roughly equivalent to the
average U.S. imported crude oil price) will remain well within (and probably toward
the higher end of) OPEC's target range. of $22 - $28 per barrel in 2001, particularly if
OPEC institutes significant cuts in oil production in the early part of 2001. In fact, we
believe that some near term price increases may appear until the extent of any OPEC
cuts is sorted out. EIA then projects that oil prices will decline in 2002 toward the lower
end of the target range as industrialized country oil stocks move closer to normal levels.

International Oil Supply. OPEC members have suggested that an agreement in
principle has been reached to reduce production quotas at its January 17 meeting. EIA's
assumes that as a result of this agreement, actual OPEC 10 production levels will
decline by about 1 million barrels per day from December levels by spring, with half of
this decline coming from Saudi Arabia. With this assumed decline, OPEC 10 production
is expected to return to roughly its July 2000 level. Although EIA had previously
projected that OPEC would need to cut output to support prices, the larger cutbacks
being discussed by OPEC have resulted in EIA's lowering its projection of OPEC
production in 2001 by 500,000 barrels per day from the previous Outlook (Figure 4).

Iraqi efforts to end U.N. sanctions have resulted in falling exports and production over
the past few weeks. These efforts are assumed to continue, and EIA has lowered its
projections slightly for Iraqi exports and production in 2001.

2
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Figure 2. Consumer Winter Natural Gas Costs

Average Midwest Household, U.S. Prices

97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01
Actual Actual Actual Base Fcst

Mcf 82.4 84.5 81.7 96.8

($/Mcf) $6.56 $6.27 $6.61 $9.58

Cost($) $541 $530 $540 $927

m
o
o0

|Do Sources: History: EIA; Projections: Short-Term Energy Outlook, January 2001.
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Figure 3. WTI Crude Oil Price: Base Case and 95%
Confidence Interval
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Figure 4. OPEC Crude Oil Production 2000-2002
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Non-OPEC production is expected to increase by about 0.8 million barrels per day in
2001 and 2002 after posting an estimated increase of 1.2 million barrels per day in 2000.
Between 40 percent and 50 percent of these increases are expected to come from the
former Soviet Union, with smaller increases from other regions (Table 3. No further
increases are expected from the North Sea as output from new fields is not expected to
outstrip declines in maturing fields.

International Oil Demand. World oil demand is expected to continue to grow despite
concerns over a gradual economic slowdown in the industrialized countries (Figure 5).
In part, this is due to the projected decline in world oil prices over the next 2 years.
World oil demand growth in 2001 and 2002 is expected to be about 2 million barrels per
day, similar to the growth that was seen in the 1995-1997 period. Non-OECD Asia is
expected once again to be the leading region for oil demand growth this year, although
near-term growth rates there are unlikely to match those seen in the early to mid 1990s.

World Oil Inventories. EIA does not attempt to estimate oil inventory levels on a global
basis; however, the direction global oil inventories are headed is discerned from EIA's
world oil supply and demand estimates. These estimates provide only a rough guide
because of what has come to be known as the "missing barrels problem". The available
limited data for tracking inventories suggest that inventories have not been building as
fast as any of the global supply/demand estimates (including EIA's) would indicate,
and that some of the oil that is counted as being produced worldwide simply becomes
unaccounted for. As a result, ELA's estimated global inventory increases are likely
overstated because they include an uncertain "missing barrels" component

EIA estimates that total OECD oil stocks (induding strategic reserves) reached 3,740
million barrels at the end of December 2000 (Figure 6). That represented a year-to-year
increase of about 40 million barrels. More than all of that increase came from outside the
United States, since total U.S. stocks declined by about 20 million barrels over the
period. We have allowed for some strong increases in industrialized country stocks in
2001, such that normal levels may be reached by the beginning of 2002 That sort of
development would seem to be required for world oil prices to move into the lower end
of OPEC's target range for prices in 2002

U. S. Energy Prices

Distillate Fuel (Heating Oil and Diesel Fuel). Particularly because crude oil prices
have weakened since late November, but also because heating oil stock levels have not
deteriorated recently despite very cold weather in the Northeast, our current estimate
for average heating oil prices in the late fourth quarter of 2000 have been reduced. We
now think that Q4 2000 heating oil prices probably averaged $1.45 per gallon, 6 cents
lower than our previous estimate. We now anticipate winter average prices to be

3
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Figure 5. Annual World Oil Demand
(Changes from Previous Year)
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Figure 6. Total OECD Oil Stocks*
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distributed around $1.48 compared to $1.52 in our previous Outlook. Despite this, retail
heating oil prices, which averaged an estimated $1.48 per gallon this past December,
were at the highest monthly levels recorded (in nominal terms). Prices have increased
substantially since July, gaining 33 cents per gallon in 5 months (Figure 7). The national
average price in December, was 44 cents per gallon above the December 1999 price. The
considerably low level of inventories for distillate fuel, particularly heating oil, explains
most of price rise. Given the currently low level of distillate stocks, a prolonged cold
spell in the Northeast could lead to a repeat of last year's heating oil price spikes. Just
recently, the monthly average spread of 80 cents per gallon between the December 2000
retail heating oil price and the crude oil (WTI) price exceeded the record 72 cents per
gallon that occurred last February. At that time, a period of very cold weather in the
Northeast, in combination with notably low stocks of distillate fuel, led to sharp spikes
in heating oil and diesel fuel prices in New England and other areas in the region. (For
the month of February 2000, the national average prices of heating oil and diesel fuel
were $1.42 and $1.45 per gallon, respectively.) It should be noted that except for a
period from late January through the first half of February, the winter in the Northeast
(where 75 percent of the nation's heating oil is consumed) was actually warmer than
normal.

Thus despite some bearish signs lately, a risk still exists this winter for further sharp
price jumps similar to what happened last February, especially if the weather stays
unusually cold in the Northeast. For the U.S., distillate stocks are currently about 21
million barrels below the-low end of the normal range (Figure 8). The additional
supplies of crude oil released from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve under an exchange
program in late October of last year probably prevented the U.S. distillate supply
situation from becoming even tighter than it is now.

Unless the remainder of the winter in the Northeast is unusually mild or world crude
oil prices drop substantially, the projected high prices for heating oil and diesel fuel will
continue until next spring. In December, crude oil prices did plunge significantly from
the previous month, declining by $6.00 per barrel or about 14 cents per gallon.
However, crude oil prices currently are showing some signs of heading back up.
Nevertheless, the December drop in crude oil prices allowed retail heating oil prices to
ease a bit. Assuming normal heating demand, with tight stocks and relatively high
crude oil prices, we expect that winter residential heating oil prices will average $1.48
per gallon, or about 30 cents more per gallon compared to the last winter (Figure 1). We
note that this average is about 4 cents per gallon below our.winter average projections
reported last month.

Motor Gasoline. Pump prices seem to have been heading back down. The retail price
for regular unleaded motor gasoline fell an estimated 9 cents per gallon from October to
December. Assuming that our crude oil price path holds, we project that retail motor

4
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Figure 7. Residential Heating Oil Prices: Base Case
and 95% Confidence Interval
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Figure 8. U.S. Total Distillate Fuel Stocks
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gasoline prices will decline an additional 6 cents this month, then rise modestly as the
2001 driving season begins in the spring. (Figure 9). For the summer of 2001, we expect
little change from the average price of $1.50 per gallon seen during the previous driving
season, as motor gasoline stocks going into the driving season are projected to be
slightly less than they were last year (Figure 10). Such a development could set the stage
for some regional imbalances in supply that could once again bring about significant
price volatility in the U.S. gasoline market.

Natural Gas. Spot wellhead prices have shown some spectacular gains since the
summer, averaging well over $4.00 per thousand cubic feet during a normally low-price
season. For most of September through November, these prices have floated above
$5.00 per thousand cubic feet, more than double the price of one year ago (igure 11).
For the month of December, the spot wellhead price averaged an unheard of $8.36 per
thousand cubic feet. Never have spot gas prices at the wellhead been this high for such
a sustained period of time. Although high oil prices have encouraged the current
strength in gas prices, the predominant reason for these sustained high gas prices was,
and still is, uneasiness about the winter supply situation. For much of the summer, low
levels of underground storage raised concerns about the availability of winter supplies.
Now that the winter has really started, the most severe assumptions about low storage
levels have come true. The low levels of gas storage have put the spot market in an
extremely volatile position. This was evident last month and early this month when
short-term forecasts of colder weather resulted in one-day spot price jumps of $200 per
thousand cubic feet. The spot wellhead price breached $10.00 per thousand cubic feet on
four separate days last December. Forecasts of warmer weather had the opposite effect,
producing downward price plunges of well over $1.00 per thousand cubic feet in a
period of one trading day.

Underground working gas storage levels are currently about 31 percent below year-ago
levels and a remarkable 23 percent below the previous 5-year average. Thus, assuming
normal weather for the remainder of the heating season, wellhead prices this winter
should probably stay above $6.00.per thousand cubic feet. We are projecting that winter
(October-March) natural gas prices at the wellhead will average about $6.23 per
thousand cubic feet, more than two and one half times the price of last winter. Without
question, higher end-use prices will result from higher projected wellhead prices. If our
base case projections hold, residential prices for natural gas this winter would be about
46 percent higher than last year during that period. For the entire year 2000, the average
wellhead price for natural gas averaged an estimated $3.73 per thousand cubic feet, an
increase of 72 percent from the previous year (Table A4). Prices should descend from
their winter highs in the spring and summer of this year by about $2.00 per thousand
cubic feet as the weather-related demand recedes. Still, for the year 2001, assuming
normal weather and our projection of low underground storage levels through most of
the year, we do not expect wellhead prices to drop below $4.00 per thousand cubic feet.

5
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Figure 9. Retail Motor Gasoline Prices*: Base Case
and 95% Confidence Interval
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Figure 10. Gasoline Stocks
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Figure 11. Natural Gas Spot Prices: Base Case and
95% Confidence Interval
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In fact, our forecast calls for an annual average wellhead price of over $5.00 per
thousand cubic feet. Next year, we expect the storage situation to improve modestly
and with that, a decrease in the average annual wellhead price. Increases in production
and imports of natural gas needed to keep pace with the rapidly growing demand for
natural gas will be accompanied, for the time being, by relatively expensive supplies for
gas due to rising production costs and capacity constraints on the pipelines.

California continues to suffer particularly high natural gas prices (more than twice as
high as recent national averages). High demand for gas-fired electricity generation,
relatively low gas storage levels, low hydroelectric and nuclear power availability,
coupled with heavy demand for gas for heating due to relatively cold temperatures in
the region, has severely strained the gas supply system in that State. Adequate supplies
of gas from out of state to meet strong gas demand are seriously limited due to pipeline
capacity constraints at the State border.

Electric Utility Fuels. The rapid rise in gas prices last summer and fall has pulled
delivered gas prices above heavy fuel oil prices, on a cost per Btu basis. (Figure 12). As
this situation is likely to persist, we anticipate some recovery in the amount of oil used
for power generation over the very low levels seen since late 1999.

U.S. Oil Demand

The most recently available data indicate that total petroleum demand in 2000 grew less
than 30,000 barrels per day, or 0.1 percent, from that of the previous year. That contrasts
with the 600,000 barrels-per-day, or 3.2-percent growth of the previous year. Both first-
quarter warm weather and price increases contributed to the sharp slowdown in
growth. Motor gasoline demand declined an estimated 0.7 percent for the year in
response to the mid-year run-up in retail prices. Although those prices have retreated
somewhat from their mid-year peak, they are still well above those of a year ago. As a
result, the decline in motor gasoline demand accelerated during the course of the year.
Total jet fuel growth in 2000 averaged 1.8 percent compared to 3.1 percent in 1999.
Cbmmercial jet fuel demand, however, registered a 3.9-percent increase, even larger
than the previous year's 3.5-percent growth rate despite an almost 10-percent increase
in ticket prices. But jet fuel used as a winter-season blending component in diesel fuel
declined substantially as a result of warm weather in the first quarter. Distillate fuel oil
demand, however, grew an estimated 3.7 percent in 2000. The 5.4-percent growth in
transportation demand, buoyed by continued robust economic expansion, was partly
offset by the 1.7-percent decline. in space-heating demand resulting from the mild
winter weather. Despite rising prices and warm weather that depressed demand in the
first half of the year, residual fuel oil demand eked out an estimated 1.1-percent growth
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Figure 12. Fossil Fuel Prices to Electric Utilities
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for 2000, led by recent recovery of demand by industrial customers and power
generators. The colder-than-average weather, a retreat in prices from their mid-year
peak, and the recent spike in natural gas prices contributed to a recovery in the second
half of 2000. Industrial demand for residual fuel oil staged a dramatic comeback
beginning in the third quarter, and power-generation demand, having languished for
much of the year, picked up substantially in the final quarter of the year.

During the next 2 years, energy prices are projected to continue to moderate, disposable
personal income is expected to grow at.robust rates due in part to reductions in tax
rates, and weather patterns are assumed to be normal. Petroleum demand is therefore
projected to exhibit strong growth throughout the forecast interval, averaging 440,000
barrels per day, or 22 percent, per year (Figure 13). In the current year, total petroleum
demand is projected to average 20 million barrels per day for the first time. Reversing
last year's decline, motor gasoline demand is projected to increase once again, with
growth averaging 1.8 percent per year. Commercial jet fuel demand is projected to
continue to increase steadily at a 3.1-percent average rate. That demand is bolstered not
only by continued increases in disposable income but also a slow taming of ticket-price
inflation to 3 percent compared to 3 percent in the previous 2 years. Distillate fuel oil
demand is projected to increase at a 2-percent average rate: Transportation diesel fuel
demand is projected to expand 3 percent, but space-heating fuel demand is projected to
remain flat. Residual fuel oil demand, however, is expected to remain flat during the
forecast interval. Increases in shipments to power generators, reflecting price declines
and assumptions of normal weather, are projected to be offset by declines in the other
sectors brought about by a recovery by natural gas demand.

U.S. Oil Supply

Average domestic oil production is expected to increase by 58,000 barrels per day or 1.0
percent in 2001, to a level of 5.89 million barrels of oil per day (Figure 14). For 2002, a 0.9
percent decrease is expected and results in a production rate of 5.84 million barrels of
oil per day average for the year.

Lower-48 States oil production is expected to increase by 5,000 barrels per day to a rate
of 4.87 million barrels per day in 2001, and followed by a decrease of 77,000 barrels per
day in 2002. Oil production from the Mars, Auger, Troika, Ursa, and Diana-Hoover
Federal Offshore fields is expected to account for about 8.44 percent of the lower-48 oil
production by the 4th quarter of 2002.
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Figure 13. Petroleum Products Demand
(Year-to-Year Change)
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Figure 14. U.S. Crude Oil Production
(Year-to-Year Change)
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Alaska is expected to account for 17.9 percent of the total U.S. oil production in 2002. Its
oil production is expected to increase by 5.4 percent in 2001 and again increase by 2.4
percent in 2002. A substantial portion of the oil production from Alaska comes from the
giant Prudhoe Bay Field. Production from the Kuparuk River field plus like production
from West Sak, Tabasco and.Tarn fields is expected to stay at an average of 236,000
barrels per day in 2001. The Alpine field is expected to come on in last quarter of 2000 at
an initial rate of 40,000 barrels per day peaking at 80,000 barrels per day in mid 2001.

Natural Gas Demand and Supply

We estimate that severe winter weather in November and December 2000 pushed
natural gas demand in these months to levels averaging 15 percent higher than a year
ago, led by the residential and commercial sectors. The jump in natural gas prices
served to dampen higher demand levels in the industrial and utility sectors, however,
as generating units able to switch to other fuels presumably did so. Assuming normal
weather for the remainder of the forecast period, natural gas demand is projected to
grow by 2.9 percent in 2001 and by 2.7 percent in 2002, compared with estimated
demand of 4.5 percent in 2000.

For the fourth quarter of 2000, gas-weighted heating degree-days were estimated to
have been up by 28 percent over last year's relatively mild fourth quarter. Gas demand
likewise is estimated to have increased by 10 percent over year ago. Over the entire 6
months of winter (October 1, 2000 to March 31, 2001) natural gas demand is expected to
be up by 7 percent over last winter, assuming normal weather for the remainder of the
season. This strong overall growth rate follows from the calculation that residential and
commercial sector demand could be up by 17 percent over last winter.

The forecast for overall natural gas demand growth in 2001 is 29 percent for the year,
down considerably from our projected growth rate in last month's Outlook (Figure 15)
Partly, this lower growth rate for 2001 results from higher estimates for Q4 2000
demand due to colder-than-normal weather. Higher gas price projections also reduce
expected industrial use in 2001 more than previously estimated. In 2002, the forecast
calls for a somewhat slower 2.7 percent growth rate.

In 2001 and 2002, natural gas demand in the industrial sector is expected to increase by
4.0 percent and 5.7 percent, respectively. Natural gas demand for nonutility electricity
generation in 2001 is now expected to be up by a solid 9.0 percent. Electric utility gas
demand is still expected to remain about level with consumption rates seen in 2000.
This distinction is due in part to sales of electric generating plants by electric utilities to
unregulated generating companies, fuel consumption by which is currently recorded by
EIA in the industrial sector. We assume, for the purposes of the forecast, that no
additional sales of generating units to unregulated entities occur, but that assumption
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Figure 15. Annual Changes in Natural Gas Demand by Sector
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merely affects the label attached to the fuel demand source, not the overall demand
trend.

We have increased our expected rate of gas production growth in North America for
the year 2001. Significant increases in new supply will be required to meet expected
increases in demand for space heating and power generation and to prevent storage
conditions from deteriorating to a worse condition than has already been experienced
this year. Domestic gas production for 2001 and 2002 is expected to increase as
production responds to the high rates of drilling experienced over the past year.
Production is estimated to have risen by 1.1 percent in 2000 and it is forecast to increase
by significantly higher rates of 5.4 percent rate in 2001 and 25 percent in 2002. The U.S.
natural gas rig count on December 29 was 879 rigs.

According to the American Gas Association (AGA), during the week ending December
29, a total of 209 billion cubic feet was withdrawn from storage, bringing the total of
working gas to 53 percent full, or 1,729 bcf. Translating the AGA data into EIA end-
month statistics, we estimate that gas stocks were about 780 bcf below year-ago levels
and about 520 bcf below the previous 5-year average (Figure 16). With almost three

.months of winter still to go, falling stocks have raised fears about the domestic supply
situation, helping to elevate spot and futures prices.

Net imports of natural gas are projected to rise by about 16 percent in 2001 and by
another 4 percent in 2002. During the winter months, net imports are about 10 percent
higher than flows during the rest of the year and usually increase to full pipeline
capacity. While Canadian export capacity may not be fully utilized this winter, we
expect net imports to be 7.8 percent higher than last winter's imports. The Alliance
Pipeline began carrying gas from western Canada to the Midwest on December 1,
having been delayed from its original October 2 opening. A new report by Canada's
National Energy Board predicts that gas deliverability from Western Canada will rise
by 1.1 bcf/d by 2002, due to the ongoing drilling boom. Western Canada supplies 15
percent of the gas consumed in the United States.

The critical power situation in California highlights the inter-related tightness in both
electricity and gas markets. As environmental regulations on coal and oil fired
generation units have become more strict over the past few years, gas fired generators
began to take on more of the baseload burden. And as power generation demand has
increased, demand for gas has increased with it

California lacks the pipeline capacity to provide enough natural gas to all the new
power plants in development, let alone its current supply demands. Also, the region is
short on the electricity generating capacity and transmission wires to deliver enough
power into a market that is growing at 4% annually. California had the highest gas
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Figure 16. Working Gas in Storage
(Percentage Difference from Previous 5-Year

Average)
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prices in the nation during the month of December. The lack of adequate power
reserves this winter has been a repeat of last summer's situation. The economic impact
of high natural gas and electricity prices is that many manufacturers of various
commodities have chosen to interrupt operations and resell contracted energy back into
the regional market

Electricity Demand and Supply

Total annual electricity demand growth (utility sales plus industrial generation for own
use) is projected at 1.7 percent in 2001 and 1.8 percent in 2002. This is compared with
estimated sales in 2000 that were 5.3 percent higher than the previous year's level, as
much a result of the surprisingly low growth rate reported for 1999 as an indicator of
robust growth in 2000. Electricity demand growth is expected to be slower in the
forecast years than it was in 2000 partly because economic growth is also slowing from
its higher 2000 level.

This winter's overall heating degree-days (HDD) are assumed to be almost 18 percent
above last winter's HDD, which were well below normal. This is based on the very cold
temperatures seen in November and December, as well as on the assumption that the
remainder of the winter will be normal. This winter, total electricity sales by electric
utilities are expected to be up by 3.9 percent over last winter's sales, driven by increased
demand in the residential and commercial sectors, which are expected to be up by 6.6
and 3.4 percent, respectively (Figure 17 and Table 10).

In the fourth quarter of 2000, previously falling demand for oil-fired generation began
to turn around as the price differential between natural gas and oil in the electricity
generating sector shifted to favor oil, prompting those plants which can switch to oil to
do so. The favorable price differential for oil relative to gas is expected to continue
through the forecast period. Growth in coal-fired generation also turned positive in the
fourth quarter of 2000. Nevertheless, by the second half of 2001, expected increases in
gas-fired capacity are expected to keep gas demand for power generation growing.

Supply problems in California for gas-fired electricity generation have helped to boost
gas prices and have frequently caused interruptible customers to be cut off in that state.
The situation in California is characterized by low gas storage, gas pipeline bottlenecks,
continuing cold weather, high demand and low hydro and nuclear electric power
availability. California spot gas prices have spiked at as high as $59 per million Btu in
December. Average California gas prices have dramatically outstripped prices
elsewhere in the country this fall (Figure 18). These supply problems are following on
last summer's supply problems with no obvious end currently visible.
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Figure 17. Annual Changes in U.S. Electricity Demand
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Figure 18.Comparison of Key Natural Gas Prices:
Monthly Average Delivered to Pipeline Prices in
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On December 13, 2000, the Clinton administration invoked its emergency powers to
require power generators and marketers to sell their surplus electricity to California to
prevent imminent blackouts. Under the Federal Power Act, out-of-state generators and
marketers who were balking at selling power into California were required to do so
immediately. A number of state generators were also refusing to sell power, fearing the
utilities would not be able to pay spot market prices which have been as high as $3,000
per megawatt-hour, about 100 times higher than a year ago. However, on January 2, the
FERC refused to order power generators to sell electricity to California utilities at rates
under their cost of service, and on January 3, the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) issued an order that gave the utilities less than half the rate increases they were
requesting. Pacific Gas and Electric and Southern California Edison both claim they are
now facing bankruptcy due to unrecovered costs related to power sales.
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Table HL1. U. S. Energy Supply and Demand
Y-ar [ Annual Percent. « Change

199 2| 000 | 2001 2002 19992000| 20002001 2001-2002
Real Groa Domestic Product (GDP)
(billion chained 1996 dollars) .................... 876 9334 9634 10033 5.2 32 4.1

bpoted Crude Oil Price
(nominal ddlan per barrel)........................ 1722 27.86 26.92 21.28 61.8 -3.4 -21.0

Petroleum Supply (milion barrels per day)
Crude Oi Pduction ... .......... ... S.S8 5.84 5.89 5.84 -0.7 0.9 -0.8

Total Pebteun Net mports
(incudirg SPR) ....................................... 9.1 1008 10.76 11.18 1.7 6.7 3.9

Energy Demand

WoMd Petroleum
(milion barrels per day)............................. 84 75.9 77.9 79.9 1.5 26 26

Petmleum
(mrilion barrels per day)............................. 19.52 19.55 20.00 20.43 0.2 23 2.2

Nabtal Gas

(trilion cubic feet) ................................... 21.70 - 22.69 23.35 23.98 4.6 2.9 2.7

Coal'
(million short tons) ..................... ............ 1044 1063 1105 1133 1.8 4.0 2.5

Electricity (billion kilovatthours)
Ulity Sales' ......................................... 3236 3398 3447 3512 5.0 1.4 .9
Nouilty/Sales * .................. ........... 165 206 218 220 11.4 58 - 0.9
ToWl . .......................... .... 3421 3603 3665 3733 5.3 1.7 1.9

Ttal Enegy Demand'
(quadrillion Blu) ..................................... 97.1 98.3 100.2 102.3 1.2 1.9 2.1

Total Eneigy Demand per Doar of GDP
(thousand Btu per 1996 Dolar).................. 10.94 10.53 10.40 10.19 -3 7 -1.2 -2.0

Renewable Energy as Percent of Total ... 7.2 71 7.0 7.0

Refas to hr r efinrr crquisiron cost (RAC) of niportrd Crudl ol.
induldes 1a.a nondaSnata.
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'Annurl Nortinuty Pow Prodrucr ReportD' DatU r 199 are ematnuts.

The crnvrsion from phyical units ID Btu is clctulaled by using a suot of conrrsion factors ud in th clcuiabons ptonmed for gross energy
sonrumrpbon m Enrgy Intr(rnltion AOdinirslraton. Monr/y Energy Re.wi (MER). ConuAeQuntLr. h. hisloricra data may not precatl y mntch those puibihihd
I the LIER or, he Anoul Er~y Rerir (AER.

O
9
Rnela.te *nergy indces minor componwtos of non-nretd ain warbl energy. wtich is ranrabl*e enrgy Ihl is riher bought nor Sold. eiler

dilrcoy or indirctly. as inputs to nurloteld enrgy. The Enurgy Infonmnon AedmnistrWion does not lstinmla or Projecl toul Conurmption of nor-marntl
renewable *nwrgy.
SPR: StrSlic Peaoliosu Resrl.
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The borecass wro generaltd by simulation of ihe Shon-Term Inltgraed Forecasting System.
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Table 1. U.S. Macroeconomic and Weather Assumptions
2000 2001 2002 Year

I1nt | 2nd | 3rd | 4lth 1t | 2nd 3r th 1t I 2nd 3rd 4th 12000 |2001 2002

Macro/conomic

Real Gross Domesic Product
(bdionchained 1996dolas-SAAR)........ 9192 9319 9374 9453 9520 9591 9669 9757 9866 9972 10087 10207 9334 9634 10033

Perenlage Change from PriorYear........ 5.3 6.1 5.3 4.1 3.6 29 31 12 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.2 3.2 4.1

Annuaized Parcran Change
om Prior Quarter ....................... . 4.7 5.5 2.3 3.4 28 10 3.2 3.7 4.5 4.3 4.6 48

GOP Impidt Prce Deflator
(Index. 1996=1.000)........................ 1.062 1.068 1.073 1.080 1.087 1.092 1.096 1.101 1.107 1.112 1.116 1.121 1.071 1.094 1.114

Percentage Change rom Prior Year.......... 1. 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.4 2.2 22 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.2 2.2 1.8

Real Osposable Persanal inacne
(bilionchained 1996 Dolars-SAAR)........ 6443 6502 6541 6560 6646 6735 6818 6888 6977 7059 7139 7221 6512 6771 7099

PercentageChange frm PriorYear ........ 29 3.1 3.1 2.3 3.1 3.6 4.2 50 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.8 2.9 4.0 4.8

Manufacturing Production
ndex 19961.000)............................. 1.216 1.239 1.251 1.262 1.275 1.285 1.295 1.303 1.313 1.323 1.336 1.348 1.242 1.290 1.330

Peranrdage Changero PriorYear....... 5.9 6.6 6.5 5.6 49 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.0 32 35 62 3.8 3.1

OECD Economic Growth (peent) ......... 3.7 3.1 3.3

Weather

Heating Degree-Days
US .................................................... 2023 485 96 1854 2236 519 86 1622 2234 518 86 1622 4458 4463 4459
New England .................................. 3007 909 200 2383 3177 885 167 2238 3174 883 167 2237 6499 6467 6462
Mdde Atarnic.................:.................... 2713 692 126 2194 2895 701 105 2003 2891 700 105 2002 5725 5703 5698
U.S. Gas-Weighted................................ 2115 512 100 1956 2354 555 90 1714 2351 555 90 1714 4683 4714 4710

Coling Degcee-ays (U.S.)..................... 45 380 750 68 32 346 781 76 33 347 782 76 1252 1235 1237

"Macrononomc proiion.s Iromn DRItrcGri-Hill modal loncasl re srmonAlty adjate*d at annual rat- and modiied as aporooDnae ID t mid omm 0il pnce

bOECD: Orgnizlion for Economic Coopration and Derelopmire: Austrne. Ausir. Belgium. CCanada. Denmark. Finland. France. Geomany. GraCe. Irland.
Inland. tuiy. Japan. Luamlnourg. te Nethtltnds Nay Zeland. Nonay. Ponuga. Spah. Svadle. Swzterlnd. T'urfey. mo Un Kingaom. and Ite Unsed Statu.
The CUrch Republic. Hungcry. Meico. Poland. and South Kora am a members of OECD. tbu r nol ylet inlud d in our OECO esaes

CpopuAlaonri-igheO dere dayo. A derg day Indicaeo he ternperitura vertaton trom 65 degrees Fahrenhet (caloulted es the simple are9 o tne daily
minimum ana ryumum trrnpemturuas) Weignld by 190 Popurd on.

SAAR: Seasonaly-diusled *nruawid rat.
Note: Hislorical dlata a prined in bold: fonkcasu a h lics.
Sourcet: Hi.torical data lltes dat vailib* horn: U.S. Departenl of Commuce. Bureau l1 Economic Anltrysi; u.s. Department o Commenrce Habona

Oceanic and Atmostheric Adminirration: Federal Reser System. Statisical Rels G. 17(419). Projectbos of OECO gnrrth are ased on WEFA Group. World
EconomIc Ouook. Voklme 1. Macroeconomrc projctions are brse on ORMcCGrw-Hilt Forecat CONTROL1200.
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Table 2. U.S. Energy Indicators: Mid World Oil Price Case
I2000 2001 2002 Year

a1t | 2nd | 3d | 4 1st | 2nd | 3rd a 4th Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 2000 2001 2002

Macroecononmi 
·

Rel Fixed InYtirnnt

(biion tlairs d te199dol ) ...... 1731 1779 1792 1815 1834 1854 1868 1881 1898 1926 1956 1988 1779 1860 1942
Raai Exchange Rate

indx) ......................................... .16 1.210 1.247 1.277 1.287 1.263 1.257 1.240 1.210 1.197 1.187 1.173 1.224 1.262 1.192
business Inventory Chanc

(biol chained 1996 doarS-AAR).... 10.3 17.6 21.0 14.4 7.6 5.8 5.4 3.9 5.3 5.2 6.4 7.3 15.8 5.7 6.0
Pmrducr Price ndex

(Cnd. 198e2-1. ) .......................... 1.301 1.321 1.334 1.351 1.359 1.349 1.340 1.336 1.342 1.346 1.349 1.353 1.327 1.346 1.347
Conrsufnf Prnic lnd*a

(inOde. 192-t984-.0) .................. 1.702 1.717 1.730 1.746 1.756 1.762 1.768 1.775 1.785 1.793 1.802 1.811 1.724 1.765 1.798
Paroleun Poduct Price neox

fnde,. 1982't.000)........................... 0.33 0.911 0.931 0.959 0.936 0.903 0.859 0.847 0827 0.753 0.691 0.693 0909 0.886 0741
Non-F"m Employment

(ion) .................... .............. 130.6 131.6 131.6 1321 132.2 132.5 132.8 133.1 133.5 133.8 134.4 134.9 131.5 132.7 134.1
Commercial Empooymenl

I(mronl) ...................................... 91.2 91.7 92.1 92.6 92.9 93.2 93.6 94.0 94.4 94.9 95.4 96.0 91.9 93.4 95.2
ToWl Industsl Production

(nd l9x. 6=.. ......................... 7 1.187 1.210 1.221 1.229 1.241 1.250 1.258 1.265 1.273 1.282 1.294 1.307 1.212 1.253 1.289
Housing Stock

(lrans) ............................ ......... 115.7 115. 116.2 116.6 116.9 117.2 117.5 117.8 118.1 118.4 118.7 119.1 116.1 117.4 118.6

MlIscllItnouI

Gas Weightdl Indusnila Produdcion

(irde. 1996-1.000) ....................... 1.096 1.096 1.091 1.095 1.102 1.112 1.121 1.130 1.140 1.148 1.156 1.164 1.094 1.116 1152

Vehice Mils Trsvatd b
(million mllUsay)............................ 6820 7596 7632 7240 7046 7755 7782 7338 7088 7828 8049 7620 7323 7482 7649

Vethlc Fuel Elffclncy

([dx. 8g9-).0 oo .......................... 1.004 1.018 0.994 1.003 1.019 1.021 1.000 0.994 1.011 1.014 1.013 1.009 1.004 1.008 1.012
Rual Vhcle Fuel Cosi

ns pxr mle)................................ 17 4.1 7 42 4.27 428 4.00 4.04 3.98 3.97 3.82 3.61 3.38 3.36 4.25 4.00 3.54
Air Travl Capacy

(mill. avilable ton-niles/dly) ........... 42.9 481.0 498.5 485.9 482.5 505.1 522.0 510.7 505.4 5254 543.0 532.8 479.7 5052 5268
Airrarf UUtialubon

(miillt. rinu tonrmiltay).............. -- 254.9 283.9 297.1 281.4 276.9 295.6 309.6 294.4 289.2 308.0 322.7 308.8 279.4 294.2 307.3
Ablane rTalel Pri( IrIes

(ie. 982-19-1.000)................... 2.309 2.419 2.474 2.381 2.449 2.479 2.487 2.513 2.545 2.546 2.536 2.549 2.396 2.482 2.544
Rz. Steel POduCbon

(mtiion bns) ................................. 29.02 29.30 29.10 2914 28.99 2900 28.36 28.64 28.57 28.94 28.61 29.17 116.56 114.99 115.29

0r0lommnomnic poiearns rino DRKMcGrwr-Hi modi M M forscaSts a·- asIonacy *aduslad at annual rMIs Ind troditlld *s i*or opDriat to is mI world 04 PfCO

Ilndu0es * higway tranl.
SAAR: Seasonaly-dutsled annualize rate.
Hote: Historicl data are printed in bold: orecast u in It ullcs.
Sources: Hisroificl data latest Ou t arvlble Irom: U.S. OpArtnret o( Comnwrc. Bur¢eU o Economic Analysis: U.S. epartmnlt o Cornnrfc. Nationa

Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrminitlition: Federal Reser System. Sltfisttkc Re e G.tt(419): U.S. Depranment of Transpotabtonl A rucan Iron *nd Stle
)nsiute. Macroeconomic proJetions a*r basd on DRtVcGCr.-44i Forica CONTROL1200.
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Table 3. International Petroleum Supply and Demand: Mid World Oil Price Case
(Million Barrels per Day, Except OECD Commercial Stocks)

2000 2001 2002 Year
tlsti~ ndI~rdI~tlll Iet I2 r I let .2002IYear

1t 2nd 3rd I 4th t nd 3rd th 1 2nd 3rd 4th 20001 2001 2002

Demand'
OECD

U.S. (50 States)................................. 19.1 19.3 19.8 19.9 19.8 19.8 20.1 20.3 20.2 20.2 20.6 20.7 19.5 20.0 20.4

U.S. Tentories ................................. 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 ,0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4

Conda.. ... ................................ 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.1 21 20 2-0 21 2.1 20 2-0 2.1

Eur.pe............... .................... 14.5 13.9 144 15.2 14.9 14.0 14.5 15.2 15.1 14.1 14.7 15.3 14.5 14.7 14.8

Japan .............................................. 6.0 5.0 5.4 5.9 6.2 5.1 5.3 5.7 6.2 5.1 5.3 5.8 5.6 5.6 5.6

Australia and New Zealand............. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 10 1.1

Total OECD................................. 42.9 414 42.9 44.5 44.3 42.2 43.4 44.8 45.0 42.9 44.2 45.5 42.9 43.7 44.4

No-OECD

FotmerSoiiet Union........................... 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8

Europe............................................. 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7

China ............................................... 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.8 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.5 4.8 5.0

Other Asia........................................ 9.2 9.2 9.0 9.4 9.7 9.7 9.4 9.9 10.2 10.2 9.9 10.4 9.2 9.7 10.2

Oher N- CO ................................ 13.7 14.0 14.1 14.0 14.2 14.4 14.5 145 .5 14.8 14.9 14.8 14.0 14.4 14.8

Toal NarOECD .............................. 32.9 33.0 32.8 33.2 34.2 34.3 34.0 34.5 35.5 35.5 35.2 35.7 33.0 34.2 35.5

Total Wortd Demand ............................... 75.8 74A 75.8 77.6 78.6 76.5 77.4 79.2 80.5 78.4 79.4 81.2 75-9 77.9 79.9

Supply a

OECD
U.S. (50 States) ................................. 9.1 9.1 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.2 9.1 9.2 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.2 91

Canada............................................ 2 .7 27 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 28 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.7 28 2.9

North See '...........-................. 6...... 6.2 6.2 6.4 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.7 6.4 6.1 6.2 6.7 64 6.4 6.4

Otter OECO. .................................. 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 17

Total OECD ....................................... 202 19.7 19.6 20.1 20.1 19.9 20.0 20.6 20.0 19.8 20.0 20.5 19.9 20.1 20.1

Non-OECO

OEC ............................................ 29.3 30.7 31.6 31.5 31.3 31.3 31.3 31.5 32.4 32.4 325 32.5 30.8 31.4 32.5

Former Soviet Unin ......................... 7.6 7.7 7.9 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.5 8.6 8.6 78 82 8.5

China..................................... .......... 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.1

Me xico............................................ 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.5 3.8 4.0

OtherNon-OECO................-.............11.2 11.2 114 11.4 11.1 11.2 11.4 11.5 11.4 11.5 11.7 11.8 11.3 11.3 11.6

Total NoOECO................._4........... 54.8 56.4 57.7 57.8 57.4 57.7 58.0 58.3 59.2 59.5 60.0 60.0 56.7 57.8 59.7

Total Woold Supply .............................-.. 75.0 76.1 77.3 77.8 77.4 77.5 78.0 78.9 79.2 79.3 80.0 80.5 76.6 78.0 79.8

Stock Changes
Net Stock Withdrawals or Additions (-)

U.S. (50 States including SPR)........... 0.2 -0.6 0.0 0.6 0.2 -0.6 -0.4 0.2 0.2 -0.6 -0.3 0.4 0.1 -0. -0.1

Other.................................................. 0.6 -1.1 -1.5 -0.8 1.0 -0.5 -0.3 0.2 1.1 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.7 0.1 0.2

Total Stock Withdrawals .................. 0.7 -1.7 -1.5 -0.2 1.1 -1.1 -0.6 0.4 1.2 -0.9 -0.6 0.6 -0.7 0.0 0.1

OECD Comm. Stocks. End (b. bs.)..... 2.6 2.6 26 26 2.7 2-8 2.8 28 27 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.8

NorOPEC Suply ............................... 45.7 45.4 45.7 46.3 46.1 46.2 46.7 47.3 46.6 46.9 47.4 48.0 45.8 466 47.3

NelExports from Former Soviet Unon.. 3.9 4.1 43 4.4 4.2 4.5 4.6 46 4.5 4.7 4.9 4.9 4.2 4.5 4.7

Demrand for perbolunn by he OECD countries is ynonymou with 'pebtroleun produvcl uplied.' wrich LI defined in th4 glouary of th EA Petrourdum Supo
Aonlhry. DOE/EIA-0109. Demand tor petroeurn by me ron-OECD counkie is -apparen consumvion.' rwhich indudes intmenal consumiion .refinry fuel end loss. and

'knclude produc(ion of crude o (indcding lease condeneties). natural gas planl liquids. other hydrogen end hydrocarbons low refinery eedlSiock. rebnery gains.
alcohol. and liquids produced from cotl and other SOcers.

lncludes offshoer supply frown D.nlk. Germany. the Nehertends. Norwl. and the United Kingdom.
OECD: Organialion fr Economic Cooeration end Derelopnenl: Australra. Ausirni. Belgium. CenIad. Dertnnrk. Finland. France. Germany. Gece. Gr c a. nd.

Ifraend. Ialy. Japan. Luxenrbourg. the Netherlan. New ZAeiand. Norway. Portugal. Spaii. Swdeni. Swilzuland. lureTr. her United King dom,. mod th Ur.a0 Suits
7Th CJchl Republrc. Hung-ry. Meoco. Polhnd. *nd Sou- Krone ar* e fmbrlt of OECO. but am n-o yet influded in our OECDO .anil

OPEC: Organization of Ptrolum Etpolasng Counlnes: Algeie. Indonesia. Mlrn. al. Kuwi. Libya. igQen. Oatr. Saudi AJabui. In Untet Ara Emirlil. bnd
Vonezuea.

SPR: Sltrtegic Pe/roleum R.eerve
Formf Soiaet Union. Armeaa. Azertian. taunus. ltornia. GGerga. KuzIakUstan. IKyrgyzslrn. Latvia. Lithuania. MoIldov. Rusrie. Tajikislan. T.urknisuan. ULriaue

and UztMeusutn.
NOles: Minor rspdancep s wir other putldhed ELA hsetoriel dea e due ID roundlng. Hloutcal: dau Me prnnld in bol. forFcasm are in aincs$ Th.e IacJas

wMe genratcd by simullion of the Short-Thm lnlegrated Forecasting Syslm.
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Source: Enefry hformioo Administration: latest date avaiable rum EIA databases upporting the foowng repoils: Almmnmaon Perpvum Staosfi6 Report.
0OEIA-4520; Orgntazon lor Economic Cooperwton and OeDlopnmnl. Annual and Uontiy Oil Slatistic Oatabua.
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Table 4. U. S. Energy Prices
(Nominal Dollars)

2000 2001 , 2002 Y°er
1st |2nd | 3rd | 4th 1t | 2nd 3rd Ith 1st 2nd 3rd 4| th 2000 2001 2002

Imported Crude Oil Prices
hnorted Average -............................. 26.64 26.55 29.11 28.85 26.99 27.45 27.32 25.91 23.86 21.66 20.13 19.61 27.86 26.92 21.28
WT'SpotAverage......................... 28.82 21B78 31.81 31.96 29.14 29.49 29.33 27.89 25.87 23.66 22.13 21.62 30.29 28.96 23.32

Natural Gas Wellhead
(dolars per thousand cubic tot) ............ 2.26 3.06 3.87 5.61 6.82 4.82 4.38 4.89 5.20 4.34 4.15 4.59 3.73 5.22 4.57

Petroleum Products

Gasoline Retai ' (dolars per gallon)
Al Grades ........................................ 1.44 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.44 1.52 1.50 1.44 1.39 1.37 1.31 1.26 1.53 148 133
Regular Unleaded.............................. 140 1.53 1.52 1.50 1.40 1.49 1.47 1.40 1.35 1.34 1.28 1.22 1.49 1.44 1.30

No. 2 Diesel Oi. Retll
(dollars per gallon) .............................. .42 1.41 1.50 1.59 1.59 1.52 1.47 1.46 1.39 1.34 1.29 1.30 1.48 1.51 1.33

No. 2 Hteeng 0C, Wholsae
(dollars per gallon) ............................ 85 0.7 0.91 0.98 0.94 0.84 0.82 0.4 0.78 0.66 0.61 0.66 0.9 0.87 069

No. 2 Heating Oa. Retai
(dolars pergallon) .............................. 1.31 1.17 1.2 1.45 f.50 1.31 1.17 1.26 1.24 1.09 0.97 1.08 1.33 1.37 1.14

No. 6 Residual Fuel 01. tetail'
(dars perbarrel) ........................... 23.64 24.56 25.11 29.49 27.56 25.69 24.98 24.91 23.53 20.56 19.28 19.83 2593 25.85 2080

Electric Utlilty Fuels

Coal
(dolarspermillion Blu)......................... 1.21 1.21 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.18 1.17 1.20 1.20 1.19

Heavy Fuel Oa "

(dollars permonBtu) .......................... 3.74 4.11 4.22 4.69 4.27 4.20 4.16 4.01 3.64 336 3.23 3.21 4.23 4.17 3.36

Natural Gas
(doaarspermaion8ti). .................... 2.85 3.78 4.47 6.00 7.42 5.39 4.97 5.47 5.85 4.88 4.68 5.14 4.28 5.53 4.99

Other Reildential

Natural Gas
(dolars perthousand cubicfeet)........ 6.43 7.68 10.08 8.99 9.95 10.46 10.72 9.02 9.16 9.99 10.94 9.11 773 983 9.4

Electricy
(cents perkdowatthour)........................ 7.76 8.34 8.56 8.11 7.84 8.46 874 8.27 7.95 8.53 8.82 8.35 8.21 8.34 8.43

RefLnTr acquiiion cosl (RAC) lo impornp Crudoe it.

WN.$l Tils hIntrmdiat.

CAveforQ. tlf.svic c sh pfrces.

Average for s sutlfur contant.

eInctud fuel oils No. 4. No. 5. .nd No. 6 and loppd crud tlul oa prices.
Nocts: Oata ar nslimtd o tht ronl quwrr o 2000. Prices xLctude laU. *x*op prices lot gosotin. residonlial nrl su g. ndo dawl Thl bIrecstil

wa* geralral y d nulmulattn of Snol-Tfen Ingrated Frecacting Sylstm.
SoucrtsS: Hitoicla d Et r y or. Atdr tria: Eroy oltesn dAdlrnit Arion: al ibbe fm EtA dalabaee luppofting th. floig inpons: P/rrL.n U4ae.rg

&ont1y. DOEI 03: NAo G oi. OE/EI3 N G UonW. OOE/EIA-0 :; Mnlt/y tgy Rrw. DOE/EIA-005: Etnric Poer A4onlfy. 00E/EIA-0226.
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Table 5. U.S. Petroleum Supply and Demand: Mid World Oil Price Case
(Million Barrels per Day, Except Closing Stocks)

2000 1 2001 2002 YTar

let I nd I3rd I 4th I 1t 2nd | 3rd I 4h I 1s 2nd 3rd 4th 12000 2001 2002

Supply
Crude Oh Supply

DomesticProduction .......... ,.............. 5.86 5.84 5.79 5.85 5.95 5.91 5.83 5.88 5189 5.87 5.82 5.78 5.84 589 5.864
Alaska.... ......... ...... 1.02 0.97 0.91 0.99 1.02 I.01 0.98 1.08 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.05 0.97 1.02 1.05
Lower 48 . .......... .................... 4.84 4.87 4.68 4.87 4.93 4.90 4.85 4.81 4.84 4.82 4.78 4.74 4.87 4.87 4.79

Netk Impots (icludig SPR)'............ 8.12 9.16 9.49 8.68 8.82 9.43 9.72 9.34 9.15 9.88 9.99 9.54 8.86 9.33 9 64

OtheSPR Suppty............................... 0.02 0.17 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 009 0.00
SPR Stock Withdrawn orAdded (-).... 0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.33 0.00 0.00 -0.17 -0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.09 0.00
OtherStock Withdrawnor Added(-).. -0.13 0.06 0.12 -0.09 -0.19 -0.02 0.17 0.03 -0.22 -0.05 0.14 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.03
Product Supplied and Losses .............. 0.00 .00 0.00 0. 00 0 .0 0 0. 03 00 0 0 .00 0.00 000 000 0.00 000 0.00 0.00
Unaccountedfor Crude Oil.................. 0.31 0.37 0.22 0.36 '0.21 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.31 0.21 0.22

Toal Cude Oil Supply ......................... 14.16 15.41 15.63 15.10 14.79 15.54 15.77 15.30 15.03 15.92 16.17 15.54 15.08 15.35 15.67

Other Supply
NGL Production..........._............4........ . 1.9 3 1.92 1.95 1.95 1.93 2.00 201 200 1.96 2.03 1.94 1.96 200

Oter Inputs.........-.............................. 0.37 0.40 0.38 0.41 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.36 039 0.38 0.35
CudeOl ProductSupplied ................ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00
Processing Gain...............:.................. 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.91 088 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.92
Net Product Imports' .......................... 136 1.22 1.09 1.19 1.41 1.50 1.44 1.36 1.52 1.58 1.57 1.50 1.21 1.43 1.54
Product Stock Withdrawn or Added 0.32 -0.62 -0.13 0.40 0.36 -0.54 -0.35 0.37 0.38 -0.56 -0.39 0.37 -0.01 -0.04 -0.05

(-).................................. ........................
Total Supply.......... .......... 19.12 19.29 19.B4 19.95 19.80 19.76 20.09 20.34 20.16 20.21 20.60 2072 19.55 20.00 20.43

Demand
Motor Gasolne .................................. 8.03 8.49 8.58 8.39 8.16 8.65 8.70 8.58 8.28 8.79 8.88 8.78 8.37 852 8.68
Jet Fuel ................................. ...... 1.64 1.67 1.78 1.72 1.75 1.74 1.80 1.82 1.80 1.77 1.83 1.85 1.70 78 1.81

Distilate Fuel Oil..................................... 3.76 3.56 3.61 3.89 4.02 3.68 3.62 3.86 4.08 3.74 3.69 3.93 3.70 3.80 3.86

Residual Fuel Oi ................................... 0.73 0.75 0.90 0.97 0.00 0.73 0.79 0.76 0.86 0.84 0.92 0.74 0.84 0.79 0.84
-*' Other Oils ....... ...................... . 4.96 4.8 2 4.97 4.97 97 4.9 7 4.95 5.18 5.32 5.14 5.0 8 5.29 5.42 493 5.11 523
Total Demand....... .............................. 19.12 19.29 19.84 1993 19.80 19.76 20.09 20.34 20.16 20.21 20.60 20.72 19.55 20.00 20.43

Total PeoeurNet Imports ..................... 9.48 10.38 10.58 9.87 10.24 10.93 11.16 10.70 10.67 11.45 11.56 11.04 10.08 10.76 11.18

Closing Stocks (milion barrels)
Cnde Oil (excluding SPR) ................. 296 291 280 289 306 308 292 289 310 314 302 301 289 289 301
Total Motor Gasone ........................... 205 210 197 197 204 203 197 202 206 206 200 205 197 202 205

Finished Motof Gasolne.................... 158 165 154 157 157 -62 156 161 160 164 159 163 157 161 163
Blending Components........................ 47 45 43 40 46 42 41 41 46 42 41 41 40 41 41

Jet Fuel ................................................ 41 44 42 45 41 42 44 44 41 42 43 44 45 44 44
Distilate Fue Oi................................. 96 106 115 114 85 97 115 117 88 101 124 125 114 117 125
Residual Fuel Oil ............................. _... 3 37 38 35 33 34 37 38 35 35 37 38 35 38 38
Other Ols ' ........................................ 235 272 288 253 249 285 300 258 255 291 307 265 253 258 265

Total Stodcs (exdudng SPR)............. 908 960 961 933 917 968 985 948 934 989 1012 979 933 948 979
Crude Oil in SPR.................................... 569 569 570 540 540 540 556 572 572 572 572 572 540 572 572
Heating Oil Reserve............................. 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Stocks (inck ing SPR).................. 147» 1529 1531 1473 1458 1509 1541 1520 1506 1561 1584 1550 1473 1520 1550

Sindudes lease condensate.

Nel imports *qual gross imporu plus SPR imrpotts meiMws porte.

Clndudes finishd pvole.um products. unfinrlhed eill. gaeolite blnding cosnpoflent. and ruhtri gas plant quids to' procssng

ncudes crude oD produCd supplad. natural gas IQuld. liquelf*d rflniey gas. ether GiQd. and a finished pelroleum pod ucts *xcapl moo gaisline. et (uel.
disltlae. and reidual hefl o.

lndudcld. socCsL ao( Ohar ois. such as uitiaoi gjaolie. hfosM. nhaural gas liquids (includng *ffanm) anati.on g.asaoln blending conpon.nts. nph0th and
omh oils to, petroch.mical IfedslocJk me. pecial naphhas. tube oils. wax. coke. aephal. mod oil. and meacellrwou oill.

SPR Srte~o;c Petroleum Re.e.f
dGL. Nalnll Gas LiQuiOs
NOtes: Minor doadpancia wnlh other ELA published hsioniCel datL n.' due to rounding. Wnh te orloriowng *xptn. fCeni petroleum denman<d nd supply data

osplayed henr noeae mue incorporalon of roeuoiniseons of V* dlata nrported in EA'i Pee.Mum S4wpy OnhU/r. Tab*e Cl. HniunCaI O.LI d *a penar o rn, i ld.
loracstsu are in lircs. The loec-st are geneflted by simuualion of tr Shol-Tlm Integraltd aForecaUing Sryrlm
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Sources: Hislorical dt1U Ernrgy Informoaton AdOmninration: blet dUtll ivilaD Ie rom EtA daODaseS tupporing tth lowllrg rports: Pe.Uven Supply Moni/.
DOE/EIA,010. and WeMtey Pervtewn Statu Repor. DOEElA-O20.

Table 6. Approximate Energy Demand Sensitivities' for the STIFSb Model
(Percent Deviation Base Case)

* 10% Price + 410% Weather *
Demand Sector +1% GDP Crude Oil N.Ga Wellhead Fall/Wnter Spring/Summer

Petroleum

Total ................ ............... 0.6% -0.3% 0.% 1.1% 0.1%
Motor Gasoine........................ 0.1% -0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
DisilateFuel.......................... 0.8% -0.2% 0.0 27% 0.1%
Residual Fuel.......................... 1.6% -34% 2.6% 2.0% 2.7%

Natural Gas

Toal......................................... 1.1% 0.3% -0.4% 4.4% 1.0%
Resienial ............................. 0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.2% 0.0%
Cormne al ..................... 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 7.3% 0.0%
Industrial................................. 1.7% 0.2% -0.5% 1.3% 0.0%
Elecric Uty ........................... 1.8% 1.6% -1.5% 1.0 4.0%

Coal

ota........................................ 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.7%

ecic Utliy......................... . 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.9% 1.9%

Eleci icty
TkcJa................................... 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% 1.7%
Residental........................... 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 3.2% 3.6%
Corneral .. ......................... 0.9 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 1.4%
Industrial............................... 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.2%

Pbrtcent change in demand quanbly resulting tnm specdied pecerd cd*nd in model inputs.

°Shonr-T.mn Inegrlaed Forecating Syslrn.

Refiner acquiitions co of imported cnrud oil.

Avrage unit vlue of mrrkeled neturil gp production rporned by Stal-s.

Refers to proen Changes in degsre-days.

Rerponse dunng fa(twsnw period(firt rnd ro wu calendar quarnt) rnfen It cu nge in he ing Oegre-dlay. R*epons dguring ha ppninglwmun period (*mand
end hid ctondar quarters) trrs to cdarno in coonng degee-days

Table 7. Forecast Components for U.S. Crude Oil Production
(Milion Barrels per Day)

Diffeence
High Low

Price C«as Price C«a. Total Uncertainty Price Impact

United Stales ........................................ 11 5.48 0.63 0.08 0.55

Lower 48 States ........................................ 5.04 444 0.60 0.07 0.53

Alaska...................................................... 1.07 1.03 0.04 0.02 0.02

Note: Conponrtstl povdied ar for h *e tourfw quaw 2002. Totls may not add to un Of componenb duu to inrd.pdnl roundrng

Souro: nftarg ln(ormatuon Admnisitlion. Offic of Oil and Gas. Reseres and Natura Gas Ditnson.
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Table 8. U.S. Natural Gas Supply and Demand: Mid world Oil Price Case
(Trillion Cubic Feet)

2000 2001 202 VYear
11t 2nd 3rd 4th 1,t 2nd 3rd| 4th lt 2nd " 3rd | 4th 2000 2001 2002

Supply
TotalDry Gas Producton ............ 4.62 4.61 4.72 4.87 4.89 4.88 4.95 5.12 5.07 5.04 5.05 5.17 18.83 19.84 20.34
NetImports . . ................................. 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.98 0.97 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.07 1.06 3.49 4.03 4.19
Supplemetal Gaseox Fuels............... 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 -0.03 003 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0-03 0.10 0.12 0.13

Total NewSupply ....................... 5.52 5.46 5.62 5.82 5.91 5.88 6.01 6.20 6.15 6.09 6.15 6.27 22.42 24.00 24.65

Workng Gas in Storage
Opening................................................ 2.51 1.15 1.71 2.47 1.74 0.44 1.37 2.33 2.00 0.68 1.68 2.58 2.51 1.74 200
Claosing. ........................................ 1.15 1.71 2.47 1.74 0.44 1.37 233 2.00 0.88 1.68 2.58 2.27 1.74 2.0 2.27
Net Wthdrawals ..........-............. 1.36 -0.56 -0.77 0.73 1.30 -0.93 -0.96 0.33 1.12 -0.80 -0.90 0.31 0.77 -0.26 -0.26

Toal Supply........................................... 6.8 4.90 4.85 6.55 7.21 4.95 5.05 6.52 7.27 5.29 5.25 6.58 23.19 23.74 24.39

BalancingItem ................................................. 0.05 0.07 -0.14 -0.48 0.06 0.15 -0.07 -0.54 0.15 0.01 -0.04 -0.54 -050 -0.39 -0.41

Total PrarySupply................................ 6.93 4.98 4.71 6.07 7.28 5.11 4.98 5.99 7.42 5.31 5.21 6.05 22.69 23.35 23.98

Demand
Laase ad PlantFue ............................. 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.31 031 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 1.24 1.27 1.28
Pipelne Use......................................... 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.68 070 0.71
Residnbtal.......................................... 222 0.77 0.38 1.59 250 0.85 038 1.44 2.46 0.86 0.38 1.46 4.97 5.17 5.16
Comercial.......................... ..... 1.29 0.64 0.47 0.99 1.44 0.64 0.45 0.92 1-43 0.66 0.46 0.94 3.38 3.46 3.49
Wnduslial(Ind. Nonutity Use) ................. 2.35 2.29 2.34 2.40 238 2.34 2.55 2.49 2.52 247 2.70 261 9.38 9.76 10.31
Elecic 1UbTies................................ 0.56 0.3 1.06 059 0.42 0.80 1.15 0.63 0.46 0.84 1.20 0.53 3.04 Z99 3.03
Total Demand....................................... 6.93 4.98 4.71 6.07 7.28 5.11 4.98 5.99 7.42 5.31 5.21 605 22.69 23.35 23.98

lThe bt)dn< lltn eP resaurte the dWl*nura bltween ithe um at me components o ntur1 l gor lUpply nd * e uat o( osmpoars a rulturel gau nmand.
Notesl: Minor diKoandor,: *W1 ohw EtA published hsbflt1 data imi due to rounding. HitorIcal dab an pirhted In bold; foreasts on r i lia. The forecast
-re generatm d by imueaton of the Shorl-Ter Integrled Forecaring System.

Souces: Hitorical djla: Energy Infommnaton A Aminstratlon: lates data available kom EtA databases supporting the following reporls: Natural Gas Aonthly.
DOEIEIA-0130: Ejcfnc Power Mfontmy. DOEIEIA*0226: Projectjons: Energy Intormaton Adrrinrstrtion. Shrt-Term Integrated Forecasltg System database. and
OfTce of Oil and Gs. Rbserves and Natural Gas Divieton
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Table 9. U.S. Coal Supply and Demand: Mid World Oil Price Case
(Million Short Tons) 2000' ' 20 2002 Ye,'

2000 2001 2002 Year
I1t I 2nd 3rd 4th let 2nd 3rd 4th 1I t 2nd 3rd 4th 2000 2001 2002

Supply
Production ......................................... 274.1 260.S 27.5 293.8 282.5 284.5 287.4 287.1 281.5 290.6 304.0 283.1 1106.9 1141.6 1159.2
Appaladia ............................. 1.. 109.5 105.3 108.1 108.6 111.1 112.9 102,6 103.7 108.8 113.0 105.9 100.1 431.5 430.3 427.8

temri......................................... 36.1 35.2 41.3 39.8 35.4 36.8 40.8 36.8 33.5 35.8 41.2 34.5 1524 149.7 145.1
Weste ........... ............... 123.5 120.0 129.1 145.3 136.0 134.9 744.0 146.6 139.1 141.8 156.8 148.6 522.9 561.6 586.4

Primary Stock Levels ·
Opening ......................................... 3.5 44.4 40.4 37.1 34.2 41.3 40.2 36.5 34-9 40.8 41.0 362 39.5 34.2 34.9
Closing....................................... 44 404 37.1 34.2 41.3 40.2 36.5 34.9 40.8 41.0 36.2 35.2 34.2 34.9 35.2

Net Withdrawals......................... -4.9 4.0 3.3 2.9 -7.1 1.1 3.7 1.6 -6.0 -0.2 4.8 1.0 5.3 -0.7 -0.3
Imprts......................................... 2.8 2.7 3.6 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 30 3.0 11.7 11.8 12.0
Exports.......................................... 13.6 144 15.6 15.2 14.9 15.1 15.3 15.2 15.3 15.4 15.7 15.6 58.9 60.5 620

Total Net Domestic Supply ......... 258.3 252.1 289.6 284.1 263.5 273.5 278.8 276.5 263.3 278.0 296.1 271.5 1064.9 1092.3 1108.9

Secondary Stock Levels b

Opening. ......................................... 143.5 1404 136.31 119.2 124.6 117.2 131.1 116.2 124.6 111.7 118.3 105.7 143.5 124.6 124.6
osing............................................ 140.4 136.3 119.2 124.6 117.2 131.1 116.2 124.6 111.7 118.3 105.7 113.0 124.6 124.6 113.0

Net Withdrawals.......................... 31 4.1 17.2 -5.5 7.5 -140 15.0 -8,4 129 -6.6 12.6 -7.3 18.9 0.1 11.6
Waste Coal Suppied to FPsR ........... 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 12.2 12.2 122

Total Supply................................. .... 264.5 260.0 289.8 281.7 274.0 262.6 296.9 271.1 279.2 274.4 311.8 267.3 10960 1104.6 1132-7

Demand
Coke Ptars....................................... 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.3 28.9 28.6 28.7
Elecricity Production
Electic IUtibes ........................... 214.1 202.1 227.3 214.8 215.4 207.4 237.3 210.4 220.2 218.8 251.5 205.8 858.2 870.5 896.3
Nonutlitias (Exdc. Cogen.) ._......_. 25.3 24.7 28.0 26.7 132.9 31.0 35.5 33.9 33.5 31.5 36.2 34.5 104.7 133.3 135.8

Retal and General Industry............... 1.1 16.7 17.1 19.6 18.5 17.0 17.0 19.7 18.4 169 16.9 19.7 71.5 722 71.9
TotalDemand ........ ..................... 264.8 250.7 279.6 268.4 274.0 262.6 296.9 271.1 279.2 274.4 311.8 267.3 1063.4 1104.6 1132.7

Discrepancy' .................................. -0.3 9.3 10.2 13,3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.6 0.0 0.0

nmwry stocks am held at th. mines. preparation plants. and datibution points.

bSOcondary stocks art held by users. It include an eallrate of tLockl hold at utilily plants sold Lo nontility eneators.

CEtimalld inlependent po.r producnr' (IPP$) coinwpbon of walte coJ. hIs lem inclu dus maxle coal and coal llurry repocas..d into bnQueltt.

Estinltel of coal consumption by IPPI. Supptled by the Office of Coal. Nuclear eC. Ecnc Alterr nate Fuels. Energy tfnformatlon Ad:nisttiaton (EIA)
Qumawny coal consumpUon slmansl or 1999 eno plo)ja4on flor 200 ano 2001 are blaed on (1) estmated consumption by ullity powe pbnu od to nornutiity
generatrs dunng 1998 and 1999. and (2) annual oolred oanwlon ma omnutalic$ frhom Form EUA.867 (Annual Noluslidy Powr Proucer Repoev)

Total Demand ind:udes e.fminatd IPP conmuption.

The discropancy r.ldis an unacowunted.for lhipper nd receina r reponyrt ddfTanc*. sslumld to be znro in the orcalt p.erod.
Notes: Rows and colkmns tar nol add due to Itndepentdn rounding. Histoical data re printed in bold: lorscast var n italics. The forecasls wn generated by

simulalion of the Snorl-Tern Integrated Forecasting System.
Soaca: Historical dtalz Emrgy Information AdMrstratllon: «est da available from EA dautab se upporting the tolowing rpons: Ouartly Co Report.

DOOEEIA-0121. and lectric Pouwer AMonttH. DOEJEIA.0226. Projclions: Energy InoflrnUton Administnrtion. Shol-Term Integrlaed Forecasting Systeln tabasU. and
Office of Coal. Nuclear. Electric aIn AJlmrna Fuels.
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Table 10. U.S. Electricity Supply and Demand: Mid World Oil Price Case

(Billion Kilowatt-hours)
2000 2001 2002 Year

1t 2nd I 3rd I 4th 'lt 2nd 3rd 4h 1t 2nd I 3rd [ 4th 2000 1 2001 2002
Supply

Net Utility Gneraon
Co................. ........................ 425.7 401.2 445.9 427.0 435.4 417.7 477.4 420.4 435.8 435.3 498.6 401.3 1699.8 1750.9 1771.0
Peroleunm ........................ _........ 11.0 16.4 23.3 14.5 23.2 17.1 24.4 17.2 21.9 23.7 32.1 16.6 65.1 81.9 94.3
Nabl-alGas......-.............._........ 54A 79.1 100.5 55.5 39.6 76. 1 108.7 59.4 43.7 80.0 113.8 49.9 289.5 283.8 287.4
Nudear ..................................... 185.0 177.4 182.0 163.3 173.7 165.9 175.2 159.7 167.5 153.0 179.3 163.5 707.6 6746 663.3
Hydroelecric ..................... _..... 66.9 73.0 57.4 61.3 67.8 73.3 60.5 60.4 71.4 75.2 63.1 62.3 258.6 262.0 272.0
Geotheal and Other ........... 0.5 0.6 0.5 06 05 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 2.2 22 .2

Subtoal.................................. 743.4 747.6 809.6 722.2 740.2 750.6 846.9 717.7 740.9 767.8 887.5 694.0 3022.8 3055.3 3090.2
Noutilty Generation"
Coal........................................ 55.2 55 82.1 60.5 59.1 59.2 69.3 59.0 60.9 61.6 61.6 71.3 256.2 246.7 2554
Pereum-..........................-..... 11.1 .8.1 11.7 9.9 97 9.7 11.3 9.6 10.0 10.1 101 11.7 414 40.4 41.8
Natural Gas ..................... 66.1 76.0 98.0 76.1 73.0 83.5 1144 90.1 84.1 83.5 95.2 128.9 317.0 361.1 3917
Other Gaseous Fuels' ........... 2.5 2.8 3.6 23 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2-2 2.2 2.2 11.1 8.5 8.9
Nudear .................................. 5.2 5.0 16.7 20.2 21.5 20.5 21.7 19.7 20.7 18-9 22.2 20.2 47.1 83.4 82.0
Hydroelectic ........................... 3.9 5.0 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 17.7 18.0 18.0
Geotrnal and Otear ........... 21.8 22.2 23.4 23.3 22.1 22.0 22.3 22.7 22.1 22.0 22.3 22.7 90.7 89.1 89.1

Subtotal.................................. 166.6 178.3 239.7 196.7 192.0 201.6 245.6 207.9 204.6 202.7 218.0 261.4 781.2 847.1 886.7
Total Generalon ..................... 910.0 925.9 1049.2 918.9 932.2 952.2 1092.5 925.5 945.5 970.5 1105.5 955.4 3804.1 3902.4 3976.9

Nel Imports' ........................... 9.2 8.7 13.1 8.3 7.7 8.8 12.0 8.6 7.3 8.3 11.7 6.6 39.3 37.2 35.9

Total Supply.......................... 919.2 934.6 1062.3 927.2 939.9 961.0 1104.5 934.2 952.8 978.8 1117.2 964.0 3843.3 3939-6 40128

Losses and Unaccounted for ... 60.3 73.3 41.1 65.4 55.9 84.1 68.1 66.7 56.7 86.0 69.6 68 1 240.1 274.9 280.3

Cemand
Elecric Utility Sates

Residential ............................. 2925 264.2 352.1 274.4 309.2 273.1 361.0 272.0 3106 279.9 369.6 277.5 11839 1215.3 1237.6
Commercial ............................ 236.2 254.3 29.44 2434 241.3 255.5 300.8 244.7 244.2 259.8 306.2 249.5 1028.2 10423 10597
Industrial .................................. 260.0 268.5 280.5 265.0 256.8 269.0 280.8 270.3 263.1 274.9 28665 275.7 1074.0 1076.8 11003
Other ...................... ........... 26.4 27.4 30.6 27.3 27.0 27.3 30.5 27.6 27.5 27.8 31.3 28.3 111.6 112.4 114.9

Subtotal................................... 815.1 814.3 958.2 810.1 834.2 824.9 973.1 814.5 845.3 842.5 993.5 831.0 3397.7 3446,8 3512.4
Nonutiity Use/Sales' ............... 43.8 46.9 63.1 51.8 49.7 52.0 63.2 52.9 50.8 50.3 541 64.9 205.5 217.8 220.2

Total Demand......................... 58.9 861.2 1021.3 861.9 884.0 876.9 1036.4 867.4 896.1 892.9 1047.7 895.9 3603.3 3664.7 37326

Memo:

Nonublity Sales to
Electric lites' ....................... 122.8 1314 176.6 144.9 142.3 19.6 182.4 155.0 153.8 152.4 163.9 196.5 575.7 629.2 666.5

a"Orf*, incudae generation from wind. wood. west. en sotM r souces.

bEtciiclty(net Genrwation) from nonutlity >oural. Iclding eognar and .nal powr pvoduoi.

incklidst rmfinry .111 gas and oth.r procu a, wa. g es *nd liorr(d petrolteum gu.

tncudaOt ge9otnnera. ot. iond., w od. wo ate. hydrogen. uljkr. bstftrils. chemticats and spen( suM liquor.

IOas tor 1999 r«, sKlimates.

eaIangan item. mainiy transnision aod dstribution toses.
definee as the diflternce between toUtl nonutily lectricnly fgenerion and ulat to electric utlitlS byilaynctity gnmerafon. repoxld on Form EIA-6S7. 'Annul

1

nonubtby Power Producer Repot.' Oatu cot 19t99 are esiltel.
Notwl; Moinor di.crOpanles rih ot, EtA pubslihd hilorical drta ar du to Munding Hatoic3J datl i pfrOntd in bold: tor-c1us a in iialicm Th? foc;sts w.re

ganers bo y mriation of the Shon-Tm Irltaratad Folcatling Sritem.
Sourcet: Htiorical dlat Energy trntoalion Aadmiistrtion: latesl daUI saiUlt fromn EIA databases supponing in* ftoMowing repon.: Elicfn Po/, Uonthty.

OOEEIA P . Energy oron tr22Etion. SPhlojc-Tem Intlnla.1d Forcast1ing Syrstm databeb . Mnd Ofto Of Cowl. Nucl.er. Etcn:c an AJlerrte
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Table 11. U.S. Renewable Energy Use by Sector: Mid World Oil Price Case
(Quadrillion Btu)

Yer Annual Prcentage Change
1999 | 2000 | 2001 | 2002 1999-2000 1 2000-2001 2001-2002

Electric Utilties
Hydroelectric Power ..................... ..... 3.079 2.709 2.745 2.849 -12.0 1.3 18
Geothermal. Solar and Wn Ergy ..... 0.036 0.003 0.004 0.004 -91.7 33.3 0.0

iouels ........................................... 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total .... _. ................................... 3 6 733 2.769 2.874 -12.9 1.3 38

Nonutilty Power Generators
Hydroelectric Power ' ............................. 0.14 0.183 0.186 0.186 22.8 1.6 0.0
GeoltMmSnal Solar and W End Enegy " ... 0.373 0.338 0.333 0.333 -9.4 -1.5 0.0
Bioruels c ..................................... . 0.523 0741 0.729 0.729 41.7 -1.6 00
Tot ..... .......................................... 1.045 1.262 1.249 1.249 20.8 -1.0 00

Toal Power Generation ... .......................... 10 3.995 4.017 4.122 -4.4 0.6 26

Other Sectors a
Residentia and Comeral ................... 0.553 0.576 0.547 0.577 4.2 -5.0 5.5
Indusrial' ....................................... ... 1.942 2.003 2.008 2.058 3.1 0.2 2.5
Transportation ...................................... 0.100 0.110 0.111 0.117 10.0 0.9 54
Toal.................................................... 2.595 2.688 2.666 2.751 3.6 -0.8 32

Net Imported E icy" ........................... 0.249 0.320 0.302 0.292 2&5 -56 -33

Totl Renewabe Energy Demand .............. 7.023 7.003 6.986 7.165 -0.3 -0.2 2.6
"Con taionl hydroaec ic poer only. Hydroelcrkcity gerated by prumed torege is not inducKd in rernewbie e*ny

Also Indudes photvolnaic and solar s.h al *nrfgy. Sharp dedinek snce 199 In I elfc: uti:ry utt or no enoonCpondg incrnau in lh nonutiity Setor Fr thls
category mostly refnct sale of g9otharrnml fadlities tohe nonutiity edor.

BiofujEs *are ulod. wood ywdu. w ood. tr mniclpal Solida wrt .ma1nufacurnng pxocesl w1ta. *nd alcofeo fues.

Renewabto energy indjuoe minor cmDorenant of non.u4nearlld renmwable weey. which is renewabt energy t it is nrit bought nr sod. e nWr d6rely o
indirectly as mnput to mnrated energy. Tlr Energy Intormabon Admintnratior doe not enmate or proed (total condu'lption ofr ono^mnrlea nrnewable enrgy,

IncAuIIe biofuAli *nd *olar enrgy ownsurtm in ha e ridcanlW mnd cimnWl ecaonr.

ontisLs primanly Of biofual for r. other man in ieCtndlry cogenoti5on.
9

Elhende bended into gasone.

hRt.prsent 76.6 plrnnt of lotel eJecticiy neo inDorts. wrich in lhe proporlion of tot 194 net imported eiactdcity (0.459 ouadnlton BEt) ttribultabl to rtnewaeta
rouces (0.361 quadrlion 8lu).

Notes: Mino dcsncpances wih omer pubished EuA hisloncil dt are duI to Independanr munding hitonnor l daa are printed in bold: Iorecaus in itlics. Tht
forUcja were gsneated by ijmulatjon of the Srhor1-Term nlolFat Forwcating Syswm.
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Table A1. Annual U.S. Energy Supply and Demand
Year

| 1988 1989 | 1990 | 1991 1992 | 1993 1994 | 1995 1996 | 1997 | 1998 1999 2000 | 2001 2002
Real Grote Domemtic Product (GDP)
(billion chained 1996 dollars) ...................................... 6368 6592 6708 6676 6880 703 7348 7544 7813 8159 51 86 9334 634 10033

Imported Crude Oil Price '
(nominal dollars per barre) ..................... ................... 1457 18.08 21.75 18.70 18.20 16.14 15.5Z 17.14 20.61 16.50 12.08 17.22 27.86 26.92 21.28

Petroleum Supply

Crude Oi Productlon'
(milion barrels per day) ............................................. .14 7.1 7.36 7.42 7.17 6.85 6.66 6.56 6.46 6.45 .6.26 5.58 5.64 5.89 5.84
Total Petleum Net Imports (Incuding SPR)
(million barrels per day) ............................................. 6.59 7.20 7.16 6.63 6.94 7.62 8.05 7.69 8,50 9.16 9.76 9.91 10.08 0. 76 1.1

Energy Oemand

World Petieujm
(millon barrels per day) .............................................. 64.8 65.9 66.0 .6 66.6 6.0 68.3 69.9 71,4 73.1 73.6 74.8 74.8 75.9 77.9
U.S. Petroleum
(million berrels per day) ............................................. 17.34 17.37 17.04 16.77 17.10 17.24 1772 17.72 7 18.31 18.62 18.92 19.52 19.55 20.00 20.43
Natural Gas
(rillion cubic eet) ....................................................... 18.03 1.80 18.72 1903 19.54 20.28 20.71 21.58 21.9 21.95 21.26 2170 22.69 23.35 23.98
Coal
(million short tons)...................................................... 877 891 897 898 907 943 950 962 1006 1029 1039 1044 163 1105 1133
Elecrcty (billion kilowalhours)
Utility Sales ............................................................ 2578 2647 2713 2762 2763 2861 2935 3013 3098 3140 3240 323 3398 3447 3512
Nonutllty OwnUse ............................................ NA 91 113 119 122 127 138 145 145 148 156 185 206 218 220
Total........................................................................... NA 2738 2826 2881 2885 2988 3073 3159 3243 3288 3396 3421 3603 3665 3733
Total Enegy Demand '
(Quedrillion 8tu) ...................................................... NA 82 4.2 4.5 85.6 87.4' 89.2 90.9 93.9 94.2 95.2 97.1 98.3 100.2 102.3
TotaM Enwgy Demand per Dollar of GDP
thousand Btu per 1996 Dollar) ................................... NA 12.77 12.55 12.66 12.44 12,37 12.14 12.07 12.02 11.54 11.18 10.94 10.53 10.40 10.20

Referl to he impoontd coil ot crude oil to U.S. refiners.

bincludes klese condenIta.

CTotll annual electric utility ale lfor hitlorlcll perlod are derivd from the sur of monthly tile ligures btasd on submlselons by electric ulilie ot Form EIA-826, 'Monthly Electrc Utility Selee end Revenue Report
with Slate Disribulionl.' These historical values difer fIr, annual sales lotlls based on Fom cMIA.1, reported In several EIA pubblication., but malch llernile ennual totert rported in ElA'i Elecric Power Monthly,
DOEIEIA-0226

doef"ed ias th dilference between lols1 nonvlllity electriclly geenermiin and lale to electric utr llitt by nonuliliy gtneraott, reponed on Form EIA.8-7, *Annutl Nonullity Power Producer Report." Ole tor 1999 are
:~ iestimates.

*'Ttll Energy DOemnd' relers lo the aggregale energy coreCel presenled in Enoery Inonrmraton AdnlmintXlion. Annud EnLer Review. 1997. DOEJEiA-0314(97) (AER). Table 1,1. Prior 1o 1990. some componenlt of
O renewable energy consumplion. particularly tetaling to consumrltlon aI nonulility electric generating facilitlis, were not avaleble. For those yeatr. e leas coImpehenlie measure of totel energy demand can be found In Et^A'
O AER. The corre¢sion Irom phlsia l unitl to Btu It Calculiloa using substl of conversion factors used in the calculal;ons performed lor gross energy consumpllon In Energy Informalion Adminlstrnaion. Monthlry Enery

RevCew MER). Consequently. Ihe hilorlCo l dal may a nol preCeilly mIlch those published in he ME R or the AER.
Notel: SPR: Sltalegic Pelroleum Reserve MMinor dioaep.ncil wilh olher pub(lined EIA historical dale Ire due lo Independenl rounding. Hisloricl date w prinled in bold, lorfti are In italics Tte to «ectis were
generaled by simulailon ol Int Shon.Term Inlegratld Forecating System.

(\^{~~3~~~~~ (8n~~(Energy Information Admlnlitratlon/Short.Term Energy Outlook .. January 2001)
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Soureel: Hellofrlal dill: Llestl dill arilabkle from Bureau of Economic Ahn*lysi ene Info'matidon Administrllon latiat dela lilabole from EIA databasel upporling Ih following repoil: Pf rum Supply o Monthly,
OOEIEIA.0109: Petlreum Supply Arnul. DOE/EIA03340/2: Ntural GCs Monthly. DOE/EIA-0130. Eectric Power Monrlhy. DOE/EIA-0228: Quarlefy CGo Report. OOE/EIA.012 Inlenmaionel FPetrolteum trtefllac, ReRport

OOE/EIA.520. nd Weekly Pelroloum Sllus Report OOE/EIA-0208 Macreconomic Projections are based on ORI/McOraw Hll Forecasl CONTROLI200.

0
0
m
0
0

W9^~~~~~~ J^* 1"°(Energy Informatlon Adminllgr.tlon/Short. Ter Energy Outlook .. J. nuary 2001)
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Table A2. Annual U.S. Macroeconomic and Weather Indicators
Year_______________________

,1988 | 1989 J 1990 1 1991 J 1992 | 1993 | 1994 1995 | 199| 1997 1998 199 2000 2001 2002

Macroeconomic
Real Gross Domestic Product

(billion chained 1996 dolas) ................. 6368 6592 6708 6676 6880 7063 7348 7544 7813 8159 8516 6876 9334 9634 10033
GDP mplidt Price Deflator

(Index. 1996=1.000).............................. 0. 0.802 0.833 0.865 0.897 0.919 0.941 0,960 0.981 1.000 1.020 1.032 1.048 1.071 1.094 1.114
Real Disposable Personal Income

(billion dchaned 1996 Dollars)................. 4764 4907 5014 5033 5189 5261 5397 5539 5678 5854 6134 6331 6512 6771 7099
Manufacturing Production
(Index, 1996..00) .............................. 0.801 0.816 0.812 0.793 0.825 0.855 0.907 0.955 1.000 1.070 1.123 1.170 1.242 1.290 1.330

Real Fixed Investment
(bllton chained 1996 dolar) ............... 887 911 895 833 886 958 1046 1109 1213 1329 1485 1621 1779 1860 1942

Real Exchange Rate
(Index. 1996=1.000)............................... KA NA 0.963 0.966 0.960 1.001 0.981 0.927 1.000 1.102 1.122 1.118 1.224 1.262 1.192

Business Inventory Change
(billon chained 1996 dolla) ............... 114.2 8.9 -6.8 -4.7 3.6 12.1 14.1 10.1 15.2 25.6 0.1 15.8 5.7 6.0

Producer Price Index
(Index, 1982-1.000)............................. 1.069 1.122 1.163 1.165 1.172 1.189 1.205 1.247 1.277 1.275 1.244 1.255 1.327 1.346 1.347

Consumer Price Index
(index, 1982-1984'1.000) ................... 1.164 1.240 1.308 1.363 1.4041 1.46 1.43 1.525 1.570 1.606 .1.631 1.667 1.724 1.765 1,798

Petroleum Produd Piloe Index
(index. 19821.000)............................. 0.539 0.612 0.748 0.671 0.647 0,620 0.591 0608 0.701 O.MO 0.513 0.609 0.909 0. 886 0.741

Non-F arm Employment j
(millions)............................................... 105.2 107.9 109.4 108.3 106.6 110.7 114.1 117.2 119.6 122.7 125.8 128.8 131.5 132.7 134.1

Comnnerdal Employment
(millons) ............................. 67.6 70.0 71.3 70.8 71.2 73.2 76.1 76.8 81.1 83.9 88.6 89.5 91.9 93.4 95.2

Total Industrial Production
(index, 1996=1 000)......................... 0.815 0.830 0.828 0.812 0.637 0.866 0.914 0.958 1.000 1.063 1.108 1.147 1.212 1.253 1.289

Housing Slock
(milons)......................................... 101.8 102.9 103.5 104.5 105.5 106.8 108.2 109.6 111.0 112.5 114.1 115.7 116.1 117.4 118.6

Weather a
Heating Degree-Days

U.S ........................................................ 4653 4726 4016 4200 4441 4700 4481 4531 4713 4542 3951 4169 4458 4463 4459
New England....................................... 6715 6887 5B48 5960 8844 6728 6672 6559 6679 6662 560 5952 6499 6467 6462
Middle Allanc ........................................ 6088 6134 4996 5177 5964 5948 5934 531 5986 5809 412 5351 5725 5703 5898
U.S. Gas-Weighted ................................ 804 4856 4139 4337 4458 4754 4659 4707 4980 4802 4183 4399 4683 4714 4710

Coding Degree-Oays (U.S.) .................. 1283 1156 1260 1331 1040 1218 1220 1293 1180 1156 1410 1297 1252 1235 1237o 'Poplel.°on-.e.ghl.o dgroe.o-day. A d-.e-rday lndcalie Ihte lemper.lure verl.on from 65 degrees Fahrenheit (calcullted as Ithe impl everage o»f the daily minimum end mrximum lempeelur.e weighted by 99090
m populaion.

O~~~ No>«»Ntes: Mislorkl dais are prlinlted In bold: fotecal« atre in italics.
O~ ~~sources: HIiuoricai 011di: latest dsli aolelble from: U.S. oeprtmin e Commerce. Beureau o° Econ°omic .nalyis: U.S. O.spartment of Commercef N.lloel Ocenlc i nd alnorIooherlc Adminilstlrallotn: Federl Realin

yslem. Stlisical Release G 171.19); US. Depanmehnt of Transport1ion; Ameican ire,, end S0eel Instlllule. M.Croeconoic profectllon are based on 0RI/McGraw.-Hill Forecast CONTROL 1200.

C-)
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Table A3. Annual International Petroleum Supply and Demand Balance
(Millions Barrels per Day, Except OECD Commercial Stocks)

1986 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1M996 199 2000 2001 2002
Demand

OECO
US. (50 Stats) ........ ................................ 17, 17.3 17 .0 17.0 17. 17.7 17.7 1 .6 . · 1.5 9.5 20.0 20.4
Europe ................................ ...... ............ 2. 4 12.4 12.5 2. 13.4 1 3. 13. 1 .1 .3 1 . 1 14.5 14.5 14.7 14.8
Japan ....................................................... 4,1 5.0 5.1 1.3 5.4 i.4 S.7 5.7 5.8 8.7 6.5 6. I.4 5.6 5.6
Olhe, OECD....... ......... ....................... .1 2.7 2.7 2.7 .7 2. 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 3..3 3.4 3.6

Tolal OECD O........................................... 1 37. 37.5 31,1 31.1 39.0 32.8 40.6 41.4 41.8 42.13 42. 42.9 43.7 44.4
Non.OEoCO

Fornm e Soviet Union................................... 1.1 1.7 1.4 18.3 4.6 .4 4.8 4.6 4.0 3.8 3. . 3.7 3.7 3.8
Europe ........ ....................... . 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.3 3 1. 3 .1.4 1. 1.4 1. 1. 1. . 1.7 1.7
Chin ........................................................ 2 2.4 2. 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.2 3.4 . 3. 4.1 4.3 4.5 4. 5.0
Olher li ................................................. 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.7 6.2 1.1 7.3 7.»9 a,5 .O 8.7 8. 9.2 9.7 10.2
Other Non-OECD..........1............... ....... 10.0 10. 10.5 10.6 11.0 11.4 11.1 12.1 12.4 13.» 13.3 113, 14.0 14.4 14.8

'otu Non-OECO ....................................... 27.7 .3 1.5 28. 2 .0 2 .0 21.4 2 .3 30.0 31.3 31.3 31.8 33.0 34.2 35.5
Total World Demand ........................................ 4. 1 6.. 0 68.0 68.6.3 6. .0 6 .4 7. 73. 1 .6 74,1 75.9 77.9 79.9

supply
OECD

U S. (50 Sallll) ................................... 1... . 0.5 .8 .7 8.6 .8 1.6 ».4 ».4 1.4 ».5 8.3 I.I 9.1 9.2 9.1
Canada ........................................ .......... 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.0 2. 2.6 2.7 2.8 2. 9
No h Seae ............................................... 3.1 3.7 3.1 4.1 4.5 4.1 1.15 5. 6.3 .2 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.4
Olher OECD .............................................. 1.5 1.4 1.5 1. 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.S 1. 1. .1. 1. .7 1.7

Tolal OECO ............................................. 17. 17,1 7. 17.1 1 .0 11.7 l .2 1 .7 1 .7 1 1.4 E99 20. f 20.1
Non-OECO

OPEC ................. ......... . . .......................... 21.1 23.3 24. 24. 21. 26. 27.0 27. 2 .3 2 .9 30.4 2 30.» 31.4 32.5
Former Soiet U on ............................... 1 12.1 1.4 10.4 .9 8.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7. 7.8 6. 8.5
China ......45...................... ....... . 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 a2. 2.1 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.1 1.2 3.3 3.3 3
Magico. .................................. . 2. 2.1 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 3,3 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0
Olher Non-OECO........................................ 7. 12.0 .0 1,1 .4 17 .2 10.2 11.2 113 11.3 11.
Total Non-OECO........................................ 47.0 41.1 49.7 45.1 41.1 41.4 48.8 50.7 S2.0 S4.2 93.2 4.9 5 7 S7 S , 7T

oal World Supply ..................................... .1 6.( 66.1 66.7 67 7.4 11.3 6 .9 71.1 74.1 74.8 73.8 7I6 78.0 79.8

Total Slack W llhdrwall................................. 0.1 0.0 -0.5 .0.1 .0.3 .0.4 (',i 0.0 .0.4 .1.0 .1.2 0.6 .0.7 0,0 0.1

OECD Comm. Sloclu. End (biN. bla.) .............. 2., 242. 2. 2.7 2.7 Z.7 2.6 .$. 2.6 2.8 2.8

NI E.tlrom orm Former Sovil Union.............. 3.4 .0 21 2.1 2.3 2.4 2. 1.0 3.3 3. 3.8 4.2 4.5 47

Demsnd flo pelroltum by the OECD countries is rynonyrmou wllh 'petroleum n roducl suoplled., which is deRned In Ihe g y Ihe EA Pelrmum Supply Monfhly. DO EIA.0109 Demnd or prolum by the
nonaOECO counrliel I *lapparant contumpllon.' which includes inltrnal consumOlion, refinery luel and lois. and bunkarino.

OECO Europe includes Ih lothrer Eult Geminry.

Includes producltion o Crude oil (Including leese candensales), natural gae plant liquids. other hydrogen and hydrocarbons lor refinery leedltockl. refinery glns, alcohol, and llquidl produced Irrn coal and other
sources

d
4
nclud1 oflahor. supply from DOnmark, Cermany, Ihe NelhNrland. Norway, and the Unlled Kingdoman.

OECD: Organization for Economic Coioperlllon and Development: Australia, Autrl. elgit9
1
rur. Canada. Dlrmark. Finland. France. Germany. Greece, Iceland, Ireland. Italy. Japln. Luo.mbourg. Iha Netherland. NNw

0 Zealfnd Norway. PNo tugal. Spaio . Sweden, Swilterland, Turkey .the United Kingdom. and the Uniled State.. The Czech Republi:, Hungary. Melico, Poland, and South Korlal ar all mitmbers of OEC. butl are nol yetlO InctP, ldr in our OECD eelitatee.

OPEC: Oganilttlion of Petroleum E.oWlng Coutlrioe: Algeria, Indonesi. Iran. Iraq. Kuwait. Libya. Nigearia. Omar, Saudi Arabll. Se United Arab Emraoe., end Venezulal.
O SPR Strategic Peltroleum Raserv

0) FtForer Soiet Union: Armeni. Azerbaljn. Belsaul. Eltonia, Georgial. Kzkhtlln. Ky* yzoln". Latia, Lithul*ll, Moldova, Rustia. Trjilkitl.n, Turn.kmeltn, UkrLine and U.bekiltant.
No.al UMnor dhllcrpancie with other pubtiehed EtA hitlorictl dtel are due Io r

o
unding. Himlorical dale are prinled In bold;: oracall are In tIllcs. The forecasts ware generated by simulation of the Shor-Term

G)O~ ~ Inltegprated Forecooling Sylem.
M
Sourcol: Energy nloetrlion Adminitraltion: atlet data r,alable Irom EIA database, supportlng the following reports: Intematonat Petroleum Sflslica Report. DOOE/EIA-0020, nd Organization for Economic

CooperatiOn aind Developrmetl. Annutl l no Montlnly o011 Statistllc Dalabase.

IEnergy Informatllon Admlnlttratlon/Shorl.Term Energy Outlook - January 2001)
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Table A4. Annual Average U. S. Energy Prices
(Nominal Dollars)

Year

1938 1989 1990 991i 1992 1993 1994 1995 189 1997 1998 1999 2000 | 2001 2002

Imported Crude Oil Pricee
imported Average ............................ 14.57 18.08 21.75 18.70 18.20 16.14 116.2 17.14 20.11 18.50 12.08 17.22 27.86 26.92 21.28
WIVSpol Average............................ 15.98 19.78 24.48 21.60 20.54 18.49 17.16 11141 22.11 20.61 14.45 19,25 30.29 28.96 23.32

Natural Gast Wellhead
(dollars per thousand cubic feel)......... 1.69 1.89 1.71 1.64 1.74 2.04 1.85 1.55 2.17 2.32 1.95 2.17 3.73 5.22 4.57

Petroleum Products
Gasdoline Retail * (dollars per gallon)

AM Grades ........................................ 0.92 1.02 1.17 1.15 1.143 1.13 1.16 1.25 1.24 1.07 1.18 1.53 1.48 1.33
Regular Unleaded............................. 0.91 0.99 1.13 1.10 1.09 1.07 1.08 1.11 1.20 1.20 1.03 1.14 1.49 1.44 1.30

No. 2 Dess 01, Retail
(dollars per gallon)........................... 0.91 0.99 1.16, 1.12 1.10 1.11 1 1.10 1.22 1.19 1.04 1.12 1.48 1.51 1.33
No. 2 Healng 08. Wholesale
(dollan per galon) .............................. 0.47 0,58 0.70 0.62 0.58 0.54 0.51 0.51 0,64 0.59 0.42 0.51 0.89 0.87 0.69
No. 2 Heatg Oil. Retal
(dollars per gallon) .............................. 0.81 0.90 1.06 1.02 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.99 0.99 . 0.5 .8 1.33 1.37 1.14
No. 6 Residual Fuel 0, Retail '
(dollars per barrel) .............................. 14.04 16.20 18.66 14.32 14.21 14.00 14.79 18.49 19.01 17.82 12.83 16.02 1 25.93 25.85 20.80

Electric Utilllty Fuele
Coal
(doars pe mllHonBtu)........................ 1.47 1.44 1.45 1.45 1.41 1.38 1.36 1.32 129 1.27 1.25 1.22 1.20 1.20 1.19
Heavy Fuel Oil'
(dolers per million Btu).................... 2.41 2.85 3.22 2.49 2.46 2.36 2.40 2.60 3.01 2.79 2.07 2.30 4.23 4.17 3.36
Natural Gas
(dollars pet million Btu)........................ 2,26 2.3 2.32 2.15 2.33 2.56 2.23 1.98 2.64 2.76 2.38 2.57 4.28 5.53 4.99

Other Resldentlal
Natural Gas
(dolars per thousand cubic feel)...... 5.47 5.64 5.80 5.82 5.89 .17 8.41 06 6.35 6.95 6.83 6.69 7.73 9.83 9.42
Electricity
(cents per kilowalnhour) ..................... 7.49 7.64 7.85 8.05 8.23 8.34 8.40 1.40 6.36 8.43 8.26 8.16 8.21 8.34 8.43

' Refinr Mcguililion co*t (RAC) ol imnorled crude oil.
~ %VwYetl Titl, Iflenaldiat.

0 'Avneags IIll.liriOK Cislh priest.
0 'Aovrlge for all sualur conlmntl
i . 'Includ«s luel oils No. 4. No. S. and No. 6 and topped crude luel oil prlces.
0 Notes: PPrices exclude laxes. ecapt pricea lor gasoline. residentlll natural gel, and die,,l. Th. Iwoecstsl were generated by sImulation of lhe Short-Term Integratn d Fowecosling Sylsem

S ouclre Hisolioricl dlta Energy Inlormation AAmirllcstliOn: laitest dtla a*valable ro EIA daabases suppporling the lollowing nrportl: Petroiunm U*lreligY M/onthly. OOE/EIA.0380: Natural Gas Monihly. OOEIEIA.
0130: Monfhly Enery PRe-ve. OOEEIA.0035; Electric Poer UMonthly. OOE/EIA.0226.

(Energy information AdmlniatratlonlShorl-Term Energy Outlook -. January 2001)
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Table A5. Annual U.S. Petroleum Supply and Demand
(Million Barrels per Day, Except Closing Stocks)

Year

I 1988 I 1989 I 990 I 1991 I 1992 1993 I 1994 I 1995 I 1996 I 1997 1 98 1999 I 2000 I 2001 I 2002
Supply

Crude Oil Supply
Domestic Production' 8.14 7.61 7.36 7.42 7.17 6.85 6.66 6.56 6.46 6.45 625 5.88 5.84 589 5.B4
Alaska.................................. 2.02 1.87 1.77 1.80 1.71 1.58 1.56 1.48 1.39 1.20 1.17 1.05 0.97 1.02 1.05
Lower 48 ........... 6.12 5.74 5.58 5.62 5.46 5.26 5.10 5.08 5.07 5.16 5.08 4.83 4.87 4.87 4.79Not Imports (including SPR) 1> ................... 9.33 9.674

Net Import (Including SPR) b................ 4.95 5.70 5.79 5.67 5.99 6.69 6.96 7.14 7,40 8.12 8.60 8.61 8.86 933 9.64
O}er SPR Supply .................................. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 .00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.09 0.00
Stock Draw (Including SPR) .................. 0.00 .0.09 0.02 .0.01 0.00 .0,08 .-0.02 0.09 0.05 -0.06 -0.07 0.09 -0.02- 0.00 -0,03
Product Supplied and Losses ................. 0.04 .0.03 -0.02 .0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unaccounted-for Crude Oil..................... 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.20 0.26 0.17 0.27 0.19 0.22 0.14 0.11 0.19 0.31 0.21 0.22

Total Crude 01 Supply............................ 13.25 13.40 13.41 13.30 13.41 13.61 13.87 13.97 14.19 14.66 14.89 14.80 15.08 15.35 15.67

Other Suppy
NGL Production....................................... 1.62 1.5 1.56 1. 1.66 .70 1.74 1.73 1.76 1.83 1.12 1.76 1.85 1.94 1.96 2.00
Other nputs ......................................... 011 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.31 0.430 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.35
Crude Ol Product Supplied ..................... 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ProcesslPg Gain...................................... 0. .66 0.68 0.71 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.89 0.94 0.92 0.92
Net ProduLc Impcrt' ............................. 1.63 1.50 1.38 0.96 0.94 0.93 1.09 0.75 1.10 1.04 1.17 1.30 1.21 1.43 1.54
Product Slock Wllthdrawn...................... 0.03 0.13 -0.14 .0.04 0.06 -0.05 0.00 0.15 0.03 -0.09 -0.17 0.30 .0.01 -0.04 -0.05

Total Supply .............................................. 33 117.37 17.04 16.76 17.10 17.28 17.72 17.72 18.31 18.62 18.92 19.52 19.55 20.00 20.43

Demand
Motor Gasoline ....................................... 7.36 7.40 7.31 7.23 7.38 7.48 7.60 7,79 7.8a 8.02 . 6.25 8.43 8.37 852 8.68
Jet Fuel ...................................................... 1. 45 1.49 1.52 1.47 1.45 1.47 1.53 1.51 1.56 1.60 1.62 1.67 1 70 1.78 1.81
Distalete Fuel ........................................ 3.12 3.16 3.02 2.92 2.98 3.04 3.16 3.21 3.37 3.44 3.46 3.57 3.70 .3.80 3.86
Reldu FueOl ........................................ 1.31 1.37 1.23 1.16 1.09 1.01 1.02 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.89 0.83 0,84 0.79 0.84
Other O s ............................................... 4.03 3.95 3.95 3.99 4.20 4.17 4.41 4.36 4.63 4.77 4.69 5.01 4.93 5.11 5.23

Tot Demand ............................................ 17,34 17.37 17.04 16.77 17.10 17.24 17.72 17.72 18.31 18.62 18.92 19.52 19.55 20.00 20.43

Total Petroleum Nel Impot......................... 6.59 7.20 7.16 6.63 8.94 7.62 8.05 7.89 8.50 9.16 9.76 9.91 10.08 10.76 11.18

Closing Stocks (million bartels)
Crude O( (excluding SPR) ....................... 330 341 323 325 318 335 337 303 264 305 324 264 289 289 301

Total Mole Gasoline .............................. 228 213 220 219 216 226 215 202 195 210 218 193 197 202 205
Jet Fuel.................................................. 44 41 52 49 43 40 47 40 40 44 45 41 45 44 44
Dlstillatle Fuel Oil ...................................... 124 106 132 144 141 141 1 5 130 127 138 156 125 114 117 125
Residual Fye Oil ...................................... 45 44 49 50 43 44 42 37 46 40 45 36 35 38 38
Omer Oils ............................ ............. .... 267 257 261 267 263 273 275 258 250 259 . 291 246 253 255 265

.includes leias condenaete.
cNeI Impolis equals gross Imports plus SPR Imports mlnus eports.
dncludes finished pettoleum products, untinished Oils, glollne tlendhn componoenlts. Ind natural got plant liquids lor procssirng.

ror yerl prior Io 199J, rmolor gasoline includes Sn aSlinmiale cOf luel etharnol blended into gasoline on certlain product reclassiic.ion1, not reported earewhere in EIA. Se Appendix d in Energy inrronsationAorp'rFttmlon. Shonirerm enerpy CpsCo. IINDOE-0202i93130), for dett ls On this ldluitmen.o0 c'.udes crude od product supplied' nllull gas Iquids. liquefied dernery gas. otler liquids end aI tinished petrolium products except motor gasollne. )et fuel, ditillel*. and residual luel oil.
includos stocks 01 al Wh Oter 0.S, suC . , e"loStin gasoline. ikrosene, nlaural gas iquids Including salane). W lllton ga

0
odine blending components, naphtha and other oils for pelrociremical leedstOCk use.m specIal neahthas, lube o"l. we. COke. asphalt, road oi. and milscealfanous oils.

0 SP: Slrlaegic Petrolum Resern. NOL: Nstural Gas Liquids
0) Nods.: Minor discreplncie with otlher EIA publhishld historical dal are du1 to ,ounding. wllh the lollowing e·cptiorn: re..nl petmrolm andem nd supply dala dilpieyad hrre renect I in corporaio o

6lreubrrssions 01Of08 date as reported in E IA' P*ilfleir Sup Uonlhly. TableC1. Histoncal data are printed in bold. foracls ar,. in ilallics. The orecatsl were generaeld by simulatlon of tle Shor.TlS.r IntegrltedO rForecasling System.
Sourcts: Hisloris*1 dlta Enegy Inlon'raion Adrmlnisretlon: laleI data aalable Irom EIA delabases supporling the (olowing reporta: Petrtlmum Supply iUo(fhIy. OOE/EIA.109. end Wely Pe.roeumrr Stalu,Repo.,f, OOE/EIA-020e.
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Table A6. Annual U.S. Natural Gas Supply and Demand
(Trillion Cubic Feel)

Year

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1 1993 1994 1995 199 I 1997 199 198 1 2000 2001 2002
Supply

Total Dry Gas Production...................... 17.10 17.31 17.81 17.70 17.84 18,10 18.82 18.60 10.85 18.90 18.71 18.62 18.83 19.84 20.34
Net Imports ............................................ 1.22 1.27 1.45 1.B4 1.92 2.21 2.46 2.69 2.78 2.84 2.99 3.42 3.49 4.03 4.19
Supplemental Gaseous Fuels ................ 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 - 0.12 0.13

Total New Supply............................. 18.42 18.6 19.38 1.45 19.88 20.42 21.39 21.40 21.75 21.84 21.80 22.14 22 42 24.00 24.65

Working Gas In Storage
Opening .................. ............ ... 2.76 2.85 2.51 3.07 2.82 2.60 2.32 2.61 2.15 2.17 2.17 2.73 2.51 1.74 2100
Closrng ............................................... .85 2.51 3,07 2.62 2.60 2.32 2.61 2.15 . 2.17 2.17 2.73 2.51 1.74 2.00 2.27

Net Whdrawls ................................ -0.09 0.34 .0.56 0.24 0.23 0.28 -0.28 0.45 -0.02 0.00 -0.S4 0.22 0.77 -0.26 -0.26

Total Supply ............................................. 1.33 19.03 18.82 19.70 20.11 20.70. 21.11 21.85 21.73 21.64 21.25 22.36 23.19 23.74 24.39

Balancing Item ...................................... -0.30 .0.23 .0.11 -0.66 -0.56 ;0.42 -0.40 -0.27 0.24 0.11 0.01 -0.67 -0.50 -0.39 -0.41

Total Primary Supply...... ........................ 18.03 18.10 11.72 19.03 19.54 20.28 20.71 21.58 21.96 21.95 21.26 21.70 22.69 23.35 23.08

Demand

Lease and Planl Fuel............................. 1.10 1.07 1.24 1.13 1.17 1.17 1.12 1.22 1.25 1.20 1.16 1.08 1.24 1.27 1.28
Pipeline Use........................................... 0.63 0.66 0.60 0.59 0.62 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.75 0.64 0.74 0.681 0.70 0.71
Resdential............................................. 4.63 4.78 4.39 4.56 4.69 4.96 5 4.85 5.24 4.98 4.52 4.73 4.97 5.17 5.16
Cormoiel ............................................ 2.67 2.72 2.62 2.73 2.80 2.86 2.90 3.03 3.16 3.21 3.00 3.04 3.38 3.46 3.49
Industnal(Ind. NonuollUes) ................... 6,38 6.2 7.02 7.23 7.53 798 8.17 8.58 8.87 8.83 .69 9.00 9.38 9.76 1031
Eleclti lles ....................................... 2.64 2.79 2.79 2.79 2.77 2.68 2.99 3.20 2.73 2.97 3.26 3.11 3.04 2.99 3.03
Total Demand....................................... 18.03 18.80 18.72 19.03 19.54 20.28 20.71 21.58 .21.96 21.95 21.26 21.70 22.69 23.35 23.98

The balancing item repeaents the difference between Ihe surn o Ithe components of latural gas supply and the sune of components of natural gas demand.
NOles: Minor dicreopncie with other CIA putblihed historical dala are due to rounding. Histonical date re pinlted In bold: torecsti are in lalics,. The forecasll were generated by simulatlion of the Shol.Tera

Inlegreltd Forecasting Syllem.
Sources: Hitloritll data Energy Inlormatlon Admlnllltration: latet dlti availlble Irom EIA databases supporting the following repons: NltunI Gas MIonthly, DOE/EIA-0130; Elclrc Power Monthly. OOE/EIA-0226:

Proieclons: Energy nrlormealon Aolminillrllon, Short-Term Integrated Forecasllng Syllem dlatbase, end Office cf Ot and G.t Reserves end Nlaural Gas Oivision.
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Table A7. Annual U.S. Coal Supply and Demand
(Million Short Tons)

Year

t 1988 11989 I 1990 I1991 1992 I 1993 | 1994 1995 199 199 199 1999 1000 2001 2002
Suoolv
Producion.................................................. 950.3 980.7 1029.1 996.0 997.5 945.4 1033.5 1033.0 1063.9 1089.9 1117.5 1100.2 1106.9 1141.6 1159.2
Aopalachia .......... .......................... NA 464.8 489.0 457.8 456.6 409.7 445.4 434.9 451.9 467.8 460.4 425.4 431.5 430.3 427.8
Interio....................................................... NA 198.1 205.8 195.4 195.7 167.2 179.9 168.5 172.8 170.9 16.4 162.5 152.4 149.7 145.1
Western ................................................... NA 311.9 334.3 342.8 345.3 368.5 408.3 429.6 439.1 451.3 488.8 512.3 522.9 561.6 586.4

Primary Stock Levels'
Oeninq .................................................. 28.3 30.4 29.0 33.4 33.0 34.0 25.3 33.2 34.4 28.6 34.0 36.5 39.5 34.2 34.9
Closino............................. ........... 30.4 29.0 33.4 33.0 34.0 25.3 33.2 34.4 28.6 34.0 36.5 39.5 34.2 34.9 35.2

Net Wlthdrawals ................................... .2.1 1.4 -4.4 0.4 .1.0 8.7 -7.9 -1.2 5.8 -5.3 .2.6 .2.9 5.3 -0.7 -0.3
Irror ............................................. 2. 9 2.7 3.4 3.8 7.3 7.6 7.2 7.1 7.5 8.7 9.1 11.7 11.8 12.0
Exoos.....:............................................. 95.0 100.8 105.8 109.0 102.5 74.5 71.4 88.5 90.5 83.5 78.0 58.5 58.9 60.5 62.0

Toal Net Domestic SuoY .................... 855.3 684.2 921.6 890.9 897.8 886.9 961.8 950.4 986.3 1008.5 1045.7 1047.9 1064.9 1092.3 1108.9

Secondary Stock Levels"
Openk I................................................... 185.5 156.4 146.1 168.2 167.7 163.7 120.5 136.1 134.6 123.0 106.4 129.4 143.5 124.6 124.6
Cloino ................................................... 1S8.4 144.1 168.2 167.7 163.7 120.5 136.1 134.6 123.0 106.4 129.4 143.5 124.6 124.6 113.0

Net Withdrawals .................................. 27.0 12.3 -22.1 0.5 4.0 43.2 -15.7 1.5 11.7 16.6 .23.0 .14.1 16.9 0.1 11.6
Waste Coal Suiolied to PP .................. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 6.4 7.9 6,5 8.8 8.1 8.6 12.0 12.2 12.2 12.2

TotalSuoDV ........................................ 882.3 894.5 899.4 891.4 907.6 936.5 954.0 960.4 1006.7 1033.2 1031.3 1045.8 1096.0 1104.6 1132.7

Demand
Coke Pans ............................................... 41.9 40.5 . 38.9 33.9 32.4 31.3 31.7 33.0 31.7 30.2 28.2 28.1 28.9 28.6 28.7
Electricity Poduction
Electric Uties ................. ............ 58.4 766.9 773.5 772.3 779.9 813.5 817.3 829.0 874.7 900.4 910,9 894.1 858.2 670.5 896.3
NonuUtlilles Exd. Coon.) ..................... NA 0.9 1.8 10.2 14.6 17.1 19.5 20.8 22.2 21.6 26.9 51.7 104.7 133.3 135.8

Retail and General Indusbv....................... 76.3 82.3 83.1 81.6 80.2 81.1 81.2 78.9 76.9 77.1 73.0 70.3 71.5 72.2 71.9
ToMDemand' ...................................... 676.5 890.6 997.1 897.8 907.0 943.1 949.7 961.7 1005.6 1029.2 1039.0 1044.3 1063.4 1104.6 1132.7

Dlscepancv ............................................ 5.8 5.9 2.4 .6.4 0.8 .6 43 1.3 1.2 4.0 .7.7 1.6 32.6 0.0 0.0

Primary tlocLks rr held It Ihe mines. preparalion plante, and ditlrlbution polrls.

bSecondary stocks are held by users. II includes An estimate of lstocks held at utility plinli told to nonulilil goeneraors.

'Etsimited Independent power producers (IPPs) contumpllon of wrslt coal. Thil cem Includes waste coal and coal lurry reprocessed into brilquelt.

"EstIimlat ol cotl consumption by IPP., supplied by the Otice of Coal, Nuclear, Electric. and Alternate Fuels, Energy Inonnrmllon Administration (EIA). Ourterly coal conhumptlon tlrtleten for 1999 and pro)ecltons
lot 2000 and 2001 're based on It) estimeled conu-nplion by utllllty power plant told to nonutily genieralor during i9W9, and (2) annual coal-fred generetlon It nonuillllles from Form EIA-.67 (Annual Nonuilllty Power
Producer Repo0r).

Total Oemand IntiCdesl eiantied IPP consimnption.

The discrepancy reneclt n unaccounsd.-lor $hMpplP end receiver reporling difference. .asumed l be e ro In the (oreKIis penod. Prior lo 19<e. dlscrepancy may Include tome waste ooel supplied to IPPs that has
not been ipecifically Idenlified.

Notes: Row. end columns mely not add due to independent rounding. Hilorical dlta are printed In bold: forecastsll are in talic. The loreceslt were genarlted by timulatlon of the Shofr-Term Integraed Forecastllng
System.

m Sources: HIstorIcal datl Energy Informallon Admlnilr|lion: latest dlata avelble from EIA dillbasil lupporing thie lnowi report.: Ouarerfy Cool Report. DOEEIA-0121. and Elecfric Power Monthly. OOE/EIA-o 01221 Praect.ons: Energy Intormtlion Administrtllon. Shol-Term Integrlated Forecasting Syltem da.labse., nd Office ol Coel, Nuclear, Electric and Alternlte Fuets.
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Table A8. Annual U.S. Electricity Supply and Demand
(Billion Kilowatt-hours)

Year
i1988 9 1989 1 1990 1 1991 I 1992 1 1993 I 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

SupIply
NaI Utlly Ceneration

Col............................................ 1540.7 1553.7 1559.6 1551.2 1575.9 1639.2 1635.5 1652.9 1737.5 1717.8 107.5 1767.7 1699:8 1750.9 1771.0
P ot ......................................... 14 .9 15 .3 117.0 111.5 88.9 99.5 91.0 60.8 67.3 77.6 110.2 6.9 65.1 81.9 94.3
Nturl G ......................................... 252.8 266.6 264.1 264.2 263.9 258.9 291.1 307.3 262.7 283.6 309.2 296.4 289.5 283.8 287.4
Nucl................................................. 527.0 529.4 576.9 612.6 518.8 610.3 640.4 673.4 674.7 628.6 673.7 725.0 707.6 674.6 663.3
Hydrolectrc................................. 222.9 265.1 279.9 275.5 239.6 265.1 243.7 293.7 328.0 337.2 304.4 293.9 258.6 252.0 272.0

Geolherrnml end Ohr ....................... 12.0 11.3 10.7 10.1 10.2 9.6 8.9 64 7.2 7.5 .2 3.7 2.2 2.2 2.2
Sutol ..................................... . 2704.3 2784.3 2801.2 2825.0 2797.2 2882.5 2910.7 2994.5 3077.4 3122.5 3212.2 3173.7 3022.8 3055.3 3090.2

Noilly Geaon ........................ 0.0 187.6 187.6 216.7 246.3 314.4 343.1 363.3 369.6 371.7 405.7 554.7 781.2 847.1 886.7

dal GCerlio .................................... 2704.3 2971.9 3024.9 3071.3 3083.4 3196.9 3253.0 3357.8 3447.0 3494.2 3617.9 3726.4 3804.1 3902.4 3976.9

N Impo .................................... 318 1.0 2.3 19.6 2.4 27.8 44.8 39.2 38.0 36.6 27.6 30.6 39.3 37.2 35.9

pl........................................ 2736.0 2982.8 302t.2 3091.0 3108.8 3224.7 3298.6 3397.1 3485.0 3530.8 3645.5 3759.0 3843.3 3939.6 4012.8

Lo.es and Unrccun.ed for .............. NA 243.2 207.3 215.0 223.6 236.4 225.7 238.4 242.3 242.9 249.4 337.7 240.1 274.9 280.3

Demand

Electric UtDilly Sales

Reidenll.......................................... 92.9 905.5 924.0 955.4 935.9 994.8 1008.5 1042.5 1082.5 1075.8 1127.7 1140.8 1t83.9 1215.3 1237.6
Comm ........................................... 699.1 725.9 751.0 7657 761.3 794.6 820.3 862.7 887.4 92.4 968.5 970.6 028.2 1042.3 1059.7
Indutril.............................................. 5 925.7 945.5 946.6 972.7 977.2 1008.0 1012.7 1030.4 1032.7 1040.0 1017.1 1074.0 1076.8 1100.3
Ot .......................................... 9.6 89.8 92.0 94.3 93.4 94.9 97.8 95.4 97.5 102.9 103.5 106.8 111.6 112.4 114.9
Svt............. . ................. 2578.1 2646.8 2712.6 2762.0 2763.4 2861.5 2934.6 3013.3 3097.8 3139.8 3239.8 3235.9 3397.7 3446.8 3512.4

Nonulilyt OwnUs .............................. NA 92.9 94.7 101.5 108.0 126.9 138.4 145.4 144.9 148.2 154.2 185.3 205.5 217.8 220.2
Tot mna................................ NA 2739.7 2819.9 2875.9 2885.2 2988.4 3073.0 3158.7 3242.7 3287.9 3396.1 3421.2 3603.3 3884.7 3732.6

Mimo:

Nonutllly Selea

1t Eletrlic lillli .... . N.....A........ I' 9 2.9 115.2 138.3 187. 204.7 217.9 224.7 223.5 249.5 369.4 575.7 629.2 666.5

*Olher Incudes generalion from wind. wood. waste. nd soafr *aUrctI.
Net genwation.

O 'Oalt for 1999 Ire eaimatel.
O tBllfncng ilem. motnly Iranimlllion and ditribullon loselt.
T Dtlned a Ihe ditferene belrwen foll nonuollit y e)teclicly geanralltn and slts to efIclric ulilities by nonulnllty gcnerlatonr, reported on Form EIAA-8. 'Annual Nonutility Power Producfr Report.' DO l tor 1999 are
O sClinltei.

C(J71 ~ Notes: Minor dilcrepancies with olher EIA published hilloncat dle are due to rounding. Hialorical dala ae prinled In bold torecalst are in Itallct.
o Souvces. Hisloricat d.ll Energy Inlorrmnlon Atdmnlrstaion: Il.lst data aIvltible orom EIA databases suoonirtng Ihe followlng report: Elclric Power Monntty. OOBEIA-0226 end etk.cfc Power Annuia.DOEEItA.0346.

~ Projiecllonl : Eneroy Inlomrnaion Admnisl liron. Shorl.Tem Inflgraed Foreanctling System dalabase, and Otffce ot Coel NuJclr. Elctric erd Alternat Fuels.
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